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The U.S. military presently manages about 88 billion dollars in spare and repair 
parts, consumables, and other support items. Department of Defense (DOD) 
inventory models which help wholesale item managers make inventory decisions 
concerning these items are based on the assumption that mean demand remains 
constant over time. In DOD this assumption is rarely met. During periods of 
declining demand, such as that associated with force reduction or equipment 
retirement, the inventory models usually keep stock levels too high, generating excess 
material. Recently, the amount of excess in DOD was estimated to be as high as 40 
billion dollars. On the other extreme, during periods of increasing demand, the 
models generally provide too little stock, resulting in poor weapons system support. 
The purpose of this research was to develop an inventory model which does not rely 
on the assumption that mean demand is stationary. Use Of the model would be 
appropriate when a known or predictable increase or decrease in mean demand is 
forecasted. Through simulation the model's performance was evaluated and compared 
with that of the Navy's Uniform Inventory Control Program (UICP) model. The 
results indicate that the proposed model significantly outperforms the existing model 
when mean demand is non-stationary. Additionally, the results indicate that the 
proposed model's performance is equal to or better than the existing Navy model 
under many stationary mean demand scenarios. 
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THESIS DISCLAIMER 
The reader is cautioned that computer programs developed in this research may not have been 
exercised for all cases of interest. While every effort has been made, within the time 
available, to ensure that the programs are free of computational and logic errors, they cannot 
be considered validated. Any application of these programs without additional verification is 
at the risk of the user. 
Special 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In the past decade the Department of Defense's @OD) inventory management of 
secondary items has come under intense Congressional scrutiny. Secondary items are 
consumable and repairable spare and repair parts and other support items that are 
needed to maintain the readiness of the military forces' weapon systems and support 
military personnel. The total value of this material was $88.1 billion in fiscal year 
1991. The vast majority ($73 billion) of these items were stocked as demand-based 
items. 
Inventory models which help DOD wholesale item managers make inventory 
decisions concerning these items are based on the assumption that mean demand 
remains constant over time. Since, in reality, mean values for demand change over 
time, the existing models cannot directly compensate for these changes. During 
periods of declining demand, such as that associated with force reduction or equipment 
retirement, the inventory models usually keep stock levels too high, generating excess 
material. Recently, the amount of excess in DOD was estimated to be as high as $40 
billion. On the other extreme, during periods of increasing demand, the models 
generally provide too little stock, resulting in exceptionally poor levels of customer 
service. 
In this study an alternative replenishment strategy is proposed which does not 
rely on the assumption that mean demand is stationary. The basis for the research is a 
model developed by E.A. Silver for probabilistic demand with a time varying mean. 
Silver's model is a three-stage procedure, determining when to order, the number of 
X 
periods to cover, and the order quantity. Although the model assumes demand is 
probabilistic, the determination of the length of the order cycle is based upon the 
deterministic Silver-Meal heuristic, selecting the order quantity so that total relevant 
costs are minimized over the period that the replenishment quantity will support. 
Silver's model is extended and modified as necessary to work within existing DOD 
inventory information systems, to comply with DOD mandated constraints, and to 
handle the uncertainty of a nondeterministic replenishment lead time. The resulting 
model is called the modified Silver model. 
forecast over a specified time horizon, use of the model would be appropriate when a 
known increase or decrease in mean demand is forecasted. 
Since the model requires the ability to 
Evaluation of the modified Silver model is based on a Monte Carlo simulation. 
The baseline measurement is the performance of the current Navy Uniform Inventory 
Control Program (UICP) model for consumable items under the same simulated 
demand scenarios. Since the Navy model is based on the general DOD model, the 
results should have direct applicability to other DOD components' (DLA, Army, Air 
Force) models. Both simulations approximate the inventory management of a single 
consumable item for as many as 120 quarters. The simulation experiments include a 
variety of run characteristics, system parameter settings, and generated demand 
profiles. 
Testing of the modified Silver model using a stationary mean demand forecast 
demonstrates comparable or slightly improved performance over the UICP model. 
This supports the assertion that the models are nearly equivalent under the assumption 
xi 
that mean demand is stationary. Testing of the models when mean demand is varying 
and estimates of the varying mean are included in the forecast clearly demonstrates 
that the modified Silver model outperforms the existing UICP model. In declining 
demand scenarios, the modified Silver model significantly reduces both excess 
inventory at the end of the simulation interval and the total cost over the simulation 
interval, with no reduction in average customer wait time. In increasing demand 
scenarios, the model significantly reduces average customer wait time at an overall 
lower total cost. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. OVERVIEW 
In the past decade the Department of Defense's (DOD) inventory management of 
secondary items has come under intense Congressional scrutiny. Secondary items are 
consumable and repairable spare and repair parts and other support items that are 
needed to maintain the readiness of the military forces' weapon systems and support 
military personnel. The total value of this material was $88.1 billion in fiscal year 
1991. The vast majority ($73 billion) of these items were stocked as demand-based 
items [Ref. 11. According to one General Accounting Office (GAO) report, DOD has 
"wasted billions of dollars on excess supplies, burdened itself with the need to 
maintain them, and failed to acquire the tools or expertise to manage them effectively" 
[Ref. 21. The same report estimated DOD's excess inventory at about $40 billion. 
Within DOD, inventory control points (ICP's) have the primary responsibility 
for the wholesale management of secondary items. The DOD model used for demand- 
based requirements determination is an (s,S) inventory model. In determining 
requirements three factors are considered - safety level, lead time requirements, and 
the economic order quantity (EOQ). Safety levels and lead time requirements are 
combined to determine the reorder level (s). lf the inventory position (on-hand plus 
on-order minus back-ordered stock) falls below the reorder level, then a replenishment 
is made to bring the inventory position up to the order-up-to-level (S). The order-up- 
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to-level is primarily a function of the economic order quantity. A fundamental 
assumption of the reorder point and economic order quantity formulas used by DOD is 
that the demand rate is stationary over time. Unfortunately in most environments, 
including DOD, this assumption is rarely met. Continued use of this assumption has 
been linked by GAO to the buildup of excess inventories in the military supply system' 
[Ref. 31. GAO's findings include the recommendation for DOD to adopt a 
replenishment strategy that can be used when the mean demand rate is non-stationary 
over time. With the current and planned reduction in the size of the Department of 
Defense, and the ensuing decline in secondary item demand, the need for such a 
model has never been more pressing. 
B. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 
The primary objective of this research is to develop and test a model based on 
economic order quantity principles for probabilistic time-varying mean demand with 
stochastic lead times. The model will be used to determine both a reorder point and a 
reorder quantity. In designing the model, the following elements are considered 
crucial: 
- The model should significantly reduce excess inventories yet still maintain 
adequate levels of customer service. 
'For a discussion of excess inventory in the Navy supply system, see Lilli and HUSSO~'S thesis 
(Ref.41. For a discussion of other contributing causes see Perry's study [Ref. 51 or the GAO report on the 
shortcomings in requirements determination processes in the DOD [Ref. 6 1.  
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- The model should be designed to fit into existing inventory information 
systems, such as the Navy's Uniform Automated Data Processing System for 
Inventory Control Points (UICP), with minimal changes required in software 
and no changes in hardware. 
- The model should be tested over a wide range of scenarios, representing 
increasing and declining demand, as well as a full range of demand 
variability. 
- The model should be simple to understand. 
- The model should meet all DOD mandated constraints. 
The basis for the research is a model developed by E.A. Silver for probabilistic 
demand with a time varying mean [Ref. 71. The model is extended and modified as 
necessary to meet the above requirements. The resulting model is called the 
"modified Silver model.'' 
Evaluation of the new model is based on a Monte Car10 simulation. The 
baseline measurement is the performance of the current Navy UICP model for 
consumable items under the same simulated demand scenarios. Since the Navy model 
is based on the general DOD model, the results should have direct applicability to 
other DOD component @LA, Army, Air Force) models. 
The model has particular application to items experiencing a known or 
predictable decline or increase in mean demand, such as with system retirement, 
planned reductions or increases in component population, or engineering design 
changes of the weapons system component that contains the item. Since all changes 
in mean demand are not predictable, the effects of using the model when mean 
demand is stationary is also studied. 
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c. LITERATUREREVIEW 
There has been a considerable amount of development of inventory models when 
mean demand is assumed to be stationary. There has also been a considerable amount 
of attention paid to the deterministic version of the non-stationary demand problem. 
However, the number of papers devoted to probabilistic, non-stationary demand is 
very limited. Since we are concerned exclusively with non-stationary demand, several 
of the more important papers for both the deterministic and the probabilistic case for 
non-stationary demand are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The most often discussed procedure for the time-varying, deterministic case is 
the Wagner-Whitin (W-W) dynamic lot-sizing algorithm [Ref. 81. 
procedure provides a true optimal solution using a dynamic programming approach, it 
has often been ignored for practical use because of the amount of computational effort 
required and the possible need for a well defined ending point for the demand pattern 
[Ref. 9: p. 2311. Consequently many heuristics have been developed which are both 
easier to implement and computationally less demanding. 
Although the 
Of the several heuristic approaches, the Silver-Meal (S-M) heuristic mef. 91 has 
received a significant amount of review. The heuristic is a simple modification of the 
basic economic order quantity model for the discrete case. The strategy of the 
heuristic is to select the order quantity so that the total relevant costs (ordering and 
holding) are minimized for the time the replenishment quantity will last. In 
performance tests of the S-M heuristic, the W-W algorithm, and the EOQ, the average 
4 
cost penalty for using the heuristic over the algorithm is less than 1 %. Furthermore, 
whenever the W-W algorithm significantly outperformed EOQ, so did the S-M 
heuristic [Ref. 9: p. 2371. Blackburn and Millen [Ref. 101 also showed that in a 
rolling horizon implementation where a firm has limited information about the future, 
the S-M heuristic is superior to the W-W algorithm in terms of cost effectiveness. 
Ritchie and Tsado [Ref, 111 compared the S-M heuristic, among others, to a 
marginal cost approach. Using the marginal cost approach, the economic order 
quantity is determined by increasing the lot size as lung as the marginal savings in 
ordering costs are greater than the marginal cost increase in inventory holding costs. 
In the case of a lifecycle demand pattern, tests indicated that the marginal cost 
approach performed better than the S-M heuristic. The life cycle demand patterns 
included a period of increasing demand followed by a stationary period followed by a 
decreasing period. All comparisons were made to baseline W-W optimal values. 
Cline, Foote and Schlegel [Ref. 121 compared the W-W algorithm, S-M 
heuristic, along with the EOQ and several other less common heuristics, for a single- 
stage lot-size production problem with probabilistic demand. They concluded that the 
W-W algorithm clearly worked best if minimizing shortages is the criterion of choice. 
Otherwise, the S-M heuristic or EOQ were among the equally good choices. 
Several other papers in the literature deal with specific patterns of time varying 
deterministic demand. Donaldson [Ref. 131 determines an optimal strategy for linear 
increasing demand. Ritchie and Tsado [Ref. 141 show that using the EOQ in cases of 
linear increasing demand results in only a small cost penalty when compared with 
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Donaldson's optimal value. In either case, because of their limited application these 
works provide little insight into the general case of problems associated with this 
study. 
As indicated earlier, the amount of research dealing with non-stationary 
probabilistic demand is much more limited. The inclusion of uncertainty in demand 
alone can significantly complicate the problem from a conceptual viewpoint. Having 
the additional uncertainty in replenishment lead time, as well as allowing for a time 
varying mean demand only compounds this already complex problem. 
In a 1978 paper, Silver [Ref. 71 provides a relatively simple approach to the 
probabilistic lot-sizing problem, using in part, a deterministic technique to determine 
the length of an order cycle. His model forms the basis of this research. Silver's 
model is a three stage approach - deciding when to order, the number of periods the 
order should cover, and the order quantity. The model assumes that replenishment 
lead time is fiued. Silver's model is discussed in great detail in Chapter III of this 
thesis. 
Askin [Ref. 151 develops a similar, although somewhat more complex 
procedure, where the probabilistic nature of demand is included in determining the 
length of the order cycle. Using his approach, the length of the order cycle is 
determined by finding the cycle length T that minimizes expected cost over the 
forecast horizon. Again, replenishment lead time is assumed to be fixed. One 
important assumption of his basic model is that once an order is placed for T time 
periods, another order is not placed for another T periods. Askin offers a 
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modification to the model for an every-period-review approach but the model becomes 
significantly more complex. In either case the probability distribution of demand must 
be known. 
More recently a near-myopic heuristic is provided by Bollapragda and Morton 
[Ref. 161. Myopic policies order as if left over inventory from the current order 
could be salvaged at full value, allowing the problem to be solved easily without 
extensive knowledge of the future or dynamic programming. In this case "extra" units 
ordered during one replenishment cycle, if not used, could simply be applied to offset 
the next period requirements. This could lead to serious problems in the case of 
deching demand where there may be insufficient requirements to be offset. In such 
cases they hypothesize the heuristic is near myopic. Their heuristic involves first 
solving the optimal problem for a series of stationary demand problems and tabulating 
the (s,S) results. The non-stationary problem is then approximated by the stationary 
problem. This is done by averaging the demand parameters over an estimate of the 
replenishment time and reading the corresponding (s,S) values from the stationary 
tables. Bollapragda and Morton compare their "newsboy" heuristic and Askin's 
procedure to a dynamic programming solution. Overall, the heuristic averaged 1.7% 
error as compared to Askin's procedure, which averaged 2.0% error. The results 
were presented for relatively low varying demand only (a/p=O.l and 0.3). 
Another approach to a trended economic order quantity is currently under 
investigation for the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) by analyst at the Defense 
Electronic Supply Center mef. 171. Although published results are unavailable, 
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research as been directed towards increasing or declining demand with either 
exponential or linear trends. Based on the limited information available, a variable 
safety level model is being developed where mean demand is assumed to follow one of 
these preset curves. Curve parameters are obtained from a regression model. The 
model then solves iteratively for a deterministic EOQ and a variable safety level. 
Lilli and Husson [Ref. 41 specifically addressed the issue of declining demand 
and the generation of excess assets. Using simulation, they first show that improved 
forecasting alone will not completely solve the problem of excess assets following a 
declining demand period. To eliminate excess inventories, they develop a model 
which reduces both the order quantity and reorder level proportionally to the 
population decline over the length of the declining cycle. The technique was 
successful in reducing excess inventory, however, the improvement comes at the 
expense of customer service. 
Many of the theoretical papers discussed in the previous paragraphs provide 
insight in dealing with changes in demand. The most important insight is the 
complexity of the problem when demand is probabilistic. Silver's work appears to 
provide the most straightforward and general application. Askin's improves on 
Silver's model by including the probabilistic nature of demand in the determination the 
length of the order cycle. The model is more complex though and requires explicit 
knowledge of the demand distribution. Bollapragda and Morton provide a new 
approach, although it also requires knowing the probability distribution of demand. 
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With the large scale inventory maintained by DOD, this r eq~emen t  creates serious 
drawbacks for either of the latter models. 
D. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
This thesis consist of six chapters. Chapter 11 provides an overview of the 
current UICP inventory model for consumable items. Chapter III provides a detailed 
description of the modified Silver model. The first few sections are devoted to the 
introduction of notation and model assumptions. 
describes the basic Silver model, extensions and modifications to the model, and the 
estimation of model parameters. Chapter IV provides an overview of the simulation 
software, followed by a detailed description of the simulation structure and 
implementation assumptions. Chapter V provides the experimental design used to 
compare model performance and presents the results of the simulation experiments. 
Chapter VI presents the summary, conclusions, and recommendations of this research. 
The remainder of the chapter 
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II. THE UICP INVENTORY MODEL 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The principal policy for the Department of Defense @OD) concerning 
procurement cycles and safety levels of supply for secondary consumable items is 
provided in DOD Instruction 4140.39 [Ref. 181. The objective of the policy 
guidelines stated in this instruction is: 
To minimize the total of variable order and holding costs subject to a constraint on 
time weight-weighted, essentiality-weighted requisitions short. 
The mathematical model specified in this instruction parallels the lot size reorder point 
model for the backorders case as described by Hadley and Whitin [Ref. 19: p. 181- 
1951. The model assumes demand is stochastic, and that the mean rate of demand 
remains constant over time. 
OPNAV Instruction 4440.23 [Ref. 201 further specifies policy within the Navy. 
Partial documentation for the Navy specific inventory model, including computational 
methods and constraints, can be found in NAVSUP Publication 553 mef. 211. The 
current system design and the specifications for the computer program that implements 
the model are described in Functional Description (FD) PD-82 published by the 
SPCC, Code 046 pef .  221. The purpose of this chapter is not to reiterate these 
documents, but simply to provide the reader with enough detail to have a general 
understanding of the UICP consumable item inventory model. 
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B. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
In order to understand the inventory model currently employed by SPCC for 
consumable items, some basic assumptions and definitions are necessary. 
Replenishment decisions are based OR the decision variables, reorder quantity R and 
order quantity Q, and inventory position (IP) which is defined to be the quantity on 
hand plus on order minus the quantity backordered. With the continuous-review (Q,R) 
policy used by the Navy, when the IP reaches or falls below the reorder quantity R, 
the order quantity Q plus IP-R units are ordered for stock replenishment. 
Each time an order is placed, certain setup or administrative ordering costs are 
incurred (denoted here by A). DOD Instruction 4140.39 provides detailed guidance 
about the types of costs associated with ordering an item for inventory. These costs 
are divided into two categories, fixed and variable. Only variable costs, those that 
will vary as a function of the number of times an order is placed, are to be included 
in the determination of A. SPCC assigns administrative ordering cost based on the 
type of item, procurement method, item mark code, and the dollar value of the order. 
The item mark code is a categorization code based on forecasted quarterly demand and 
unit price. 
When material is physically held in stock certain variable holding costs are 
incurred. The variable holding cost rate, denoted here by I, includes the costs 
associated with capital, obsolescence, and storage. This rate is often expressed as a 
fraction or percentage of unit cost per year; i.e., the cost to hold one dollar's worth of 
material in inventory for one year. For consumable items, SPCC currently uses 0.23 
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for the value of I, which consists of 0.10 for capital (time preference), 0.12 for 
obsolescence2, and 0.01 for storage costs. 
Shortages occur when there is insufficient stock on-hand to fill a requisition, 
resulting in a "backordered" requisition. Associated with each shortage are costs, 
which may be time-weighted or independent of time. Time-weighted costs in the 
military system are those costs which increase with the length of time the shortage 
lasts. Time independent costs are incurred just once at the start of the shortage. An 
example of such a cost is notifying the customer that the part is not in stack. In the 
model used by SPCC the shortage cost is computed using the time-weighted method, 
thus the units on the shortage cost rate (h) are dollars per requisition year short; i.e., 
h is the cost of being short one requisition for one year. In reality, X is an implied 
shortage cost based on a specified service level and the available budget. The true 
cost of a shortage is unknown. 
Essentiality (E) is the relative importance of a given item in an inventory to the 
military readiness of the weapon system of which it is a component. At SPCC this 
value is assumed to have a uniform value of 0.5 for all items and thus can be ignored. 
The model therefore uses a shortage cost to reflect, in some sense, a measurement of 
an item's military essentiality. 
This value is actually composed of 0.10 for obsolescence and 0.02 for pilferage and inventory 
adjusfments. 
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C. INVENTORY MODEL 
The constrained optimization problem of minimizing total ordering and variable 
holding costs subject to a constraint on time-weighted, essentiality-weighted 
requisitions short can be written in a general, unconstrained form (the Lagrangian 
function) as: 
Find non-negative Q and R which minimize 
where: 
Q is the reorder quantity; 
R is the reorder point; 
A is the administrative ordering cost; 
I is the holding cost rate; 
h is the shortage cost; 
E is the item essentiality; 
D is mean demand in units per quarter; 
C is unit cost; 
p is mean lead time demand; 
B(Q,R) is the expected number of backorders (a function of Q and R); 
S is the expected number of units per requisition. 
The first term in this "cost equation" represents the average annual ordering 
costs for the item. The second term represents the average annual holding costs 
under long run steady state conditions. The final term in the equation represents the 
essentiality-weighted average annual number of requisition-years of shortages 
multiplied by the shortage cost rate A. The shortage cost rate (A) is, in reality, a 
Lagrange multiplier. Because all real world factors cannot be integrated easily into 
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the total variable cost equation, the Navy imposes further constraints on the solutions 
to this equation. 
To determine an initial value for the reorder point R, the Navy model first 
makes use of the optimality condition obtained by taking the partial derivative of 
TVC(Q,R) with respect to R and setting the result equal to zero. Unfortunately, the 
resulting expression contains an implicit function of Q and R, making it difficult to 
solve the optimality condition explicitly for R. Instead, SPCC uses an approximation 
technique to determine the value of R. The resulting optimality condition is simplified 
to finding the smallest R such that: 
S I C  
SIC+AE 
l-F(R) = 
where F(R) is the cumulative distribution function describing the probability that the 
random variable representing lead time demand will be less than or equal to R. The 
right hand expression is defined to be optimal risk. Risk is defined as the probability 
of being out of stock 
requisition frequency 
during a procurement lead time Q. Substituting average 
(S = D/W) into the above expression yields: 
where P represents the unconstrained stock-out risk at (unconstrained) optimality . 
This is the initial risk equation used at SPCC. Prior to determining the initial value of 
R, the right hand side of the above equation is constrained by a maximum and 
minimum risk value. Although these limits vary, the majority of consumable items at 
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SPCC are constrained between a minimum risk of 0.10 and a maximum risk of 0.35. 
The so-called basic reorder level R* is the solution to the constrained risk equation. 
The optimality condition for Q is determined by taking the partial derivative of 
TVC(Q,R) with respect to Q and setting the result equal to zero. However, the 
resulting expression is difficult to solve explicitly for Q. In practice SPCC first 
determines Q using the deterministic economic order quantity equation: 
where Q* is the called the unconstrained reorder quantity. SPCC then applies a series 
of constraints to Q* resulting in an initial constrained or basic reorder quantity Q1. 
These constraints ensure that the order quantity is at least 1, that a sufficient quantity 
is ordered to ensure that the total procurement workload does not exceed the workload 
capacity of the purchasing department, and that the order quantity be no greater than 
six quarters' worth of demand. The latter constraint is a DOD mandated restriction. 
Finally, additional constraints are applied to the basic reorder point R* and the 
basic reorder quantity Q1 to obtain the final constrained reorder point R and reorder 
quantity Q. The first of these final constraints ensures that a minimum reorder level is 
A 
A 
met, normally set to 0 or 1. Other constraints placed on the reorder level and reorder 
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quantity ensure that the safety levels are such that on-hand assets do not exceed the 
shelf life quantity3 of the item, 
D. FORECASTING QUARTERLY DEMAND IN UICP 
Although NAVSUP Publication 553 [Ref. 211 provides a detailed description of 
forecasting in UICP, recent changes have rendered this document inaccurate in this 
regard. The recent changes in the demand forecasting process include the selection of 
various parameters used and the trend detection technique employed. 
The UICP system generally uses single exponential smoothing to forecast mean 
quarterly demand and the mean absolute deviation of demand (MAD). At SPCC the 
smoothing constant for both forecasts is currently set at 0.1. One exception to this 
rule involves very low demand items where a power rule is used to forecast MAD. 
Other exceptions occur when a significant change in mean demand is identified based 
on the last quarterly observation or when recent observations indicate that demand is 
trending up or down. 
Prior to actually computing the next quarterly demand forecast, the most recent 
quarterly demand observation is examined to determine if it falls within certain limits. 
This process, called "step" filtering, is used to determine if there has been a 
significant change in the mean, one that warrants discarding a majority of the 
historical demand data and computing the forecast using only recent data. If the 
3The shelf life of an item is the life span of an item from the date of manufacture or inspection until 
the next inspection date for continued usefulness or disposal. The shelf life quantity is the expected 
quantity of demand to occur during the shelf life of an item. Shelf life items include batteries, chemicals, 
gaskets, etc. 
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process is "out-of-filter;" i.e., the last two observations have exceeded upper or lower 
control limits on the same side, the forecast is computed using only recent dab. At 
SPCC a fourquarter average is used to forecast demand and a power rule based on 
this demand forecast [Ref. 231 is used to forecast MAD. 
first observation to exceed the limits, then the observation is ignored and the previous 
demand and MAD values are used. If the process is "in-filter" then the most recent 
demand observation is subjected to a trend detection test. 
If the observation is the 
SPCC has implemented a Kendall trend detection test developed by Boyarski and 
Bissinger [Ref. 241. This process uses a statistical test involving a "window" that 
contains recent observed data to determine the likelihood that demand is trending. The 
size of the observation "window" varies based on the mean and variability of demand. 
The statistical test employed varies based on window size and the variability of 
demand. If trending is detected then the next quarter's forecast is computed using 
only the recent data. In this case SPCC forecasts demand using a fourquarter 
average, while MAD is forecasted using a power rule. The following quarter the 
forecasting p~ocess returns to single exponential smoothing unless another step or trend 
is detected. 
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III. THE MODIFIED SILVER MODEL 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The modified Silver model is an extension of an inventory control model 
described by Edward Silver [Ref. 71 for probabilistic demand with a mean that varies 
significantly over time. A limitation of the Silver model which makes direct 
implementation in DOD systems impractical is the assumption that procurement lead 
time is fixed. The modified Silver model described extends Silver's model to 
accommodate variability in procurement lead time.4 This variability is included in the 
determination of the reorder point. 
Because DOD constrains the maximum order quantity to be no more than six 
quarters' worth of demand, the maximum order interval length is constrained in the 
modified Silver model to six quarters. The Silver-Meal heuristic used in Silver's 
model was changed to incorporate this constraint in the modified Silver model. 
The remainder of this chapter describes the modified Silver model in detail. 
Section B provides underlying assumptions and defines notation. Section C is devoted 
to a discussion of the model. Section D provides some additional remarks concerning 
the estimation of parameters and model implementation. 
'?he issue of fmed lead times is as much a contracting issue as a model consideration. In many 
instances, procurement lead times can be considered nearly fmed. This is especially true when there are 
few vendors, special purchase agreements exist, or firm lead times are specified in the contract. Inclusion 
of lead time variation in the modified Silver model parallels, in many ways, its inclusion in the UICP 
model. 
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B. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFIMTIONS 
The modified Silver model most closely resembles a periodic review (R,s,S) 
model where inventory position is checked every R time units.' If the inventory 
position (on hand + on order - backorders) is above the reorder point s, then no order 
is placed. If the inventory position is at or below s, then an order is placed to bring 
inventory position to level S [Ref. 9: p. 2581. However, in the classical model mean 
demand is assumed to be stationary, enabling the decision variables s and S to be 
computed and set for reasonably long periods of time (i.e., as long as no shift in mean 
demand is detected). For the modified Silver model mean demand is assumed to vary 
significantly over time, thus appropriate values of s and S would also be expected to 
change, perhaps with each review cycle. In a periodic review system, the selection of 
the value of the decision variable R, the time between reviews, generally corresponds 
to some logical time interval; e.g., week or month. In our case the decision variable 
R will be fixed at once a week, implying a policy of having a fixed time period 
between supply demand reviews. 
In addition to the key assumption that mean demand varies over time, the 
modified Silver model includes the following underlying assumptions: 
'The reader is cautioned not to confuse the use of R in this section (time between reviews) and its use 
in Chapter Il (reorder point for the UICP model). 
6until recently, SPCC conducted supply demand reviews on a bi-weekly basis, although reviews were 
sometimes run less frequently to postpone the expenditure of funds. As of 01 October 1994, SPCC 
conducts supply demand reviews on a monthly basis. This policy change was made to increase the time 
allowed for administrative reorder review. The selection of weekly reviews for the simulation 
implementation is to allow for the least amount of deviation of the UICP model from its continuous review 
assumption while stil l  maintaining a periodic review system. 
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- As described above, calendar time is divided into fixed time periods of the 
same length. Reviews will be conducted at the end of each period and 
orders will arrive at the start of a period. 
- The mean and standard deviation of procurement lead time are known or 
can be reasonably estimated. 
- At any review instance, demand forecasts exist for the next N time 
periods, where N denotes the length of the forecast horizon. 
- The selection of the value of s does not depend on the value of S to be 
Used .  
- Demand forecast errors over intervals of length L+ 1, where L is mean 
lead time, are Normally distributed with no bias (the'significance of an 
interval of length L+ 1 will become apparent later in the discussion). 
- An estimate of the standard deviation of the demand forecast error can be 
made for periods of length L+ 1 .  
- Holding costs are charged only on inventory carried from one period to the 
next. 
- Safety stock will be determined based on a desired service level specified 
by a probability of no stockout during a replenishment cycle. Safety stock 
is the average level of net stock on hand just before a replenishment 
arrives. Safety stock provides a buffer or cushion against larger-than- 
expected demand during the replenishment lead time. 
- Receipts of outstanding orders do not cross in time. 









- administrative order cost (dollars per order). 
- forecasted demand for period i (units per period). 
- holding costs (dollars per unit per period). 
- inventory position at the time of review (t,). 
- actual safety factor based on the current inventory position if an order is 
- required safety factor at the current review to attain the desired level of 
- mean procurement lead time (in periods). 
- the size of the replenishment quantity. 
not placed. 














- desired probability of no stockout per replenishment cycle. 
- reorder point at time of review i. 
- integer number of periods that the current order is expected to cover. 
- the time of the current review (time 0). 
- random variable representing procurement lead time. 
- forecasted demand over the time interval 6 to L+ 1. 
- forecasted demand over the time interval 6 to T-1. 
- forecasted demand over the time interval T-1 to L+T. 
- standard deviation of procurement lead time 
- standard deviation of forecast error over the interval to to L+ 1. 
- standard deviation of forecast error over the interval to to T-1. 
- standard deviation of forecast error over the interval T-1 to time L+T. 
Figure 3.1 provides a graphical representation of the various time intervals involved in 
the modified Silver model. Note, however, that X1, X2, and X3 refer not to the 
length of the associated interval but rather to the amount of forecasted demand over 
the associated interval. 
Order Intenal = T Periods 
1 
I I 
53 I I 
x3 
FIGURE 3.1. Time Sequence, Forecast intervals, and Forecasted Demands. 
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C. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
1. Determination of the Reorder Point 
In deciding whether to place an order at the current review (to) it must be 
determined if the inventory position (IP) is such that the specified service level will be 
met for the next L+l periods. That is, if an order is not placed at time t,,, the current 
inventory position must provide adequate protection for a time interval of length L+ 1, 
which would be the expected time of receipt of an order placed at the time of the next 
review (to+ 1). Therefore, in determining the reorder point we are concerned about 
the expected demand X1. 
Since forecast errors are assumed to be Normally distributed, the actual 
safety factor [Ref. 25: p. 3651 for an interval of length L+l is 
IP-Xl 
0x1 
k, = I (3.1) 
where IP is the inventory position at time t,,. The required safety factor (i.e, the 
safety factor necessary to provide the desired service level) depends only on the 
probability of no stock-out, P, specified by the inventory manager. 
assumption that forecast errors are Normally distributed, the required safety factor k, 
must satisfy 
Again, under the 
P(Z )I k,) = 1-P I (3.2) 
the probability that a standard Normal variable (Z) takes on value of k, or larger 
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[Ref. 9: Chap 71. Therefore, an order should be placed at the current review period if 
k, < k; that is, if the actual safety factor is not sufficient to provide the desired level 
of service for the next L + l  periods. 
Since the inventory position is known at t,,, the values which must be 
estimated in equation 3.1 are X1 and axl. Forecasted demand, X1, is simply the sum 
of the forecasts for each individual period in the interval from t,, to L+ 1. An estimate 




where i= 1 is the first period following 6 , a: is an estimate of the variance of the 
demand forecast error for the i* period, d,, is the average period demand over the 
- 
interval associated with X1, and a,2 is the variance of procurement lead time. The 
derivation of equation (3.3) is provided in section D of this chapter. 
2. Determination of the Order Interval (T) 
The length of the order interval T is determined using the Silver-Meal 
heuristic, which selects T such that the total relevant costs per unit time for the 
duration of the replenishment quantity are minimized pef.  9: Chap 61. The method 
is a heuristic in that it selects T corresponding to the first minimum which occurs. 
This minimum is not necessarily the global minimum. The heuristic selects the lowest 
integer value of T that produces a local minimum of the function 
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T 
A + h x  (i-l)di 
T 
i=l TRcuqI) = 
(3.4) 
where TRCUT is defined to be total relevant cost per unit time. It should be noted 
that in the implementation of the modified Silver model we select the value of T 
which minimizes TRCUT(T) from among the values 1 to the forecast horizon (6 
quarters). This is accomplished by computing TRCUTQ for each of the values 1 to 
the forecast horizon, and selecting that value of T corresponding to the smallest 
TRCUTQ. The modification is an improvement over the heuristic in that it 
guarantees the minimum over the forecast horizon, whereas the heuristic does not. 
This modification in the heuristic was implemented because of the DOD constraint 
which limits the maximum reorder amount to the expected demand over 6 quarters. 
3. Determination of the Order Quantity 
Determination of the order-up-to-level (S), and hence the order quantity 
(Q), is a hnction of the length of the order cycle (T). Two distinct cases exist; one if 
T= 1 and the other if T > 1. The differences between these cases will become 
apparent from the following discussion. 
The case for T = l  is represented graphically in Figure 3.2. If T= l ,  then 
we are planning the current replenishment to have only enough stock to meet our 
specified service level through the first period following receipt of the order (i.e., 
period L+1). This is precisely the value of X1 which was calculated in the 
determination of the reorder point. In this case we simply order the deficit to the 
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current inventory position (1P) necessary to achieve the specified service level. 
Equation (3.5) provides the value of the order quantity in this situation. 
Q = Xl+kp, -IP . (3.5) 
I Plained Nex? Order Point Order Intenal T = 1 Period I 1 
t , , = O  L L i l  - -  ,: 
I 




FIGURE 3.2. Order Interval for T= l .  
The case for T >  1 is represented graphically in Figure 3.3. If T >  I ,  then 
we are planning on the current order providing sufficient coverage for T periods after 
receipt of the replenishment; i.e., we are planning not to place an additional order 
until time ?' assuming that T has a stationary mean, L. 
a reorder will occur at an earlier time period, say T-I, we can introduce a small 
To reduce the possibility that 
Planned Ses? Order 
Poult Current Order Interval = T Periods 
1 I 
4 
" \J G 
I 
I I I 
I 1 
LIT-1 L + T  
/ 7  - t,,=O T-1 T L Ltl - - -  - 
_ _  I - -  ! -+ 1 --+-t--$- _ I  I 
I 
X l  (Currmt) 
I I 
S1 (Planned Nest) 
IGURE 3.3. Order Interval for T> 1. 
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buffer [Ref. 7: p. 3751 to the estimated inventory position at time T-1. As is usually 
the case, buffer or safety stock is expressed as some multiple (denoted by b) of the 
measure of uncertainty of forecast errors over the interval of ~oncern.~ In this case 
we are concerned with the interval from the present, to, until T-1, which has the 
expected demand X 2  (see Figure 3.1). Therefore it is reasonable to express this 
buffer as a multiple of ax2. In addition, we are assuming that mean demand varies 
over time, we should also expect the reorder point at time T-1 to be different from the 
current reorder point. The above argument can be expressed symbolically as: 
ST-l+boX2 = IP+Q-X2 (3.9 
where: 
IP is the present inventory position (time to); 
Q is the size of the order quantity at time to; 
X 2  is forecasted demand over the interval to to T-1; 
a, is the standard deviation of forecast error over the interval X 2 ;  
b is the coefficient of additional buffer stock for the interval X2. 
is the reorder point at time T-1; 
Solving equation (3.6) directly for Q yields the following expression for the reorder 
quantity: 
Q = sT-,+bo,+X2-IP. (3.7) 
71nclusion of a buffer quantity obviously bas tradmffs; i.e., additional carrying costs versus the risk 
of additional ordering and shortage costs. In practice, the amount of buffer should be a management 
decision or "weighing" of these tradeoffs. Silver recommends a small buffer value, if any [Ref. 7:p. 3751. 
Our investigation via simulation indicates a very small penalty m terms of total costs for small buffer values 
(b=O to 0.9). Additional comments concerning selection of this buffer are provided m Chapter IV. 
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Since the required safety factor k a t  any time is dependent only on the specified 
service level, from equations (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that the reorder point 
be expressed as: 
can 
s, = X3+kra, (3.8) 
where X3 is the forecasted demand over the interval from time T-1 to L+T. 
Substituting equation (3.8) into equation (3.7) yields the order quantity equation for the 
case when T >  1: 
Q = X3 +krOm+boXZ+X2-IP . (3.9) 
An intuitive explanation of this equation follows. The quantity X 2 + X 3  represents the 
forecasted mean demand during the interval to to L+T. To this quantity we add safety 
stock, some due to the variability of demand during the interval 
due to the variability of demand during the interval T-1 to L+T. Since we currently 
have IP units of stock, the order quantity (Q) is the difference between this sum and 
our current value of IP. 
to T-1 and some 
D. PARAMETERS AND IMPLEMENTATION 
Standard Deviation of Forecast Errors 
Implementation of the modified Silver model requires estimation of three 
1. 
standard deviations of forecast error corresponding to the demand forecast intervals 
X1, X 2 ,  and X3, namely axl, a,, and ax3. Several techniques exist for estimating the 
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standard deviation of forecast error for demand intervals when the intervals are fixed 
and mean demand is constant [Ref. 25: p. 366-3681. In the special case where the 
interval is a procurement lead time which is probabilistic, and the distribution of 
demand about its mean is independent of the distribution of lead time about its mean, 
the standard deviation of lead time demand can be estimated by: 
(3.10) 
where: aLTD = standard deviation of lead time demand; 
L=mean lead time; 
D=estimate of mean demand (forecast) for one period; 
aI2=estimated variance of forecast errors about the forecast D; 
a:=estimated variance of lead time. 
This is the equation currently used by SPCC to estimate lead time demand for items 
with moderate to high mean demand. In the modified Silver case where forecast 
intervals have different lengths and mean demand varies over time, equation 3.10 
cannot be used directly, although a similar estimate can be developed. 
To obtain an estimate for the standard deviations of forecast errors, we 
first assume that the coefficient of variation, defined as the ratio of the standard 
deviation of forecast error of a single period to its mean (forecast), is constant over 
the forecast horizon [Ref. 7: p. 151. This relationship can be expressed as follows: 
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(3.11) 
where: c = coefficient of variation; 
a, =estimate of the standard deviation of forecast error for the current 
d, =current mean demand (forecast); 
a,=estimate of the standard deviation of forecast error for the i"' period 
d,=estimated demand (forecast) for the i* period within the current 
period; 
within the current forecast horizon; and 
forecast horizon. 
Alternatively, equation (3.11) can be expressed as: 
ui=cdi (3.12) 
for the i"' period of the forecast horizon. In the case where procurement lead time is 
fixed and forecast errors in consecutive periods are assumed to be independent, 
equation (3.12) can be used to develop the following estimates for the standard 
deviations of forecast errors for the periods associated with X1, X2,  and X3 pef. 7: 
Appendix B]: 
(3.13) 
uxI = c/- 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Since the modified Silver model assumes that lead times are stochastic and 
the demand forecasts X1 and X3 occur over an interval that contain a mean lead time 
period (both are of length L+l) ,  a slightly more complicated approach must be 
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employed to estimate axl and ax3. This will be accomplished by first estimating the 
variance (and thus the standard deviation) of demand over a lead time and extending 
this estimation to an interval of length L+ 1. 
Using the conditional formula for variance [Ref. 26: Chapter 31, the 
variance of lead time demand can be expressed as: 
(3.17) 
i=l i=l i=l 
where 7 is the random variable representing lead time, with known mean L and 
variance a:. A reasonable estimate for the expected value in the second term in the 
right hand side of equation (3.17) is dL7, where d, is the average of the di , i = 1 to L. 
- - 
Substituting this estimate into equation (3.17) and simplifying the first term in the right 
hand side under the assumption that forecast errors in consecutive periods are 
independent, yields: 




Since d, is a constant, the second term in the right hand side of equation (3.18) can be 
further simplified as: 
7 7 
Vur(C di) = E(C u;) +&'at . 
i=l i=l 
(3.19) 
The first term on the right hand side of equation (3.19) is somewhat more difficult to 
approximate. One way to approximate its value is through a Taylor expansion 
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[Ref. 27: p. 30-31 1. Since T is a random variable With known mean L and variance 
o:, the second order Taylor expansion about the mean of the function 
t 




fit) = fiL)+f/(L)(t -L) + e (3.21) 
where e represents the error term. Ignoring the error term and taking the expected 
value of equation (3.21) yields: 
Substituting this result into equation (3.19) yields the following result as a 
representation of lead time demand: 
(3.23) 
We are actually interested in the variance of demand for an interval of length T+ 1. 
Recognizing that this is simply the sum of a random variable and a constant, the same 
argument presented above can be used to yield the following approximation for 
demand over an interval of length T+ 1: 
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t + l  L+l 
vul.<c di) = c + a&U: . 
i= l  i=l 
(3.24) 
- 
where d,,, is the average of the di, i= 1 to L+ 1. Rewriting equation (3.24) in terms 
of the intervals associated with X1 and X3, and expressing the results as a standard 





where d,, and d,, are average demand over the respective forecast intervals. 
Substituting the result of equation (3.12) into the first term of the right hand side of 
equations (3.25) and (3.26), gives the following: 





Equations (3.14), (3.27) and (3.28) are the equations which will be used to estimate 
the standard deviations of forecast error in the modified Silver model. 
2. Estimating Demand Variability 
Being able to reasonably estimate demand variability in stochastic 
inventory models is essential to the setting of safety levels. Overestimation results in 
larger than necessary safety stocks and associated inventory costs, while under- 
estimation results in lower service levels than desired. In the modified Silver model 
demand variability is expressed in terms of the coefficient of variation (denoted as c). 
Although Silver provides guidance in the determination of this value mef. 7: p. 376- 
3771, none of the methods specified would be practical for implementation in existing 
DOD systems given the large number of line items being managed. Rather, it would 
be desirable to have a dynamic method to estimate variability which would make use 
of existing data systems and time series analysis. To this end the modified Silver 
model, as implemented in the computer simulation, defaults to the use of forecast 
mean absolute deviation (MAD) to estimate the coefficient of variation (c). 
The relationship between forecast MAD and demand variability when 
forecast errors are assumed to be Normally distributed has long been accepted within 
the Navy's inventory control system. Under the Normality assumption, the constant of 
proportionality of MAD to the standard deviation is approximately 0.8 [Ref. 25: 
p. 282-2831. Alternatively, the relationship can be stated as: 
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(iI = 1.25MAD. (3.29) 
The practice of using equation (3.29) to estimate standard deviation has been shown to 
be valid for most of the Navy's demand classes wef. 28: p. 11. The primary 
exception to this approximation is for low demand items. 
Since a primary assumption of the modified Silver model is that forecast 
errors are Normally distributed, a reasonable estimate for the coefficient of variation c 
can be obtained by combining equations (3.11) and (3.29) to obtain: 
1.25u4DI 
c =  
4 
(3.30) 
where MAD, is the forecast MAD for the next period and d, is the next period 
forecast. Equation (3.30) is used in the modified Silver model to estimate the value of 
c, which is then used in computing the standard deviations of forecast error for future 
periods out to the forecast horizon. 
3. Normality Assumption for Forecast Errors 
The assumption that forecast errors are Normally distributed or at least 
approximately Normal is reasonable in most cases wef. 25: Chap 191. Since this 
assumption is fundamental to the modified Silver model, it would be appropriate to 
present some empirical evidence in support of it. With the exception of very low 
demand items, the Normality assumption is also a key assumption in the existing UICP 
model in the estimation of the variance of forecast errors. 
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In order to test the Normality assumption for a subset of the stationary 
mean demand streams later used in analyzing the performance of the model, a 
computer simulation was written which generated quarterly demand observations and 
forecasts, and computed forecast errors. The forecasting procedure is a replication of 
SPCC's forecasting procedure. Data was collected for 10 replications of 100 quarters 
each (lo00 data points) for each demand classification. These errors were then 
analyzed for Normality using IBM Corporation's "A Graphical Statistical System" 
(AGSS). 
degrees of variability generated from a Normal distribution.' Table 3.2 provides a 
summary of the analysis for several very low and low demand cases generated from a 
Poisson distribution. In each table column one provides the mean assumed to generate 
the demand stream. Column two of Table 3.1 gives the assumed variance of demand. 
The remaining columns in each table provide distribution data for forecast errors. 
Test results (p values) for the Chi-square, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cramer-von 
Mises goodness of fit tests are provided. An attained p value of less than 0.01 for any 
test indicates the lack of a good fit. The data strongly supports the Normality 
assumption when demand is generated from a Normal distribution, With the exception 
Table 3.1 provides a summary for low to high demand cases with varying 
of very highly variable demand. 
data the Normality assumption is 
In the cases of very low and low demand Poisson 
even less accurate. The empirical results confirm 
' Since the distribution of forecast errors is a convolution of the demand disiribution and the forecast 
distribution, N o d y  distributed demand does not obviously lead to Normally distributed forecast errors. 
In the case of linear, discrete, timeinvariant systems such as tbat being tested here, it can be shown that 
the forecast errors will also be Normally distributed [Ref. 25: p.275-2781. 
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our intuitive expectations and the observed results reported elsewhere in this thesis. In 
the case of demand generated from a Normal distribution, the underlying distribution 
is actually a truncated Normal distribution since demand cannot be negative. When 
the mean is close to zero or the variance is high, truncation is more prevalent. Since 
the observed data distribution is skewed to the right of its mean, we would expect 
forecast errors to display a similar skewness. In the case of demand generated from a 
Poisson distribution, which is characteristically skewed to the right of its mean, one 
would expect errors to be similarly skewed. The empirical results reported in the 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 support these expectations. 





0.231 12.806 2.0 2.0 
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TABLE 3.2. POISSON DEMAND AND FORECAST ERROR 







4. Implementing Periodic Reviews 
Until this point in the discussion of the modified Silver model, the review 
periods have been implicitly assumed to coincide with forecast intervals. That is, in 
order to explain the mechanics of the model, we have assumed that the periodic 
reviews have occurred at the start of a forecast period. This is not necessarily true in 
reality. In the case of the Navy's inventory control system, reviews generally occur 
every one, two or four weeks. Forecasting, on the other hand, is done quarterly. 
This section discusses the adjustments that have to be made to the model to 
accommodate this situation. We will examine two cases: one when T> 1 and the 
other when T= 1 .  In each case we assume that reviews are conducted on a weekly 
basis, although the same procedures can be used if reviews are conducted less 
frequently. For the purpose of this study each quarter is assumed to have 13 weeks. 
When T > 1,  forecast estimates are made as previously described with the 
exception that partial forecast period data is used. Figure 3.4 provides a graphical 
representation of this case. 
when quarterly forecasting is employed, the demand forecast for the first period, d,, 
For example, if a review is held the 8* week of a quarter 
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will be 5/13h of the current quarter's forecast and 8/13b of the next quarter's 
forecast. The second period forecast, d2, will be calculated in a similar manner as 
5/13& of the next quarter's forecast and 8/13& of the following quarter's forecast. 
This procedure is continued until the appropriate number of intervals are collected; 
e.g., L+ 1 periods for X1. The same technique is used in determining the order 
interval. Note that if an order is placed at time to, then the interval associated with the 
demand forecast X1 for each subsequent weekly review falls within the order interval 
of the order placed at time to until time T-1 is reached. This important recognition 
leads to the significant difference in the model's implementation when T= 1. 
Order Iiitenal = T Periods I 
 1 
t,,=O d ,  T- 1 L L + l  LI-T-1 LIT 
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FIGURE 3.4. Review Periods Between Forecast lntervals (T> 1). 
Figure 3.5 provides a graphical representation of the special case when 
T= 1. The first time an order is placed for an interval of length T =  1, at time to, the 
procedure is applied in a similar fashion as indicated when T > 1. However, recall 
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when ?'=1 the only demand forecast computed is X1. Then, again assuming reviews 
are conducted on a weekly basis, for the next 12 reviews the review interval is fixed 
to cover demand over the same time interval to to L+1 from the previous order. That 
is, the value of XI ,  from to to L+ I ,  is simply updated at each review to reflect actual 
demand which has occurred since time to. If the actual demand has been larger than 
expected, an incremental order is generated to increase the order quantity of the 
previous order. It is assumed that such incremental orders will occur infrequently 
since buffer stock due to the variability of demand has already been included in the 
computation of X1. Also, it is assumed that such incrernentai orders would be small 
and that a change in the order quantity would be accepted by the procurement office if 
in a pre-award stage, or by a contractor if a contract has already been issued. This 
provision is necessary to prevent excessive ordering. In the case where T= I ,  a 
subsequent review over a new interval of length L+1 would look beyond the order 
Order Intenal T = 1 Period 
m 
L Ltl - -  
X I  
I I 
- . _ .  - I I 
I 
I . .  
I I I 
t,.,+ 2 wks 
I I 
f.,t 12 wbrs 
1 
FIGURE 3.5. Review Periods Between Forecast Intervals (T=l). 
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interval of the last order, making it highly likely that a small order would be placed at 
each review. ideally, we do not wish to order again until time b+l quarter. Recall 
that in the basic model when we wished to reduce the probability of an order 
occurring prior to the expected time of the next order, we included a small buffer 
value in the order quantity computation. In this special case an analogous quantity is 
also included in the order quantity computation. Here the same multiplier (b) is used 
with an estimate of variability representing 1/13" of the quarterly variance. 
Some final notes concerning this special case. First, an order cycle of 
T = l  only occurs when the dollar value of forecasted demand is high, thus the number 
of items falling into this category should be limited. For example, under a steady 
state assumption, if forecasted demand for an item is 4 units per quarter, the 
administrative ordering cost is $850, and the annual holding cost rate is 0.23, then the 
unit cost of the item must be greater than $3,696 to have an order interval of length 
T = l  (see Section 5 below). 
which the 12 weekly reviews following an order placed for an interval of length T = l  
were suppressed to prevent additional orders. Simulation test results using this 
procedure indicated very little difference in the total number of orders from the 
procedure implemented above.9 
Secondly, an alternative approach was considered in 
In the simulation, incremental orders using the implemented procedure were counted as orders in 
the count of total orders. 
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5. Estimating the Order Interval Length (T) 
It is often useful to be able to estimate the length of the period that orders 
will cover for given values of the system parameters. Since the order interval length 
(T) for the Silver model is based on the Silver-Meal heuristic, the length of the order 
cycle is a simple function of holding and administrative ordering costs and forecasted 
demand. The behavior of the heuristic is easily analyzed in the case where mean 
demand does not vary. This analysis is useful when making comparisons to the steady 
state EOQ model. 
Recall that the objective of the Silver-Meal heuristic is to select the lowest 
integer value of T that produces a local minimum of the function 
T 
A + hZ(i - l>d ,  
i=l 
T TRcuqT) = 
(3.31) 
where TRCUT is defined to be total relevant costs per unit time. Assume that the 
holding costs (h) and administrative ordering costs (A) are fixed, and mean forecasted 
demand @) does not vary, An algebraic expression to determine the minimum value 
of T when TRCUT(T) exceeds TRCUT(T-1) is given by the following inequality: 
T T- 1 
A + h c ( i - 1 ) D  
i=l 
A + h z ( i - l ) D  
i=l > 
T T- 1 
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(3.32) 
Rearranging this expression in terms of T and substituting IC/4 (annual holding costs 
expressed as a quarterly value) for the holding costs (h) results in: 
&4 
ICD 
T(T-1) > - (3.33) 
which can be used to determine the length of the order cycle T for given system 
parameters C, A and I, and a given stationary mean demand rate D. 
Equation (3.33) can also be used to show the relationship between the 
Silver-Meal heuristic and the EOQ when mean demand is stationary. Using the same 
notation used throughout this chapter, recall from Chapter lI the basic EOQ is given 
by the following equation: 
Q=d&". IC (3.34) 
The equation for the length of the order cycle is T=Q/D. Substituting equation (3.34) 
for Q then gives the following equation for the EOQ order interval: 
(3.35) 
By comparing equations (3.33) and (3.35) we can see the approximate equivalent 
relationship between the discrete Silver-Meal heuristic and the continuous EOQ model 




To analyze the performance of the modified Silver model, a discrete event 
Monte Carlo simulation was developed in two parts. In the first part, simulation code 
was written to represent the UICP inventory control system." In the second part, the 
UICP simulator code was copied and modified, replacing the UICP "levels" setting 
program with the modified Silver model. The modifications included changes to the 
forecast system to provide multi-period forecasts. The software was written in Turbo 
PASCAL, Version 7.0 for IBM compatible personal computers. 
Both simulations approximate the inventory management of a single consumable 
item for as many as 120 quarters. The user may choose to have quarterly demand 
data randomly generated using a Normal or Poisson distribution. The simulation 
allows the user to specify run characteristics, system parameters, and demand profiles. 
Several output options are available. An explanation of the basic functions of the 
simulation models are provided in the remainder of this chapter. Appendix A provides 
a complete listing of program code. 
lo The simulation code was developed  by the author and Lieutenant Commander 
Donald C. Miller, a U. S .  Navy Officer and graduate student at the Naval Postgraduate 
School studying operations research. 
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B. ASSUMPTIONS 
The UICP model computes both system measures of effectiveness and shortage 
costs on a requisition basis. Although conceptually there is no restriction to having 
varying requisition sizes, computationally it requires that the distribution of requisition 
size be known. Additionally, maintaining time-weighted shortage statistics on a 
requisition short basis is considerably more complicated when partial issues of 
requisitions are allowed. To avoid these complications, it is assumed that each 
requisition is for a single unit. Under this assumption, time-weighted units short and 
time-weighted requisitions short are equivalent. 
As discussed in Chapter HI, although the Navy's UICP model is a continuous 
review model, inventory reviews are actually done on a periodic basis, generally once 
every two weeks or when adequate funds or computer time are available 
[Ref. 21: Chapter 31. Since this type of uncertainty is difficult to model, it is assumed 
for modeling purposes that inventory reviews are held on a weekly basis. The same 
assumption is made in the modified Silver model. 
Simulation time has historically been measured using one of two approaches. 
The first approach is called the next-ewnt rime admnce, where future events are 
maintained on a calendar and simulation time is advanced to the next event. The 
second approach is called 1Exed-incement time advance, where time is advanced a pre- 
specified time increment, independent of events mef. 29: Chapter 13. In modeling an 
inventory control system there are two primary events, issue and receipt of material. 
In reality, these events occur on a near continuous calendar. Since the actual arrival 
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distributions of these events are unknown (i.e., Navy data about the time between 
events is extremely difficult to obtain), the fixed-increment time advance approach is 
used. Under this approach the simulation clock is updated every At time units and a 
check is made to determine if any events have occurred during the previous interval. 
If events have occurred they are assumed to have occurred at the end of the interval. 
System states and statistics are updated accordingly. 
Under this approach two considerations must be addressed. First, processing all 
events in an interval as if they occurred at one instance in time reduces the accuracy 
of the statistics gathered. 
interval, a set of rules must be developed which specifies the order in which the events 
are to be processed. Such rules may also lead to inaccuracies in the model's 
measurement of reality. These problems can be made less severe by selecting a small 
At time interval. Although a At of one day would provide the greatest accuracy, the 
required data structures are very large and execution time would be very long. For 
this reason, a relatively small At (one week) was chosen. When two or more events 
occur during the same interval, receipts are assumed to occur first, followed by issues, 
then ordering. 
Secondly, when two or more events occur during an 
C. SIMULATION STRUCTURE AND DESIGN 
The simulation programs are modular in design. Common functions and 
procedures are organized in self contained packages called units. Program unique 
processes are d e d  as program functions or procedures. The main program of each 
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simulation acts as a "control loop," making sequential calls to procedures and 
maintaining overall simulation flow. 
The program units common to both the UICP simulator and the modified Silver 
simulator (MOD Silver) are toolbox, unirand and pqueue. Toolbox contains useful 
query and inputjoutput (UO) routines, as well as several statistical functions used to 
compute means, variances and confidence intervals. Unirand contains the random 
number generator and algorithms for generating probability distributions. These will 
be discussed in more detail in the next section. Pqueue is used exclusively to maintain 
outstanding stock orders and backordered requisitions. This event list is maintained as 
a priority queue using a heap data structure mef. 30: Chapter 71. The UICP 
simulator makes use of one additional unit, pduml, which contains procedures that 
enable the simulation program to interface with SPCC's PC-versions of PD-82 and 
PD-86. These latter two programs are written in COBOL and require extensive UO 
record layouts. 
Both simulations contain common functions and procedures, some of which are 
tailored to reflect unique parameter specifications. The common program functions 
and procedures include: 
RunType: 
A user interface procedure for entering simulation run specifications. 
specifications include the number of replications, the number of quarters per 
replications, and the probability distribution to be used to generate demand. 
These 
Forecast: 
A procedure which replicates SpCC's forecasting procedures. 
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GetMrKode 
A function which determines the item mark code. This is a code based on 
forecasted quarterly demand and unit price. Mark code assignments are made 
by UICP and affect the forecasting and the levels setting technique used for an 
item Ref. 21: Chapter 31. 
LoadObserv. 
A procedure used to generate demand and demand profiles. 
SDR 
The supply demand review process, a procedure which determines whether or 
not a reorder should be placed. 
Both LoadObserv and Forecast incorporate routines from SPCC’s Demand Forecast 
Simulation mef. 311, a PC-based FORTRAN simulator developed by SPCC for 
demand and forecast analysis. The last three procedures, LoadObserv, Forecast and 
SDR will be discussed in detail in separate sub-sections below. 
Unique to the UICP simulation is a procedure called Loa&wIs. Its primary 
purpose is to determine the quarterly reorder quantity (Q) and reorder point (R) values 
using the UICP computational procedures. In the modified Silver simulation these 
quantities are determined in SilterModel, a sub-procedure of SDR. 
There are also several other procedures and functions in each simulation which 
are used primarily for collection of statistics, report generation, and I/O processing. 
DisplaySimSta ts and DhpIaayQtrSimStats. 
1. Demand Observations 
In order to simulate the actual quarterly demand patterns experienced by 
SPCC, random demand patterns were generated using a uniform random number 
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generator applied to either a Normal distribution for moderate to high demand items or 
a Poisson distribution for low demand items. The random number generator used was 
a prime modulus multiplicative linear congruentid generator (modulus 2"-l), based on 
a generator by Marse and Roberts [Ref. 29: p. 4471. The generator can produce up to 
21,474 unique streams of 100,000 random numbers each. The simulation code will 
allow the user to specify up to 20,000 such streams. Each demand stream for a set of 
parameters is called a replication. Summary or simulation statistics are collected 
across all replications for a specified set of parameters. 
The "polar method" [Ref. 29: p. 4911 is used to transform the uniform 
random numbers into standard Normal random variates (denoted here as X). 
Normally distributed numbers (XI) corresponding to the user specified mean (p) and 
variance (c?) are computed by the transformation X'=p+oX. Since demand is 
integral, a 0.5 rounding rule is employed. The algorithm used to generate Poisson (A) 
random variates is based on the procedure of Law and Kelton [Ref. 29: p.5031 which 
involves summing Exponential (1 /A) random variates. 
Since events are processed on a weekly basis, quarterly demand is 
randomly distributed to occur weekly throughout the quarter. This is accomplished by 
associating with each unit of the quarterly demand observation a randomly generated 
uniform integer ranging from 1 to 13, corresponding to the week in the quarter in 
which that unit of demand occurs. The individual demanded units for each week are 
summed for each of the 13 weeks giving the weekly demand observations. 
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Since the principal concern of this study is the performance of the two 
models under non-stationary mean demand profiles, the user can specify up to 10 steps 
or trend periods per demand stream. In each step or trend period the mean used to 
generate demand is changed. If demand is being generated by a Normal distribution, 
the variance is correspondingly transformed to maintain the same ratio of the standard 
deviation to the mean (coefficient of variation), thus preserving the level of variability 
that was initially specified. A step in the mean is simply a point where the current 
quarterly mean is either increased or decreased by a non-negative multiplier. 
Symblically, if D, is the current mean, then Dt+l=A * Dt, where A is non-negative 
constant. The new mean remains in effect until another step or trend changes its 
value. 
. 
The trend function is exponential, allowing the user to specify a full range 
of convex, concave or linear patterns of growth or decline. Symbolically, the trend 
function is of the form D,=D,* (1 +A* 6 ”) where D, is the mean demand for period t, 
Do is the mean demand of the initial trend quarter, 6 is the number of quarters into the 
current trend period, and A and B are the specified trend parameters [Ref. 311. 
Selecting a trend exponent parameter (B) of one results in a linear trend that has slope 
A. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show graphs of trends produced for two different selections of 
the trend parameters A and B. 
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FIGURE 4.1. Increasing Demand; A=.02, B=2.  
i DOWNWARD TREND I 
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FIGURE 4.2. Declining Demand; A=-.01, B=1.5. 
2. Forecasting 
The simulation forecasting routine, Forecast, emulates the current 
forecasting methods used in UICP to forecast the next quarter's demand. This system 
was described in Chapter II. 
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Since the modified Silver model is capable of using forecast data beyond 
one quarter, the forecasting system had to be modified to generate this future forecast 
information. Since all steps and trends are specified prior to actually running the 
simulation, this information can be used to generate future forecast. To avoid 
providing unrealistic, "perfect" forecasts, all future forecast are based on the current 
single quarter forecast provided from the UICP forecasting system. The subsequent 
forecasts are the product of the current UICP forecast and the ratio of the mean used 
to generate the future quarter's demand and the mean used to generate the mean of the 
current forecast quarter. Therefore, if the forecast system has over or under estimated 
the current forecast quarter's demand, all future projections will similarly be high or 
low. Forecast are made each review cycle for the entire forecast horizon (mean lead 
time + 6 quarters). If no trends or steps are specified, the current forecast is used for 
each quarter within this horizon. 
analogous to an item manager making future projections based on advance knowledge 
of program changes which will result in an increase or decrease in the mean, where 
the best estimate available of the process mean is the current forecast. 
This technique of generating future forecasts is 
3. Levels Setting 
The UICP system requires the computation of the reorder point (R) and 
reorder quantity (Q) for each quarter. These "levels" are determined in the simulation 
by the routine ba&Els, which makes use of a compiled version of PD-82, UICP's 
level setting program. System parameters are specified by the user while current 
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forecast and mark code data are provided by the simulation. A description of the 
model used by PD-82 is provided in Chapter c[. 
The modified Silver model computes a potentially different reorder point 
and reorder quantity for each supply demand review. 
how it determines these values was provided in Chapter LII. 
A description of the model and 
4. Supply Demand Reviews 
The term supply demand review (SDR) as used here should not be 
interpreted to represent the full range of functions covered by UICP's SDR process 
[Ref. 21: Chapter 31. The simulation routine SDR does model the fundamental 
procedure of UICP's SDR process; i.e., comparing current assets (inventory position) 
to forecasted requirements and making a proper ordering decision. In the UICP 
simulation model, inventory requirements are specified by the reorder point (R). In 
the modified Silver model, inventory requirements are determined in a sub-procedure 
called SilErModel. In each case, inventory position is computed as the current on 
hand assets minus the backordered quantity plus the quantity on order. 
In addition to asset and requirements comparison, the SDRroutine contains 
the basic timing routine, receipt and demand processing routines, and a majority of the 
statistics of interest. As indicated earlier, the simulation uses a fixed-increment time 
advance clock with a At time interval of one week. At the end of each week receipts 
are processed first. Backorders, if any, are then filled on a first-in, first-out policy. 
Time-weighted units short (TWUS) is collected on a weekly basis and later converted 
to a daily basis to compute customer wait time statistics. Demands are then processed 
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and the inventory position is adjusted accordingly. Next the current assets to 
requirement review is conducted to determine if a reorder is required. If SO, a reorder 
is generated with a randomly generated lead-time. Since outstanding orders are 
maintained in a priority queue by due-in date, order cross-over is possible. 
Since the actual distribution of lead times is unknown, it is assumed that 
lead-times are approximately Normal about their mean. The default variance is the 
same that is used in the UICP model when computing lead time demand; i.e., 
1.57"mean lead time. Since lead times of less than two quarters or more than three or 
four years are not realistic [Ref. 231, the generated lead times are truncated at two and 
fourteen quarters. 
All statistics collected in the SDRroutine are only for the steady state 
statistics collection period specified at the start of the simulation run. 
include average customer wait time (ACWT) in days, average customer wait time for 
backordered requisitions (ACWTBO) in days, and the percentage of requisitions filled, 
called supply material availability (SMA). Since it is assumed that each requisition is 




= Total D e d  
TWUS 




SUA = 1- 
where TWUS is given in days. These MOE's are computeG on both a quarterly and a 
cumulative basis. 
Other statistics collected in the SDR routine are total cost, investment level 
and inapplicable assets. Total cost is defined to be the sum of material, administrative 
ordering, holding, and shortage costs. This cost is computed at the end of each 
replication for the entire steady state collection period. The average quarterly 
investment level is defined as the average on-hand plus on-order quantity (in units) for 
a given quarter. On-order assets are included in this computation because funding is 
obligated at the time of order. A cumulative average quarterly investment level is 
computed for each replication, representing the average investment level over all 
quarters. In this study, inapplicable or excess assets are defined to be any quantity in 
excess of two years worth of demand. In the UICP simulation model where demand 
is assumed to be constant, the current quarterly forecast is used to calculate the two- 
year quantity. In the modified Silver model, the extended forecast is used in the 
estimation of excess inventory. If the two-year projection period exceeds the forecast 
horizon, the last forecast of the forecast horizon is used for each of the remaining 
periods in calculating the two-year quantity. 
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D. INITIALIZATION AND TERMINATION 
1. Number of Replications 
Simulations are computer-based statistical experiments. Thus, if results are 
to have any meaning, appropriate statistical techniques must be applied to the design 
and analysis of the experiments. Estimating the behavior of a model from a single 
simulation replication could lead to highly erroneous results if the variance of the 
underlying process is large. That is, each replication is only a realization of a random 
variable and an appropriate sized sample of such realizations must therefore be 
selected in order to make any reasonable statistical inference regarding the model. 
The selection of a sample size for the experiments presented in this thesis 
was based on two considerations. First, in order to conduct a wide range of 
experiments (92 scenarios for each model), consideration had to be given to computer 
run time. In this case, the run time for a single replication of 115 quarters of the 
UICP simulation is approximately 1.5 minutes on an IBM compatible 486-33 MHZ 
personal computer (times vary slightly based on system configuration). This translates 
into an approximate run time of 2.5 hours for every 100 replications. Since access to 
multiple computers was only available at night, a total run time not exceeding the 
available time was preferred. 
provide a reasonable measure of statistical significance with as little probability of 
making a type 11 error as possible. Therefore, since protection against Type 11 errors 
only increases with sample size, a maximum sample size was chosen for the time 
Secondly, it was desired that the number of replications 
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available. This turns out to be 500 replications which corresponds to a run time of 
approximately 12.5 hours for replications that are 115 quarters long. 
There are several measures of the measurement error associated with a 
given sample size. One measure, absolute error, is defined as the absolute value of 
the difference of the estimated mean value and the population mean. Absolute error 
can be used to determine the number of replications for a given level of significance CY 
by finding the number of replications which yield a confidence interval half length that 
is less than or equal to the preselected absolute error value [Ref. 29: p. 536-5371. 
Alternatively, an attained absolute error level can be obtained for a given 
CY and a given number of replications. These attained values can then be further 
viewed in terms of practical significance. Table 4.1 provides the mean of three 
effectiveness measures for four UICP simulation runs of 500 replications each. In 
each case demand was generated from a Normal distribution with a stationary mean. 
System parameters were the same for all four runs with the exception of unit price 
($250 and $100, respectively, for p=4 and p=12), mean demand, and the variance of 
demand. The results displayed include the mean value and the 95%Normal confidence 
interval limits. 
An attained absolute error value can easily be obtained from the data in 
Table 4.1. These values are given in Table 4.2 below. For example, to interpret a 
table value consider ACWT for the case where the mean is 12 and the variance is 23. 
Based on the results of 500 replications, 95% of the time we would expect a 
replication mean to have an absolute error of at most 0.21 days (1.35-1.14), and 5% 
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t 
Measure of p=4 p = u  p=12 
Effectiveness 51==246 d=31.4 d = u  d = B 2  
ACWT 1.08 8.60 1.14 8.4 
(Days) 0.86 (I.) 7.35 (L) 0.92 (L) 7.23 (L) 
Avg. Qtrly. 69.80 102.43 206.30 294.18 
hvestment 69.39 (L) 101.0 (L) 205.23 (L) 290.37 (L) 
(Units) 70.22 (U) 103.85 (U) 207.36 (U) 297.98 (U) 
Total Cost 151,631 211,000 180,549 259,396 
(Dollars) 150,856 (L) 208,643 (L) 179,534 (L) 255,237 (L) 
152,406 (v) 213,356 (U) 181,563 (v) 263,555 (U) 
1.29 (U) 9.86 (U) 1.35 (U) 9.60 (U) 
TABLE 4.2. ABSOLUTE ERROR VALUES. 
Measure of c(=4 c(=4 p=12 p= 12 
Effectiveness oz = 2.6 d=31.4 2=23 d=282 
ACWT 0.21 1.26 0.21 1.2 
(Days) 
Avg. Qtrly. 0.42 1.42 1.06 3.8 
Invest. (Units) 
Total Cost 775 2356 1014 4159 
@obrs) 
of the time we would expect the absolute error to exceed 0.21 days. Note that while 
the absolute error of total cost appears to be rather large ($1014), it is considerably 
less than 1% of the mean value. 
2. Seedselection 
As previously discussed, the simulation models can generate up to 20,000 
unique demand streams each of length 100,000. During the set-up phase of a 
simulation run the user may select a starting seed from any one of the 20,000 seeds, 
less the number of replications selected. The starting seed and all subsequent seeds 
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are generated automatically by the program. Alternatively, the user may choose to 
manually input up to 100 individual seed values. 
Seed selection for a simulation run is directly related to experimental 
design and output analysis. When running a single model it is usually desired that 
each replication is an independent realization of the random process, thus allowing the 
experimenter to apply relatively simple data analysis techniques to the results. 
Statistical "independence" results from selecting different seeds for each replication. 
When comparing the performance of two different models though, independence may 
not be as desirable. Although independent data allows for many direct statistical 
comparison techniques, comparative model performance using exactly the same data 
may be most preferable from many viewpoints. In the latter case, an analysis 
technique for dependent samples would be employed for statistical comparisons. 
For this study, independent demand streams were generated for each 
simulation run or scenario using the first 500 seeds. Corresponding runs for each 
model where made with identical demand streams". Since model comparisons are 
based on dependent samples, a paired-t test is employed to compare performance 
measures [Ref. 32: p. 572-5751. 
"To ensure demand streams for each model are identical, all demands observations are generated at 
the start of a replication. % is necessary since procurement lead times are generated from the same 
random generator and Merent reorder distributions would corrupt the demand observation stream. 
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3. System Parameters 
For the purpose of this study, the system parameter values shown below 
default input parameter values and remain constant from quarter to quarter: 
The probability break point is 0. This code is used in UICP in the 
determination of the probability distribution of lead time demand. In this case, 
lead time demand is assumed to have a Normal distribution unless it is a very 
low demand item (Mark Code 0), where it is assumed to have a Poisson 
distribution. * 
The shelf life code is 0. This code is used in UICP to set the reorder level and 
order quantity shelf life constraints for an item. In this case, the shelf life 










requisition size is fixed at one unit. 
annual obsolescence rate is 0.12. 
annual storage rate is 0.01. 
annual time preference rate is 0.10. 
minimum risk constraint is 0.10." 
maximum risk constraint is 0.35.* 
low limit for the reorder point is one unit. 
shortage cost is $lOOO.OO per unit-year short. 
administrative cost of placing an order is $850.00 
With the exception of requisition size, the default values given are representative of 
those used by SPCC for many consumable items [Ref. 331. The parameters marked 
with an asterisk (*) are not used in the modified Silver model, although a specified 
risk level is an input parameter in the Modified Silver model. Its determination is 
discussed in more detail in the next chapter. The obsolescence, storage, and time 
preference rates are expressed as a fraction of unit cost per year; i.e., the cost to hold 
one dollar's worth of material in inventory for one year. Unit price, mean demand, 
and the variance of demand vary with each scenario. Except when otherwise noted, 
mean procurement lead time is set to 8 quarters and the variance of lead time is equal 
to 1.57 times the mean. 
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4. Initial Conditions 
Inherent to stochastic simulations is the initial transient or start-up 
problem; i.e., performance measures for a terminating simulation depend explicitly on 
the initial state of the system. A terminating simulation is one for which there is a 
pre-specified event or Occurrence that determines the length of each run or replication. 
In our case, the event is the ending quarter specified by the user during the simulation 
run setup. The technique most often used to deal with the initial transient problem is 
called "warming up the model" or "initialdata deletion" Bef. 29: p. 5451. Using this 
technique, data is discarded or simply not collected for the random variables being 
measured until transient means converge to the steady state mean. This technique is 
employed in this study. A disadvantage of this approach is that a sizable portion of 
the simulated data is discarded. This can be partially compensated for by setting 
initial conditions as close as possible to either theoretic or expected steady state 
conditions in order to accelerate convergence. 
Although several techniques exist for determining the length of the warm- 
up period, the method selected in this study is a rather simple, graphical procedure 
attributable to B.L. Welch [Ref: 29: p. 545-5461. The technique involves graphing a 
moving average of the results of n independent replications of a simulation and 
determining the point at which the transient mean curve "flattens" out. This point is 
the end of the warm-up period. 
For the purpose of this study, the random variable selected for initial 
transient analysis was quarterly investment, defined as the average quantity on hand 
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plus on order. Investment level was chosen since it is a direct function of two of the 
principal simulation state variables. As indicated previously, the warm up period can 
be reduced by the selection of appropriate initial starting conditions. For the UICP 
simulation model, the initial on hand inventory was set to the expected steady state on 
hand quantity for the EOQ model. This quantity is defined as one half of the initial 
reorder quantity plus initial safety stock, where safety stock is equal to the reorder 
point minus lead time demand [Ref. 29: p. 2751. The number of outstanding orders at 
the start of the simulation is set equal to the integer value of the mean lead time 
demand divided by the reorder quantity, rounded down. The total number of 
outstanding orders is the product of this integer value and the reorder quantity [Ref. 4: 
p. 32-33]. These initial outstanding orders are then scheduled to arrive at equal 
intervals over an initial period that is the length of a mean lead time period. The 
same initial conditions were manually entered for corresponding runs of the modified 
Silver model. 
Since this study involved running many demand profile scenarios, it was 
not practical to analyze the warm-up period for each and every case. Rather, a 
sample of scenarios was analyzed to determine a single, conservative starting point to 
be applied to all scenarios. Seven stationary demand scenarios of 100 replications 
each were analyzed for each model using a 20quarter moving average window 
(W=20). Based on this analysis, it was determined that a warm-up period of 25 
quarters was sufficient. The fourteen Welch procedure graphs are contained in 
Appendix B. 
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5. Terminating Conditions 
Both the UICP and modified Silver simulation models are terminating 
simulations. Because of this, several assumptions and adjustments need to be made to 
ensure the statistics are not affected significantly by the termination event. 
First, time-weighted units short (TWUS) is measured from the time a unit 
is placed in a backorder status to the time it is actually filled. If a replication 
terminates with units in a backorder status, it is assumed that all outstanding 
backordered units will be filled by the next stock reorder due in.'* This allows for the 
collection of TWUS for all backordered units. 
Secondly, although the modified Silver model adjusts well to a final 
forecast horizon, the UICP model assumes steady state conditions and will continue to 
do so up to the final quarter. The modified Silver model satisfies requirements for a 
specified forecast horizon. Since no demand is forecast past the last quarter, the 
forecast horizon is incrementally reduced as the final quarter is approached. No 
orders will be generated during the final mean lead time period since there are no 
future requirements for an order to meet. Since the UICP model has no such stopping 
mechanism, the user can specify the last quarter for which statistics are to be collected 
in each simulation model. Although in this study where the focus is on declining 
demand and there are generally excess assets on hand, reducing the likelihood for 
additional orders near the end of a replication, the final statistics collection quarter for 
'%s procedure may lead to a slight underestimation of TWUS for any units backordered at the end 
of a replication. In our case, where a majority of the cases studied involve &hung demand, there are 
generally few backorders at the end of a replication. 
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each model was set at minus ten quarters from the ending quarter. In our case 
stopping at minus eight quarters from the ending quarter would be sufficient since the 
modified Silver model stops ordering at minus a mean lead time from the ending 
quarter, but ten quarters was more convenient for setting up run specifications. 
I 
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V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
A. OVERVIEW 
Simulation experiments are a special case of experiments which, in general, 
afford more control over inputs or factors than can usually be achieved in a physical 
experiment with a system. In simulation modeling, experimental design is used to 
decide which configurations to simulate so that the desired information can be obtained 
with the least amount of simulating [Ref. 29: p. 6571. Since this research is directed 
towards the comparative performance of two simulation models, each with numerous 
parameters, the appropriate selection of factors is even more critical. 
In designing the experimental settings for this study, demand profile, demand 
distribution, unit price, and the distribution of replenishment lead times were selected 
as experimental factors. Comparison of model performance is based on the following 
output performance measures or responses: 
- Average customer wait time (ACWT); 
- Average customer wait time for backordered requisitions (ACWTBO); 
- Supply material availability (SMA); 
- Average quarterly investment level; 
- Total cost (for the steady state collection period); 
- Ending excess assets. 
Because of the number of factors and the range of possible levels, a total of 92 
experiments or scenarios were evaluated. A listing of the scenarios is contained in 
Appendix C. 
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B. EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS 
1. Demand Profile 
For the purpose of this study, the various demand data streams or 
"profiles" are classified as stationary, cyclic, declining or increasing. The cyclic 
demand profile includes a period of initial increase corresponding to a build-up period 
followed by a stationary period and then a declining period. Demand profiles are 
further categorized by the character of the trend; i.e., linear, step or exponential, and 
the length of the trend period. Step trend periods have a step change in the mean 
demand followed by a stationary period, then another step change in the mean 
demand followed by a stationary period, md so on, until the trend period is over. 
Exponential trend periods are either concave upwards or concave downwards. 
Concave upward trends have an initial slow trend rate followed by a higher trend rate. 
Concave downward trends have an initial high trend rate followed by a slower trend 
rate. Concave trend patterns are displayed graphically in Figure 5.1. The minimum 
trend period length is eight quarters and the maximum trend period length is twenty 
quarters. Representative realizations of the sixteen demand profiles used in this study 
are numbered and graphically displayed in Appendix D. With the exception of the 
mean level of demand, the same demand profile characteristics are used for both 
Normally and Poisson generated demand. The profile number is cross referenced to 
scenario under the profile heading in the scenario listing in Appendix C. In all cases 
the models are allowed to reach steady state conditions prior to implementation of any 
non-stationary mean condition. 
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Concave Downward Concave Upward 
Concave Upward Concave Downward 
FIGURE 5.1. Exponential Trend Patterns. 
2. Demand and Lead Time Distribution 
In stochastic inventory systems, the distributions of both demand and 
replenishment lead time are critical elements in determining system behavior. First, 
theoretical model assumptions and parameters are usually based on some assumed 
demand and lead time probability distribution. Extreme variation from these assumed 
distributions may significantly affect model performance. Secondly, safety stock is a 
direct function of the variability of demand and lead time. Excessive safety stock can 
be costly and insufficient safety stock can reduce customer support. 
in this study, demands are generated from a Poisson or a Normal 
probability distribution. Mean demand levels are categorized as very low (p=0.25 or 
l.O), low (p=4), moderate (p=12) or high (p=25). For Normally generated 
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demand, variability levels are categorized as low (a/p=0.4), moderate (alp=0.8), or 
high ( d p =  1.4). 
The distribution parameters for replenishment lead time are also varied. 
The default mean lead time is 8 quarters with a variance of 12.56 (1.57 times the 
mean). Model performance is also evaluated under two other alternatives, m e  where 
mean lead time is reduced to 4 quarters and a second where lead time is fixed at 8 
quarters (deterministic case). 
3. Unit Price 
As discussed in Chapter LII, the approximate length of an order cycle for 
the modified Silver model is a function of unit price, mean demand, holding and 
ordering cost rates. Since holding and ordering cost rates are fixed in this case, the 
length of an order cycle is simply a function of mean demand and unit price. 
Therefore, to compare model performance with regards to order cycle length, unit 
price is varied for different levels of mean demand. For the modified Silver model, a 
low dollar value level yields longer order cycle lengths (4-6 periods), while a higher 
dollar value yields shorter order cycle lengths (1-3 periods). 
4. Other Parameters 
a. Risk 
In the UICP model a constrained risk value is computed each quarter 
by the model. In the modified Silver model the risk value is an input parameter and 
remains constant from quarter to quarter. In comparing the two models, the selection 
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of an appropriate risk value for the modified Silver model is important because of the 
dependent relationship between risk, investment level and system effectiveness. This 
dependence leads to two approaches in selecting a risk value. The first is to select 
risk to meet a constraint for some performance measure such as ACWT or SMA, 
allowing the investment level to be determined by the model. The second is to select 
risk to meet some specified investment level, allowing the performance measures to 
be determined by the model. In this study, the latter approach is employed; i.e., the 
risk value is selected such that the average investment level is approximately equal to 
the attained average investment level of the corresponding UICP simulation run. 
Since investment levels vary significantly with demand that is trending, the investment 
levels for non-stationary demand scenarios were based on stationary demand test 
scenarios with the same initial demand distribution parameters. 
6. Buffer 
Unique to the modified Silver model is a buffer quantity, expressed 
as the product of a coefficient (denoted as b) and the standard deviation of forecast 
error over the interval associated with forecasted demand X2, from the present 
review, to, until time T-1. As indicated in Chapter III, the amount of buffer, if any, 
should be a management decision involving the trade-off between investment level and 
the number of replenishments. No attempt is made in this study to optimize the 
selection of the coefficient (b) for each scenario. Rather, a series of simulation runs 
were made to determine the range of coefficient values that would keep the penalty 
small in terms of total cost. The test was conducted for ten stationary demand 
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scenarios. Experimental factors included the distribution of both demand and 
replenishment lead time and unit price (denoted as C). Unit price was selected as a 
factor to compare model performance with regards to order cycle length. Statistics 
were collected for 80 quarters. For each scenario, independent simulations of 645 
replications were run for buffer coefficient values from 0.0 to 3.0 in 0.1 increments. 
Thus, for each scenario a total of 31 x 645 = 19,995 replications were run. Mean 
total cost values were then analyzed to determine ranges of coefficient values that 
were statistically equivalent based on a standard analysis of variance test. The null 
hypothesis stated that all means within the selected coefficient range were equal, while 
the alternative hypothesis stated that at least one mean was not equal. Table 5.1 
summarizes the test results for a selection of ranges. A table entry of E indicates 
statistical acceptance of the null hypothesis at a 0.05 significance level. 
finding is that for small values of the buffer coefficient (0.0 - 0.6), there is little 
penalty in terms of overall cost. It should be noted that even in those cases of Poisson 
demand where statistical equivalence was not attained, the difference of the highest 
and lowest cost was less than two percent of the lowest cost value. 
The general 
The trade-off to increased investment for a larger buffer value is a 
reduction in the number of replenishment orders. For the ten test scenarios, Table 5.2 
provides the mean number of total orders for selected values of the buffer coefficient. 
In all cases, even a relatively small change in the buffer coefficient can have an 
appreciable effect upon the total number of orders. Although in this simulation study 
there is no constraint on total procurement workload, such constraints do exist in real 
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TABLE 5.1. COMPARISON TEST ON MEAN TOTAL COST. 
TABLE 5.2. MEAN NUMBER OF REPLENISHMENT ORDERS. 
U SCENARIO 
Coeffiiient (b) 
p = l  (Poisson), Lead Time =8 qtrs, C=10oO 
p = l  (Poisson), Lead Time =8 qtrs, C=50oO 
p=12, $=23,  Lead Time =8 qtrs, C=100 
p=12, $=282, Lead Tune =8 qtrs, C=lOO 
p=12, $=23, Lead Time =8 qtrs, C=450 
p=12,$=282, Lead Time =8 qtrs, C=450 
p=12, $=23, Lead Time =4 qtrs, C=100 
p=12, $=282, Lead Time =4 qtrs, C=100 
p=12, $=23, Lead Time =8 qtrs (Fixed), C=100 
p=12, $=282, Lead Time =8 qtrs (Fixed), C=100 
18.1 15.0 12.6 11.1 9.6 8.8 7.6 
18.2 15.6 13.7 12.1 10.9 9.9 9.1 
16.5 13.7 11.6 10.2 8.9 8.3 7.6 
life. Therefore, imposing a management decision in the study to restrict total orders 
would be reasonable. With this is mind, a fixed buffer coefficient value of 0.5 was 
selected because it seems to provide a reasonable balance between investment level 
and the total number of orders per year. 
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c. Ma&m W r  Qrle Leugttr During Decliae 
To comply with the DOD maximum order quantity constraint, the 
default setting for the maximum order cycle length for the modified Silver model is 6 
quarters. An additional input parameter allows the user to further tighten this 
constraint during periods of declining demand. Although such a constraint is not 
necessary from a theoretical viewpoint, it does have some practical appeal from a 
management perspective. 
When a period of declining demand is first forecasted (i.e., a 
declining demand pattern is detected within the forecast horizon), it is possible for the 
modified Silver model to increase the investment level for several quarters prior to 
actually reducing levels in response to the decline. This occurs in cases where the 
order cycle length has normally been less than the maximum length, and because of 
the declining forecast, the model's heuristic determines that a longer order cycle is 
more optimal. If the decline is gradual, then the order quantity and thus investment 
level may be greater. This creates a temporary increase or "hump" in investment at 
the start of a declining period. Although the longer order cycle has a lower total cost, 
there may be a genuine concern about increasing the average investment level as you 
are about to enter a period of declining demand. Thus, given this concern and the 
general uncertainty of mean demand information during non-stationary periods, the 
user is allowed to restrict the maximum order cycle length to less than 6 quarters just 
before or during periods of declining demand. This parameter has been set to a 
default value of 4 quarters for all simulation runs. 
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In some cases, a similar phenomena occurs at the end of the decline 
period. In these cases, as the model detects the impending return to stationarity of the 
mean demand, the maximum order cycle constraint for the declining demand is 
removed. Since demand is at a lower level, the order cycle length may increase 
significantly (i.e., from 4 to 6 quarters), causing a temporary increase or "hump" in 
investment. Since this new order cycle length has a lower cost and we've reached a 
new period of stationary demand, the model is allowed to perform under its normal 
assumptions. In the case where demand declines to zero, this phenomenon does not 
occur. 
C. SIMULATION RESULTS 
1. Stationary Demand 
The first simulation series examines the effects of mean demand, demand 
variability, procurement lead time, and unit price on model performance. 
consist of thirty-two simulation runs (see Appendix C, experiments 1 through 32). 
Steady state statistics are collected for 80 quarters. In each case, mean demand is 
stationary during all 80 quarters. Model comparison is based on a paired t-test of the 
difference of the means (sample size=500) for cumulative measures of effecti~eness'~. 
The series 
' 3 ~ u l a t i v e  measures of effectiveness, as opposed to quarterly, represent aggregate performance. 
For instance, cumulative ACWT at any point in time is defined to be total TWUS up to that point m time 
divided by the total demand up to that point in time. Similarly, cumulative SMA represents the percentage 
of total requisitions that have been satisfied when submitted (i.e., the percentage of total requisitions not 




Table 5.3 provides a summary of the results for Normally generated 
demand. The table columns correspond to the measures of effectiveness identified in 
the bottom row of the table. The first five columns have measures which were 
defined in Chapter IV, Section C. The sixth column, "Excess," refers to the amount 
of ending excess inventory. The table indicates which model pedormed better for 
each effectiveness measure. An "S" signifies the modified Silver model and a "U" 
signifies the UICP model. A dash indicates that the mean values were statistically 
equivalent at a 0.01 significance level. 
The results clearly indicate that in most low to high demand cases, the 
modified Silver model will outperform or perform equally as well as the UICP model 
when the mean demand is stationary. Performance improves slightly with a higher 
demand rate or a lower unit cost. In the two scenarios where the UICP model 
statistically outperformed the modified Silver model in one or two single measures, the 
practical differences were relatively small, as is the case in many of the comparisons. 
This results from a large sample size and the resulting power of the statistical test. 
The mean values, differences and p-values of all performance measures are 
listed by experiment number in Appendix E (Table E-1). This data provides additional 
insight into the comparative performance of the models not readily apparent in the 
Table 5.3. For example, by comparing the mean values for each performance 
measure for experiments 6, 7 and 8, the reader can see that both models perform 
similarly with increased demand variability. Note also by cornparing the total number 
of orders in the last column of Table E-1, that the number of orders is significantly 
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higher in many cases for the modified Silver model when the unit cost is high (see 
experiments 13 through 22). In this study, since administrative ordering costs are 
included in total cost, model performance is not measured separately in terms of the 
total number of orders. 
Because cumulative data can sometimes be misleading, both cumulative 
and quarterly effectiveness data are displayed graphically for a representative 
stationary mean demand scenario (experiment #14) in Appendix F. 
TABLE 5.3. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON (c~=0.01) FOR NORMAL 
DEMAND WITH STATIONARY MEAN. 
Table 5.4 provides a similar summary of the results for Poisson generated 
demand. In this case the results are less conclusive than those noted above. One 
hypothesis to explain this inconsistency is that the assumption made in the modified 
Silver model that forecast variability can be measured using MAD is especially bad for 
very low levels of demand (see Chapter m). To test this hypothesis, a series of 
additional tests were conducted for the Poisson demand scenarios where the variances 
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of forecasted demands X1 and X3 for the modified Silver model were calculated using 
the same power rule that is used by SPCC in the UICP model's computation of the 
variance of lead time demand for very low demand items. This power rule was 
derived by SPCC using regression analysis and is expressed as: lead time demand 
variance =3.869 (lead time demand) 1.378. In the modified Silver case, demand X1 or 
X3, covering an interval of length L+1, is used instead of lead time demand. Table 
5.5 gives the results for these additional tests. The results indicate that MAD should 
not be used with very low mean demand levels. It should also be noted that the use of 
the same coefficient and exponent in the modified Silver model does not imply that 
these values are correct. Rather, it is meant to suggest that a similar power rule 
computation might be developed for the modified Silver model for use with very low 
demand items. 
TABLE 5.4. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON (c~=0.01) FOR POISSON 
DEMAND WITH STATIONARY MEAN. 
1-1 Mean Variance IKIW Dollar Value Higb Dollar Value 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6  
1, 12 0.25 0.25 - s s s s s - s s s s s  
2. 13 1 1 u u u u u -  - s -  
Col. l=ACWTBO Col. 2=ACWT Col. 3=SMA Col. 4=Investment Col. 5=Total Cost Col. 6=Excess 
TABLE 5.5. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON (~~=0.01) FOR POISSON 
DEMAND WITH STATIONARY MEAN AND POWER RULE. 
b 
Exp # Mean Variance Low Dollar Value High Dollar Value 
1 2  3 4 5 6 1 2  3 4 5 6 .  
1, 12 .0 .25 0.25 s s s s s s s s s -  - s  
2, 13 1 1 - s - s -  - s s s  
ICol. l=ACWTBO Col. 2=ACWT Col. 3=SMA Col. 4=Investment Col. 5=Total Cost Col. 6=Excess 
x I I 
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Table 5.6 provides a summary of the results when procurement lead time 
is varied. In the fist series lead time is probabilistic with a mean of four quarters and 
a variance of 6.28 (1.57 times mean). In the second series lead time is fixed at eight 
quarters. The unit prices are the same as those used in the low dollar cases in the 
above experiments. The effects of varying lead time on the performance of the 
modified Silver model are consistent with the behavior of the UICP model under the 
same conditions. 
TABLE 5.6. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON (c~=o.Ol) FOR STATIONARY 
DEMAND WITH VARYING LEAD TIME. 
ucol. 1=ACWTBO Col. 2=ACWT Col. 3=SMA Col. 4=hvestment Col. 5=Total Cost Col. 6=Excess 11 
Although results for all of the performance measures are presented in 
Table E-1 of Appendix E, Table 5.7 provides the reader a summary of the effects of 
varying lead time on mean ACWT. A close examination of the results in Table 5.7 
suggests some inconsistencies with expected behavior, although the results are 
consistent between models. For instance, one would expect ACWT to be considerably 
less for the case when mean lead time is four quarters (variable) than when mean lead 
time is eight quarters (variable). This, however, is only true for the high variance 
demand cases. In the low variance demand cases ACWT increased as mean lead time 
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was reduced. This unexpected behavior results from a simulation assumption rather 
than a model assumption. Recall from Chapter N that observed lead times are 
generated from a N o d  distribution truncated at two and fourteen quarters. In the 
case where a mean of four quarters is used to generate lead times, the observed mean 
lead time will be greater than four, since four is near the lower truncation point. 
Since safety stock is based, in part, on expected lead time, safety stock will be 
underestimated. In the case where the expected lead time is four quarters, the 
simulation results for ACWT may be somewhat higher than expected. If the variance 
of demand is high the additional safety stock due to the variability of demand appears 
to offset the underestimation resulting from a higher than assumed mean lead time. In 
the case of a mean lead time of eight quarters (the default mean lead time), the 
shifting upward of the observed mean lead time will be less evident since eight is more 
central to both truncation points. Results similar to those shown in Table 5.7 were 
obtained for the other performance measures. However, the reader should note that 
the relative investment levels between scenarios (see Appendix E) are consistent with 
expected behavior. 
TABLE 5.7. MEAN ACWT (IN DAYS) FOR STATIONARY DEMAND WITH 
VARYING LEAD TIMES. 
Mean V h C e  UICP MODIFIED SILVER 
LT=8 LT=4 LT=8 LT=8 LT=4 LT=8 
Var Var Fi Var VlW Fi 
1 1 (Poisson) 4.39 5.45 2.60 6.82 6.99 4.72 
Low (4) Low (2.6) 1.33 0.78 1 .o 1.10 0.48 
6.39 11.91 7.25 5.20 10.43 
1.33 0.83 0.72 0.87 0.48 
6.43 13.94 6.04 4.36 10.13 
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In this section it has been shown that the modified Silver model's 
performance is equal to or better than the UICP model for most stationary mean 
demand scenarios. The primary exception is for the Poisson demand case. In this 
case, though, it has been shown that modifying the model assumption of using MAD 
to estimate forecast variability will lead to significant improvements. It has also been 
shown that both models behave similarly when the distribution of procurement lead 
time is varied. 
2. Cyclic Demand 
The next simulation series involves eight cyclic demand scenarios (see 
Appendix C ,  experiments 33 through 40) and two generated demand profiles (see 
Appendix D, profiles 2 and 3). In the case of Poisson demand, the mean is initially 
set at 0.25 units per quarter, increases to 2 units per quarter, and declines back to a 
mean of 0.25 units per quarter. For Normal demand, the mean is initially set at 4 
units per quarter, increases ta 32 units per quarter, and declines back to a mean of 4 
units per quarter. In each case, the trends are exponential. Trend periods are further 
characterized by their length. A steep or short trend period is 8 quarters in length and 
a slow or long trend period is 20 quarters in length. The trend starting (T/S Qtr) and 
ending quarters (T/E Qtr), and parameters are listed by experiment number in 
Appendix C .  Statistics are collected for a total of 85 quarters. For all experiments, 
the model comparisons are based on a paired t-test on the differences of the means 
(sample size=500). 
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Table 5.8 provides a summary of the resuIts for all 8 scenarios. Table 5.9 
provides the mean difference (Modified Silver - UICP) and percentage change in 
33,37 
34,38 
ACWT, total costs and ending excess for each scenario. Again, all measures are as 
defined in Chapter IV, Section C. The mean values, differences and p-values of all 
Mean Variance Steep Trends (8 qtrs) Slow Trends (20 qtrs) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6  
0.25 (P) 0.25 s s s s s s s s s s s s  
4 (N) Mod (10.2) S S S S S 
4 (N) High (31.4) S S S S S S 
4 (N) Low (2.6) S S S S S S S S S S S S 
performance measures are listed by experiment number in Appendix E (Table E-2). 














ACWT Total Excess 
mays) Costs ($9 (Units) 
0.25 -1 8.91 -20,213 -6.70 
(-36.9%) (-7.8%) (-43.2%) 
LOW (2.6) -24.16 -121,176 -142.24 
(-77.8%) (-27.1 %) (-54.2%) 
Mod (10.2) -27.88 -141,981 -150.76 
(-63.7%) (-26.2%) (-44.9%) 
High (31.4) -30.80 -180,483 -175.92 
(-51.2%) (-25.1%) (-39.8%) 
TABLE 5.9. MEAN DIFFERENCE AND PERCENT CHANGE IN ACWT, 
TOTAL COSTS AND ENDING EXCESS FOR CYCLIC DEMAND. 
















The data indicates that the modified Silver model performs significantly 
better than the UICP model when mean demand is non-stationary. This is evident 
even in the case of Poisson demand. It should be noted that, in reality, planned 
program requirements would be the reason for some anticipated increases in demand. 
Planned program requirements are non-recurring requirements for material that cannot 
be forecasted by the UICP system using past demand observations [Ref. 211. Funding 
these requirements would partially offset the large differences in performance 
measures realized between the UICP model and the modified Silver model.. 
In addition to running the modified Silver model with variable forecasts, 
eight simulation runs were performed with an unmodified or "fixed" forecast (i.e., 
future forecasts are assumed to be the same as the present forecast). The purpose of 
these runs is to compare model performance with the same forecast process and 
assumptions used by the UICP model. Table 5.10 provides a summary of the results 
for these additional runs. These runs are identified by the same experiment number 
suffixed with an "F." A complete set of results are contained in Appendix E (Table 
E-5). The results are consistent with previous results with stationary mean demand; 
the modified Silver model will perform equal to or better than the UICP model given 
the same, stationary forecast information, with the possible exception of very low 
demand items. 
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TABLE 5.10. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON (~= .01)  FOR CYCLIC 
DEMAND AND MODIFIED SILVER WITH STATIONARY MEAN 
ASSUMPTION. 
(10.2) S S S S S 
s s s s s s  
(31.4) 
Col. l=ACWTBO Col. 2=ACWT Col. 3=SMA Col. 4=Investment Col. S=Total Cost Col. 6=Excess 
(P) - Poisson Demand (N) - Normal Demand 
3. DecliningDemand 
The third simulation series examines model performance when mean 
demand is declining. The series consist of thirty-six simulation runs (see Appendix C, 
experiments 41 through 76) and nine generated demand profiles (see Appendix D, 
profiles 4 through 12). For Poisson demand, the mean is initially set at 1 unit per 
quarter and declines to a stationary mean demand of approximately 0.25 units per 
quarter. For Normal demand, the mean is initially set at 25 units per quarter and 
declines to a stationary mean demand of approximately 6 units per quarter. An 
exception is made in eight cases where mean demand is made to decline to zero. 
Trend periods are either exponential, step or linear. The trend parameters are listed 
by experiment number in Appendix C. The length of the trend periods are defined in 
the same way as in the previous section. The steep or short trend periods begin at 
quarter 52 and end at quarter 59. The slow or long trend periods begin at quarter 40 
and end at quarter 59. Data is collected for a total of 40 quarters (from quarter 26 to 
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quarter 65) which includes 6 quarters of stationary mean demand following quarter 59. 
For all experiments, model comparisons are based on a paired-t test on the differences 
of the means (sample size=500). 
In a declining demand scenario the overall effectiveness of reducing 
investments can be measured by the impact on customer service and the ending level 
of excess stock. Ideally, stock levels should be reduced in such a manner that safety 
stock will provide an adequate buffer during the period of decline to maintain the same 
level of customer service that is normally achieved. In our case, given the number of 
scenarios, ACWT will be used as the measure of customer service. 
Tables 5.1 1 and 5.12 provide results for the steep and slow decline 
scenarios, respectively. The notation is the same as that used in the previous sections, 
with the exception of column designations. The mean values, differences and p-values 
of all performance measures are listed by experiment number in Appendix E (Table E- 
3). As in the previous section, the data indicates that the modified Silver model 
performs significantly better than the UICP model when mean demand is non- 
stationary. In this declining demand case, the reduction in excess and total cost 
achieved by the modified Silver model are appreciable, with little, if any, practical 
impact on the level of customer service provided. This is true even in the case of 
Poisson demand where the underlying model assumptions may be significantly 
incorrect. 
In interpreting the results, the following observations should be made. 
First, although the results often indicate a statistical difference in ACWT, in all cases 
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TABLE 5.11. PAIRED T-TEST COMPAIUSON (az0.01) FOR DECLINING 
DEMAND WITH STEEP TREND. 
TABLE 5.12. PALRED T-TEST COMPARISON (a=0.01) FOR DECLINING 
DEMAND WITH SLOW TREND. 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3  
41,49,57,65,73 0.25 (P) 0.25 u s s u s s u s s u s s u s s  
lCol 1 =ACWT Col. 2=Total Cost Col. 3= Excess (P) - Poisson Demand (N) - Normal Demand I 
the actual difference is less than 2 days.I4 Secondly, the amount of ending excess 
decreases for both models as the length of the declining period increases. This is 
expected as a longer declining period should result in a greater portion of the excess 
inventory being used up. Thirdly, the performance of the modified Silver model in 
reducing ending excess is a function of the variability of demand. In the case of 
l4 Since we would like maintain ACWT at the same level n o d y  achieved, it is also useful to 
compare the results from a declining demand scenario with a stationary mean demand scenario with similar 
system parameters. For example, if we compare the results of the declining demand experiment #67 
(ACWT=3.37) with those of the stationary demand experiment #I0 (ACWT=3.25), we see virtually no 
change in ACWT. 
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Normal demand, the average percent reduction in ending excess compared to the 
UICP model is 53.4%, 42.1% and 35.9%, respectively for low, moderate and highly 
variable demand. For the Poisson demand case the average percent reduction is 
33.4%. There is little variation in the percent reduction as a result of the type of 
decline pattern. 
Table 5.13 summarizes the results for the linear declining demand cases. 
The mean difference is defined as the difference between the mean for the modified 
Silver model and the mean for the UICP model (Modified Silver - UICP). A negative 
value indicates that the modified Silver model value is lower. The percentage change 
is defined as the percent change in the mean for the modified Silver model from the 
UICP model. A negative percentage indicates a reduction for the modified Silver 
model from the UICP model. The results are similar for the other scenarios. Since 
there is a significant difference in the behavior of the models with the length of the 
declining cycle, cumulative and monthly effectiveness data are displayed graphically 
for both a steep trend (experiment #71) and a slow trend (experiment #59) declining 
demand scenario in Appendices H and I, respectively. 
As in the previous section, a corresponding series of additional simulation 
runs were done with an unmodified forecast process. Tables 5.14 and 5.15 provide 
summaries for these additional runs. These "fixed" runs are identified by the same 
experiment number suffixed with an "F." The results are consistent with previous 
results using a stationary mean demand assumption. That is, with the exception of 
Poisson demand scenarios, the modified Silver model performs equal to or better than 
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TABLE 5.13. MEAN DIFF'ERENCE AND PERCENT CHANGE IN ACWT, 
TOTAL COST AND ENDING EXCESS FOR DECLINING DEMAND WITH 
LINEAR TREND. 
,Mean Variance Steep Trend (8 qtrs) Slow Trend (20 qtrs) 
ACWT Total Cost Exeess ACWT Total Cost Excess 
1 (PI 1 1.97 -5,383 -4.67 1.71 -6,870 -4.16 
mays) ($1 (Units) (Days) 6) Wits) , 
(62.1%) (-0.65%) (-33.7%) (39.1%) (-9.1 96) (-34.3%) 
I25 0) Low (loo) -0.63 -18,436 -146.08 -0.68 -18,972 -97.55 
(-0.6%) (-10.7%) (-54.0%) (-66.6%) (-12.6%) (-53.4%) 
-0.11 -16,234 -129.47 -1.62 -21,643 -98.09 
(-2.9%) (-8.2%) (41.9%) $ 
1 
25 (N) Mod (400) 
25 (N) High (1225) -1.13 -20,434 -143.11 -22,741 -118.04 
(-12.8%) (-8.1 %) (-37.2%) (0.7%) (-9.9%) (-36.8%) 
(P) - Poisson Demand (N) - Normal Demand 
TABLE 5.14. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON (cu=.Ol) FOR DECLINING 
DEMAND WITH STEEP TREND AND MODIFIED SILVER WITH 
STATIONARY MEAN ASSUMITION. 
TABLE 5.15. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON ( e = . O l )  F'OR DECLINING 
DEMAND WITH SLOW TREND AND MODIFDED SILVER WITH 
STATIONARY MEAN ASSUMPTION. 
44F, 52F ,60F ,68F ,76F 
1Col. l=ACWT Col. 2=Total Cost Col. 3=Excess (P) - Poisson Demand (N) - Normal Demand I 
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the UICP model on all measures of effectiveness. A complete set of results are 
contained in Appendix E (Table E-6). 
As further evidence of the ability of the modified Silver model to maintain 
a specified level of customer service while reducing investment levels, one can 
compare the results of the modified Silver model with modified forecasts to the 
modified Silver model with fixed forecasts. Although there is a significant difference 
in the performance of the model under the two forecast assumptions in terms of total 
cost and ending excess (see Tables E-3 and E-6), the average difference in ACWT for 
all scenarios is less than 0.41 days. 
4. Increasing Demand 
The final simulation series examines model performance when mean 
demand is increasing. The series consists of sixteen simulation runs (see Appendix C, 
experiments 77 through 92) and four demand profiles (see Appendix D, profiles 13 
through 16). In the case of Poisson demand, the mean is initially set at 0.25 units per 
quarter and increases to a stationary mean demand of 2.0 units per quarter. For 
Normal demand, the mean is initially set at 4 units per quarter and increases to a 
stationary mean demand of 32 units per quarter. In each case, trend periods are 
exponential. The trend parameters are listed by experiment number in Appendix C. 
The lengths of the trend periods are the same as in the previous sections. The steep 
or short trend periods begin at quarter 52 and end at quarter 59. The slow or long 
trend periods begin at quarter 40 and end at quarter 59. Data is collected for a total 
of 65 quarters (from quarter 26 to quarter 90), allowing sufficient time for the 
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processes to return to a steady state condition following the increase period. For all 
experiments, model comparisons are based on a paired t-test on the differences of the 
means (sample size=500). 
In an increasing demand scenario overall effectiveness can best be 
measured by the impact of investment levels on customer service. investment levels 
must be increased to maintain a specified service level without generating excess 
safety levels. Again, as was the case for declining demand scenarios, model 
performance will be measured in terms of ACWT, total cost, and ending excess. 
Table 5.16 provides results for both steep and slow trend periods. With 
the exception of column designations, the notation is the same as the notation that was 
used in the previous sections. The mean values, differences and pvalues of all 
performance measures are listed by experiment number in Appendix E (Table E-4). 
As in the previous sections, the data indicates that the modified Silver model performs 
significantly better than the UICP model when mean demand is non-stationary. 
TABLE 5.16. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON ( a = O . O l )  FOR INCREASING 
DEMAND. 
&p Trend (8 qtrs) Slow Trend (20 qtrs) 
Concave Concave Concave Concave 
upward Down Upward Down 
11 2 1  3 1 1 2 1 3  11 2 1  3 1 1 2 1 3  
Col. I=ACWT Col. 2=Total Cost Col. 3=Excess P) - Poisson Demand (N) - Normal Demand 
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Table 5.17 summarizes the results for the concave upward increasing 
demand profile scenarios. Similar results were obtained for the concave downward 
scenarios. As in the previous section, since there is a difference in the behavior of 
the models with the length of the increasing trend period, cumulative and monthly 
effectiveness data are displayed graphically for both a steep trend (experiment #83) 
and a slow trend (experiment #79) increasing demand scenario in Appendices J and K, 
respectively. 
Mean 
TABLE 5.17. MEAN DIFFERENCE AND PERCENT CHANGE IN ACWT, 
TOTAL COST, AND ENDING EXCESS FOR INCREASING DEMAND. - 
Variance 
0.25 (P) 0.25 
4 (N) Low (2.6) 
4 (N) Mod (10.2) 
4 (N) High (31.4) 
Concave Upward 




-61.59 -231,835 -I (-73.8%) (-34.1%) 
-16.10 165 -2.19 
-14.92 -26.82 -87,956 -7.66 
-9.98 -28.38 -97,573 -8.46 
(-37.6%) (0.1%) (-4.7%) 
(-79.5%) (-24.1%) (-14.1%) 
(-64.2%) (-22.8%) (-7.3%) 
(-50.6%) (-22.0%) (-4.7%) 
-32.70 -129,052 -8.97 
(P) - Poisson Demand (N) - Normal Demand I] 
In the increasing demand case, the modified Silver model results in a 
lower ACWT at a lower total cost. The percent reduction in ACWT is a function of 
both the length of the trend period and the variability of demand. The longer the 
trend period the more time the forecast system has to react to the trend, resulting in a 
slightly better performance of the UICP model. As the variability of demand 
increases, the percent reduction in ACWT decreases. The overall reduction in ACWT 
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ranges from approximately 38%in the case of Poisson Demand to more than 95%for 
low varying Normal demand with a steep trend. However, as in the cyclic demand 
cases, one would expect some planned program requirements to be established under 
UICP in anticipation of increases in demand, partially offsetting the poorer 
performance of the UICP model. 
Finally, a series of additional simulation runs were done using an 
unmodified forecasting process, as in the previous sections. Table 5.18 summarizes 
the results for these additional runs. The results are consistent with previous results 
using a stationary mean demand forecasting process. That is, with the exception of 
Poisson demand scenarios, the modified Silver model outperforms or performs equally 
as well as the UICP model. A complete set of results for this last series is listed in 
Appendix E (Table E-7). 
TABLE 5.18. PAIRED T-TEST COMPARISON (arz.01) FOR INCREASING 





Col. l=ACWT Col. 2=Total Cost Col. 3=Excess (P) - Poisson Demand (N) - Normal Demand I 
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D. DECISION ANALYSIS 
Until now, results have been presented in a simple comparative format indicating 
which model outperformed the other under various specific performance measures. 
Little direct insight has been offered as to whether the data is sufficient to justify the 
replacement of one model with the other. Although implementation of a new model is 
certainly a management decision that involves many more factors than just the 
measures of effectiveness outlined in this thesis, a simple approach is offered here to 
facilitate such a decision making process. 
The problem we are faced with is commonly referred to as multiple criteria 
decision making (MCDM). That is, the decision maker is faced with making a 
decision in the presence of multiple criteria or attributes, some of which may conflict. 
In this case the main performance measures that are in conflict are ACWT and total 
cost. 
One common MCDM approach is called simple additive weighting. Using this 
procedure, the decision maker first assigns importance weights to each attribute. Each 
attribute is then scaled onto some comparable measurement scale. The final scoring of 
an alternative is simply the sum of the product of the weights and their corresponding 
scaled attribute values. [Ref. 34: Chapters 1-21 
In our case, assume that a decision will be based on the following three 
attributes: ACWT, total cost, and ending excess. Scaling is necessary since the first 
attribute is measured in days, the second in dollars, and the third in units. Although 
several techniques exist for scaling attributes with incommensurable units, a simple 
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and appeahng approach is to use a linear scale transformation mef. 34: Chapter 21. 
Since our attributes are "cost" type data (i.e., the smaller the value the greater the 
preference) each attribute is scaled by dividing its value into the smallest 
corresponding attribute value from all alternatives. Therefore the smallest value will 
receive a scaled value of 1.0 and all others values will be less than or equal to 1.0. 
The appealing advantage of this technique is that it is simple and that the relative order 
of magnitude of each value is maintained under the transformation. 
The disadvantage is that the results can be misleading if the attribute values are 
truly not comparable [Ref. 34: p. 101-1021. This is precisely the problem in our case. 
Using this technique to Scale our attributes, it is possible for a relatively small 
difference in ACWT for small attribute values to receive the same scaled value as a 
relatively large difference in total cost. For example, consider an ACWT of 2 days 
for one model and 1.8 days for the other. The model with the lower ACWT would 
receive a value of 1.0 and the other would receive a value of 0.9. Consider at the 
same time, that total costs are 270,000 and 300,000 dollars, respectively for the two 
models. In this case the corresponding scaled values would again be 1.0 and 0.9. 
Thus, a difference of 0.2 days will receive the same relative value as a difference of 
$30,000 where, in reality, 0.2 days is probably less significant than $30,000. 
Since we are comparing only two models, one alternative scaling procedure is to 
scale all attributes to a common scale based on the differences in the attribute values. 
For example, we might assume that differences in ACWT of less than 2 days, total 
cost less than 1.0% and ending excess less than 1 unit are comparable, and should 
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receive the same scaled value. From this baseline, we could develop a sliding scale to 
cover the full range of attribute values. Obviously developing such a scale would be a 
management function requiring much judgement and expert opinion. But, for 

































































For each range of differences in a performance measure, a corresponding scale value 
is assigned. For example, if the difference in ACWT is greater than 5 but less than or 
equal to 10, a scaled value of 2 would be assigned. In our case, if the difference 
favors the modified Silver model then the scale value assigned will be positive. If the 
UICP model performed best, the scaled value is negative. Note that the scale for 
ending excess has been split into a percent difference column and a unit difference 
column depending on whether the largest value being compared is less than 10 units. 
This is to avoid having very large percentage values for small actual differences in 
excess. All percentages are computed as the ratio of the difference to the largest 
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absolute attribute value. To these scaled values we apply performance weights and 
sum to attain a global performance value. A value of zero would indicate comparable 
performance. The more positive the number the better the modified Silver model 
performed. Similarly, the more negative the better the UICP model performed. 
Thus, for a given set of management weight factors, comparative model performance 
can be expressed in a single value. 
Using this scaling technique, Table 5.19 provides the global performance 
measure values for four different management weighting systems for each of the first 
twenty-two stationary mean demand scenarios. The columns correspond to the 
management weighting system identified below the table. The corresponding attributes 
are ACWT, total cost, and ending excess, in that order. For example, Column 1 
provides equal weighting to all three attributes, while Column 2 provides twice as 
much weight on ACWT as it does the other two attributes. Similarly, Column 3 
provides twice as much weight on total cost and Column 4 provides twice as much 
weight on ending excess. Although the original comparison data for the experiments is 
presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, this type of display may be more beneficial for a 
decision maker. For example, if the current management philosophy considers total 
cost to be twice as important as either ACWT or the amount of ending excess, and 
that global performance measure values of 1 .O or greater provide significant incentive 
to warrant replacement of the current model, a decision might be made based the data 
in Column 3 to implement the modified Silver model even under a stationary mean 
demand assumption for low dollar value items with high demand. Similarly, a 
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decision might also be made to implement the modified Silver model under a 
stationary mean demand assumption for low dollar items with low or moderate 
demand and high variability. 
Applying the same technique to non-stationary demand profiles may also be 
instructive even though the individual differences are more distinguishable. Table 
5.20 provides global performance measure values for declining demand scenarios. 
The original data was presented in Tables 5.11 and 5.12. Although it is clear that the 
modified Silver model performs significantly better than the UICP model in each 
scenario, the magnitude of the improvement is more evident. The reader may also 
find it instructive to note that in developing Table 5.20, the mean scaled values for 
ACWT, total cost, and ending excess are 0.03, 2.53, and 5.78, respectively. Reading 
these values back through the scale provides a convenient measure of the average 
performance of the two models for each measure. Thus, for declining demand, one 
should expect a 5-1O%decrease in total cost and a 40-50% reduction in excess, with 
no significant change in ACWT. 
Tables 5.21 and 5.22 provide composite performance measures for cyclic and 
increasing demand scenarios, respectively. The original comparison data for these 
scenarios was presented in Tables 5.8 and 5.16. Again, using the mean scaled values, 
for cyclic demand we attain average reductions from the modified Silver model of 30 
days in ACWT, approximately 20% in total cost, and about 45% in total excess. For 
increasing demand the mean scaled values indicate an average reduction of about 40 
days in ACWT, 20% in total cost, and 5%in ending excess. Note in the latter case 
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ending excess is reflective of the near equivalent investment levels of the two models 
after returning to a stationary mean condition following the increasing trend period. 
The tables provided in this section are only offered as a possible decision tool. 
The weighting systems used may or may not reflect current reality. In practice, a 
management organization may need to include other cost or criteria into the decision 
making process. Interpretation of the table values also requires some judgement. 
Certainly, a composite or global performance measure of 5.0 should be considered 
highly significant when read back through the scaling table. On the other hand, one 
may be hesitant to consider a value of less than 1.0 as significant enough to warrant 
any immediate changes to the system given other potential cost areas not specifically 
addressed. The tables also provide important comparative information for decision 
making. For example, based on Column 2 for steep decline in Table 5.20, it is 
evident that if customer service (ACWT) is management's primary concern then 
perhaps there are only marginal gains to be had by implementing the new model. On 
the other hand, based on Column 4 of the same table, if management's primary focus 
is on reducing excess following a period of decline, there is much more to be gained 
by implementing the new model. 
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TABLE 5.19. COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE MEASURE BASED ON 
MANAGEMENT WEIGHTING CRITERIA FOR STATIONARY DEMAND. 
45,41 
53,49 
Mean Variance steep Decline Slow Decline 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
0.25 (P) 0.25 2.33 1.40 2.20 3.40 2.33 1.40 2.20 3.40 
0.25 (P) 0.25 1.67 1.00 1.00 3.00 2.33 1.40 2.20 3.40 
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TABLE 5.21. COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE MEASURE BASED ON 
MANAGEMENT WEIGHTING CRITERIA FOR CYCLIC DEMAND. 
Slow Decline Mean Variance Steep Decline 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
33,37 0.25 (P) 0.25 3.00 3.00 2.20 3.80 4.00 4.00 3.20 4.80 
34,38 4 (N) Low (2.6) 4.67 4.40 . 4.40 5.20 6.33 5.80 6.60 6.60 
35.39 4 (N) Mod (10.2) 4.33 4.20 4.20 4.60 
36,40 4(N)  High (31.4) 5.33 5.20 5.60 5.20 6.40 5.60 ml
(P ) - Poisson 
C01.1=0.33/0.3310.33 Col. 2=0.50/0.25/0.25 Col. 3=0.25/0.50/0.25 Col. 4=0.25/0.25/0.50 
(N) - Nonnal ACWT I Total Cost I Ending Excess Weighting: I 
TABLE 5.22. COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE MEASURE BASED ON 
MANAGEMENT WEIGHTING CRITERIA FOR INCREASING DEMAND. 
Exp# Mean Variance Steep Decline Slow Decline 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
81,77 0.25 (P) 0.25 1.67 3.00 1.00 1.00 0.67 1.20 0.40 0.40 
89,85 0.25 (P) 0.25 1.67 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.33 2.40 0.80 0.80 
. 4= 0.25JO.2510.50 
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VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUMMARY 
The Navy's existing UICP (s,S) inventory model for demand based consumable 
items is based in part on the economic order quantity. One key assumption of the 
model is that mean demand remains stationary over time. In reality, this assumption 
is often violated. In order to partially compensate for this, the reorder point and order 
up-to-level are periodically rdculated using newly forecasted mean demand. This 
procedure works well enough as long as the increase or decrease in mean demand is 
gradual. However, if the trend is steep, the existing model can significantly under- or 
overestimate s and S. In an increasing demand environment, the result can be 
exceptionally poor levels of customer service. In a declining demand environment, 
such as that associated with a major ship decommissioning program, the result can be 
the creation of substantial amounts of excess inventory. 
In this thesis, we have proposed an alternative inventory model which does not 
rely on the assumption of a stationary mean. The model is an extension of Silver's lot 
sizing heuristic for stochastic demand with a time varying mean [Ref. 71. 
modified Silver model includes provisions for stochastic lead times and a modified 
version of the Silver-Meal heuristic for determining the length of an order cycle. The 
model uses the existing UICP forecasting system to obtain a single period forecast but 
allows the inclusion of predicted or known increases or declines in future forecasts. 
Our 
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Decision rules for implementation, including recommendations for the values of 
various variables and parameters, have also been discussed. 
Evaluation of the modified Silver model is based on a Monte Carlo simulatbn. 
The baseline measurement is the performance of the current Navy Uniform Inventory 
Control Program (UICP) model for consumable items under the same simulated 
demand scenarios. Both simulations approximate the inventory management of a 
single item for as many as 120 quarters. The simulation experiments include a variety 
of run characteristics, system parameter settings, and generated demand profiles. 
Testing of the modified Silver model using a stationary mean demand forecast 
demonstrated comparable or slightly improved performance over the UICP model. 
This supports the assertion that the models are nearly equivalent under the assumption 
that mean demand is stationary. 
B. CONCLUSIONS 
Simulation tests of each model clearly demonstrated that the modified Silver 
model outperforms the existing UICP model when mean demand is varying and 
estimates of the varying mean are included in the forecasts. In declining demand 
scenarios, the modified Silver model significantly reduced both excess inventory and 
total cost with no reduction in average customer wait time. In increasing demand 
scenarios, the model significantly reduced average customer wait time at an overall 
lower total cost. 
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In many cases inventory managers are presented information regarding program 
changes which will have a significant impact on the future mean rate of demand. 
Being able to use this information in determining inventory levels is critical if the 
manager wishes to maintain an adequate level of customer service while avoiding 
embarrassing and costly excess or deficit inventory positions. The current UICP 
inventory model lacks the capability to accept a varying mean demand forecast. The 
modified Silver model is a suitable alternative which is both simple to understand and 
readily implementable within the existing inventory information system. 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study has not examined the issue of varying the point in time at which 
modified forecasting is implemented when using the modified Silver model. Under 
normal circumstances, knowledge of future trends may not be available until nearly 
the moment the trend commences. Therefore, it is recommended that additional 
research be done to determine the extent to which the performance of the modified 
Silver model may be degraded by late forecasts of changes in mean demand. It should 
be noted though, since the UICP and modified Silver models are generally comparable 
when the same steady state forecasting process is used, one can reasonably expect the 
modified Silver model with late forecasting to perform no worse than the current 
model. 
There is strong evidence to suggest that the use of forecasted mean absolute 
deviation to estimate the variance of forecasted lead time demand is erroneous in the 
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case of very low demand items. Additional research should include the formulation of 
a power rule for this variance similar to that used in UICP. 
The current model has been developed and tested only for consumable items. 
Since the current UICP model includes an economic reorder quantity determination for 
the procurement of repairable items, some future research should examine the potential 
applicability and integration of the modified Silver model into the UICP repairables 
model. 
In addition to the modified Silver model described in this thesis, other 
deterministic inventory models exist that may, with appropriate modifications, perform 
well for time varying stochastic demand with stochastic lead times. One such model, 
the Wagner-Whitin algorithm, is known to guarantee optimality for the deterministic 
case in terms of minimizing the total cost of ordering and holding inventory 
[Ref. 9: p. 2271, although it can be expected to require significantly increased 
computation time and has more theoretical complexity. A list and description of such 
alternative models is found in Tersine mef. 35: Chapter 41, or Silver and Peterson 
[Ref. 9: Chapter 61. 
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APPENDIX A. SIMULATION CODE 
{ S M  $4000,0,0} { S r + }  {SN+,E+} {SG+} {a+} 
program Mod-Silver-Simulator (input,output); 
uses dos, crt, toolbox, unirand, pqueue; 
type quarterArray = array 11 .. 1 201 of real; 
weeklyArray= array t1.. 1 5601 of real; 
qtrlntArray = array [l ..1201 of integer; 
changeRealArry = array [I .. 101 of real; 
changelntArry = array [I .. 101 of integer; 
descriptType = string1401; 






qtrStatArry= array [I .. 1201 of statRecord; 
const COEFFl = 1.386; 
POWER1 = 0.746; 
COEFF2 = 3.869; 




var wklyobserv: weeklyArray; 













unitprice, PLT,PI ,adminCost,obsol,timePref,storage,shortCost, 





startstep, startrnd, endtrnd: changelntArry; 
stepmult, trendcoeff, trendpower: changeRealArry; 
hour1 ,minutel ,second1 ,hdSecl ,hour2,minute2,second2,hdSec2:word; 
outFi1eName:string; 
OSHeap, BOHeap: PriorityQueueType; 
ACWTBO,ACWT,SMA,Invest,orderCount,lastOH,lastOS,totalCost, 
inappAsset,inappVal:real; 


























Delay( 1 500); 
clrscr; 
end; 





MODIFIED + ' I ;  
SILVER MODEL + ' I ;  
SIMULATOR + ' I ;  
FOR CONSUMABLES + '1; 
+ '1; 
+ G. C. Robillard LT,SC + 7; 
+'I; 
+ Revised: 9/01/93 + 'I; 
I; 
+ 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + p  
(For 1500 ms} 
procedure runtype (var distrType,outputType, wkDataType,qtrDataType, 
var numberOfQtrs,nilmberOfWks,numberOfReps,negBinS, 
var meanDemand, varDemand,negBinP:real; 
var inputfile,outputfile: text; 












writeln (' * * *  THIS SCREEN WILL ALLOW SELECTION OF RUN TYPE OPTIONS * * * ' I ;  
done: = FALSE; 
writeln; 
writeln; writeln; 
write ('Enter the number of replications (from 1 to 20000) to be run : ' 1; 
numberOfReps: = Get_lnteger(l,20000); 
writeln; 
repeat 
writeln ('Random Number Generator Seed Selection: 'I;  
writeln; 
writeln ( '  1 - Default Seeds (unique seed for each replication)'); 
writeln (' 2 - Select Seeds (max number of replications is 100)'); 
writeln; 
write ('Choice: '1; 
seedtype: = readkey; 
writeln (seedtype); 
writeln; 
case seedtype of 
' 1 ': begin 
done: =TRUE; 
maxStart: = 20001 -NumberOfReps; 
write('Enter Random Seed Start Index (1 to  ',maxStart:2,'): ' I ;  
seedlndex: = Get-Integer( 1 ,maxStart); 
end; 
done: =TRUE; 
if NumberOfReps > 100 then NumberOfReps: = 100; 
for i := 1 to numberOfReps do begin 
'2': begin 
write ('Enter Seed value for replication ',i,' : '1; 





until done = TRUE: 
clrscr; 
writeln ( '  
writeln; 
writeln; 
write('Enter Run Description: '1; 
readln (runDescript); 
writeln; 
RUN SELECTION OPTIONS CONTINUED +** * I  1;* * + +  
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write ('Enter the number of simulation quarters (max 120): ' 1; 
number0fQtrs: = Get-lnteger(1 ,120); 
number0fWks: = 13"NumberOfQtrs; 
writeln; 
write ('Enter the start of simulation SS (collect stats) quarter (max ',numberOfQtrs:3,'): ' 
startSSQtr: = Get-Integer( 1 ,numberOfQtrs); 
writeln; 
write ('Enter the end of simulation SS (collect stats) quarter (max ',numberOfQtrs:3,'): ' 
endSSQtr: = Get-lnteger(startSSQtr,numberOfQtrs); 
writeln; 




writeln ('Type of Distribution: '1; 
writeln; 
writeln (' 1 - Normal'); 
writeln 2 - Poisson'); 
writeln (' 3 - Neg Binomial'); 
writeln; 
write ('Choice: '1; 
distrType: = readkey; 
writeln (distrType1; 
writeln; 
case distrType of 
' 1 ': begin 
done: =TRUE; 
write ('Enter quarterly mean demand: '1; 
meanDemand: = Get-Rea1(0.0001,999999.0); 
writeln; 
write ('Enter demand variance: '1; 





write ('Enter quarterly mean demand: '1; 
meanDemand: = Get-Rea1(0.0001,999999.0); 







write ('Enter parameter p (0 C p < 1): '1; 
negBinP: = Get-Rea1(0.0001,0.9999); 
writeln; 
write ('Enter parameter s (s = 1,2,3 ... 1 : '1; 
negBinS: = Get-lnteger(1 ,1001; 
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writeln; 
meanDemand: = (negbinS + (1 -negBinP))/negBinP; 
varDemand: = (negBinS + (1 -negBinP))/(sqr(negBinP)); 
writeln('The quarterly mean is: 
writeln('The demand variance is: ',varDemand:8:2); 
writeln; 





until done = TRUE; 
frcst[l I: = meanDemand; 
madtl I: = COEFFl "exp(POWER1 +In(frcsttl I ) ) ;  





writeln ('Send Output to: '1; 
writeln; 
writeln (' 1 - Screen'); 
writeln (' 2 - File'); 
writeln; 
write ('Choice: '1; 
outputType: = readkey; 
writeln (outputType); 
case outputType of 
RUN SELECTION OPTIONS CONTINUED + + + + ' I ;  + * * +  








write ('Enter Path and Filename: 'I; 
readln (outFileName); 
writeln; 
writeln ('Path and FileName entered: ',outFileName); 
writeln; 





until done = TRUE; 
clrscr; 
writeln (' 
wkDataType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
RUN SELECTION OPTIONS CONTINUED ++++'  1; + + + +  
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write('lnc1ude Weekly SDR Data? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then wkDataType: = '1 '; 
qtrDataType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('lnc1ude Quarterly SDR Data? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then qtrDataType: = '1 '; 
frcstDataType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('1nclude Quarterly demand and forecast Data? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then frcstDataType: = ' 1 '; 
repStatType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('1nclude Replication Statistics? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then repStatType: = '1 '; 
silverSSType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('Run Silver Model Using Fixed Future Forecasts? (Y or N): 7; 
if Get-Answer then silverSSType: = ' 1 '; 
end; 












writeln('Re-running the simulation will maintain the same run-type parameters, but will'); 
writeln('al1ow the user to change the destination (output) file and vary NIIN'); 
writeln('and model parameters.'); 
writeln; 
write('Do you wish to re-run the simulation? (Y or N): 'I; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
RE-RUN SIMULATION OPTIONS SCREEN * *' ); * + + I  
writeln; 
writef'change Run Description? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter Run Description: '1; 
readln IrunDescript); 
if outputType = '2' then begin 
end; 
writeln; 
write('Change Output File? (Y or N): '1; 
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if Get-Answer then begin 
repeat 
writeln; 
write ('Enter Output Path and Filename: '1; 
readln (outFileName); 
writeln; 
writeln ('Path and FileNarne entered: ',outFileNarne); 
writeln; 















unitprice: = 100.00; {unit price} 
PLT:= 8; {procurement leadtime} 
P1: = 0.1; {probability of stockout} 
admincost: = 850.00; 
obsol: = 0.1 2; 
timePref: = 0.10; 
storage: = 0.01; 
shortcost: = 1000.00; 
ROLowConst: = 1 ; 
rnaxQtrs: = 6; 
minQtrs: = 1 ; 
maxDecl: = 4; 
frcstErrCoeff: = 0.0; 
bufferMult: = 0.5; 
PLTSigMuRatio: = (sqri 1.57*PLT))/PLT; 
initlnv: = round(meanDemand * (PLT + 311; 
if initlnv < 1 then initlnv: = 1; 
init0S: = round(3 meanDemand1; 
if initOS < 1 then init0S: = 1; 
initordew: = 1 ; 
end; 
procedure InputEdit(var unitPrice,PLT,Pl ,adminCost,obsol,timePref,storage,shortCost, 











+ + + + THIS SCREEN ALLOWS EDITING OF DEFAULT NllN INPUT PARAMETERS 
); + + + + *  
writeln; 
writeln; 
writeln (' A. 
writeln (' B. 
writeln (' C. 
writeln (' D. 
writeln (' E. 
writeln (' F. 
writeln (' G. 
writeln (' H. 
Unit Price : ',unitPrice:8:2,' J. Admin Order : ',adminCost:8:2); 
Buffer Mult (B): ',bufferMult:8:2,' K. R/O Constr : ',ROLowConst:8); 
Frcst Error (C): ',frcstErrCoeff:8:2,' L. Obsol Rate : ',obsol:8:2); 
PLT Sig/Mu : ',PLTSigMuRatio:8:2,' M. Time Pref Rate: ',timePref:8:2); 
Max Qtrs : ',maxQtrs:8,' N. Storage Rate : ',storage:8:2); 
Max Decl Qtrs : ',maxDecl:8,' 0. Shortage Cost : ',shortCost:8:2); 
Min Qtrs : ',minQtrs:8,' P. lnit Inv OH : ',initlnv:8); 
Procur LT : ',PLT8:2,' 0. Init Qty 0s : ',initOS:8); 




editchoice: = upcase(readkey); 
writeln(editChoice); 
case editchoice of 
'A' : begin 
Hit ENTER to accept current values '1; 
or letter of field to change: '1; 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Unit Price: 'J; 
unitprice: = Get-Real(O.Of999999.0); 
end; 
'6' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Buffer Multiple: '1; 
bufferMult: = Get-Rea1(0.0,999999.0); 
end; 
'C' : begin 
writeln; 
writeln('*++ Note: Default = 0.0 (Calculate Using MAD) **+ ' I ;  
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Forecast Error Coeff of Variation: '1; 
frcstErrCoeff: = Get-Reatlo. 0,999999.0); 
end; 
'D' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new PLT Std Deviation to Mean Ratio: '); 
PLTSigMuRatio: = Get-Real(0.0,3.0); 
end; 
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'E' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Maximum Quarters Constraint: 'I; 
maxQtrs: = Get-lnteger(l,161; 
end; 
'F' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Maximum Quarters during Decline Constraint: 'I; 
maxDecl: = Get-Integer( 1 ,maxQtrs); 
end; 
'G' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Minimum Quarters Ordering Constraint: 'I; 
minQtrs: = Get-lnteger(1 ,maxQtrs); 
end; 
'H' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Procurement Leadtime Forecast: 'I; 
PLT: = Get-Real(O.O,15.0); 
PLTSigMuRatio: = (sqrt(l.57*PLTII/PLT; 
initlnv: = round(meanDemand* PLT); 
if initlnv < 1 then initlnv: = 1 ; 
end; 
' I '  : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Probability of Stockout (Risk): 'I; 
P1: = Get-Rea1(0.0,0.9999); 
end; 
'J' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Admin Order Cost: 'I; 
admincost: = Get-ReaI(0.0,999999.0); 
end; 
'K' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new System Reorder Level Low Limit Constraint: 'I; 
ROLowConst: = Get_lnteger(O,9999); 
end; 
'L' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Obsolescence Rate: '1; 
obsol: = Get-Rea1(0.0,999999.OI;writeln; 
end; 
'M' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Time Preference Rate: 'I; 
timePref: = Get-ReaI(0.0,99999.0); 
end; 
'N' : begin 
writeln; 
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write ('Enter new Storage Cost Rate: 'I;  
storage: = Get-Rea1(0.0,99999.0); 
end; 
'0' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Shortage Cost: '1; 
shortcost: = Get-Rea1(0.0,99999.0); 
end; 
'P' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Initial Inventory On Hand Qty: '1; 
initlnv: = Get_lnteger(0,9999); 
end; 
'0' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Initial Outstanding Qty: '1; 
init0S: = Get_lnteger(0,9999); 
end; 
'R' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Initial Number of Orders: 'I;  
initorders: = Get_lnteger(0,9999); 
end; 
chr(l3): done: = TRUE 
end; 
until done = TRUE; 
clrscr; 
end; 
function GetMarkCocd (t,oldMark:..Iteger; frcst, unitPrice:real):integer; 
begin 
if t = 1 then begin 
if frcst < 0.25 then getMarkCode: = 0; 
if (frcst > = 0.25) and (frcst < 2.0) then begin 
if (unitPrice > = 300.00) then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
getMarkCode: = 3; 
getMarkCode: = 1 ; 
end; 
if frcst > = 2.0 then begin 
getMarkCode: = 4; 
getMarkCode: = 2 
if (UnitPrice'frcst) > = 600.0 then begin 




end else begin 
getMarkCode: = oldMark; 
if oldMark = 0 then begin 
if frcst > = 0.5 then begin 
getMarkCode: = 3; 
getMarkCode: = 1 ; 
if (unitPrice > = 300.00) then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
end; 
if frcst > = 3  then begin 
if (unitPrice'frcst1 > = 600.0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
getMarkCode: = 4; 
getMarkCode: = 2 
end; 
end; 
if (oldMark= 1 )  or (oldMark= 3) then begin 
if frcst > = 3  then begin 
if (unitPrice"frcst) > = 600.0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
getMarkCode: = 4; 
getMarkCode: = 2 
end else if unitPrice < = 200 then begin 
end else if unitPrice > = 400 then begin 
end; 
if frcst < = 0.25 then getMarkCode: = 0; 
end; 
if (oldMark= 2) or (oldMark= 4) then begin 
getMarkCode: = 1 ; 
getMarkCode: = 3; 
if frcst < = 1.0 then begin 
getMarkCode: = 3; 
getMarkCode: = 1 ; 
if (unitPrice > = 300.00) then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
end else if (unitPrice"frcst1 > = 800.00 then begin 
end else if (unitPrice+frcst) < = 400.00 then begin 
end; 
if frcst < = 0.25 then getMarkCode: = 0; 
getMarkCode: = 4; 










for t: = 1 to nurnberOfQtrs do begin 
qtrACWTBOArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrACWTBOArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrACWTBOArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrACWTBOArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
qtrACWTArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrACWTArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrACWTArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrACWTArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
qtrSMAArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrSMAArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrSMAArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrSMAArryttl.CILow: = 0.0; 
qtrlNVESTArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrlNVESTArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrlNVESTArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrlNVESTArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
qtrlnappArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrlnappArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrlnappArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrlnappArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
curnACWTBOArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; cumACWTBOArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
cumACWTBOArry[tl. CIHigh: = 0.0; cumACWTB0ArryItl.CILow: = 0.0; 
cumACWTArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; cumACWTArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
curnACWTArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; cumACWTArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
curnSMAArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; cumSMAArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
curnSMAArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; cumSMAArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
end; 
end; 
procedure InitializeArrays (var observ,meanDrndArry,varDmdArry:quarterArray; 
var steplndArry, trndlndArry,mkCodeArry: qtrlntArray; 
numberOfQtrs,numberOfWks:integer; 
meanDemand:real; 
var wklyobserv: weeklyArray); 
var t:integer; 
begin 
for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
observIt1: = 0.0; 
rneanDrndArry[tl: = 0.0; 
varDmdArry[tl: = 0.0; 
steplndArry[tl: = 0; 
trndlndArry[tl: = 0; 
rnkCodeArryIt1: = 0; 
end; 
for t: = 1 to (numberOfWks) do begin 
end; 
wklyObserv[tl: = 0.0; 
end; 
procedure LoadObserv (var observ,frcst,mad,meanDmdArry,varDmdArry:quarterArray; 




var trendlnd,steplnd,nmbrSteps, nmbrTrends:integer; 
meanDemand, varDemand:real; 
var inputfile:text; 
vat startstep, startrnd, endtrnd: changelntArry; 
var stepmult, trendcoeff, trendpower: changeRealArry); 
var SS:char; 
i, t, min, startQtr, endQtr,observWeek,s:integer; 
randnorm, currMeanDmd, initTrendMean, coeffVar,qtrCum,qtrMean, 
wkO bserv,qtrO bserv, p: real; 
demandlnFi1e:string; 
begin 
if (repNum = 1) and (simCount = 1 ) then begin 
for i: = 1 to 10 do begin 
startstepIi1: = 0; startrnd[il: = 0; endtrndiil: = 0; 
stepmult[il: = 0.0; trendcoeff[il: = 0.0; trendpower[il: = 0.0; 
end; 
nmbrsteps: = 0; 
nmbrTrends: = 0; 
end; {if} 
currMeanDmd: = meanDemand; 
coeffvar: = sqrt(varDemand)/meanDemand; 
for t: = 0 to (number0fQtr.s) do begin 
if (t=0) and (repNum = 1) and (simCount= 1) then begin 
ss: = 'Y'; 
writeln; 
write('Do you wish to vary mean demand rate over time? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
ss: = 'N'; 
steplnd: = 0; 





writeln ('You have the option to vary mean demand rate over time. If the normal'); 
writeln ('distribution was selected, variance will also change to maintain your'); 
writeln ('original variance to mean ratio. You may choose between step change'); 
writeln ('or trend or any combination of the events. If more than one event is'); 
writeln ('chosen to occur at the same time, step changes will occur first.'); 
writeln ('A maximum of 10 occurances of each event is allowed. Time of'); 
writeln ('variation is specified by quarter.'); 
writeln ; 
+ + + Mean Demand Variants + *  * '1; 
ss: = ,Y'; 
write ('Do you still wish to vary mean demand rate over time? (Y or N): '); 
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if &-Answer then begin 




write ('Do you wish to have step increases or decreases? (Y or N): 'I; 
if Get-Answer then steplnd: = 1 ; 
if steplnd= 1 then begin 
* * * Step Changes Screen ***I ) ;  
writeln; 
write('Enter the number of steps changes desired (max 10): '1; 
nmbrsteps: = Get-lntegerll ,lo); 
writeln; 
writelnl'The step function is of the form: Mean(t) = A Mean(t-11.7; 
writeln('You must specify the value of "A" for each step.'); 
min: = 1; 
for i: = 1 to nmbrSteps do begin 
writeln; 
writeln ('Step 'jr':'); 
writeln; 
write ('Step Qtr: 'I; 
startQtr: = Get-lnteger(min,numberOf Qtrs); 
startstep[il: = startQtr; 
writeln; 
write ('Step Multiplier (A): 7; 
stepmult[il: = Get-Rea1(0.00001,9999.0); 
writeln; 






write ('Do you wish to have trends? (Y or N):'); 
if Get-Answer then trendlnd: = 1 ; 
if trendlnd = 1 then begin 
+ * Trend Setting Screen *I); 
writeln; 
write('Enter the number of trend periods desired (max 10): '1; 
nmbrtrends: = Get-lnteger(1 ,101; 
writeln; 
writeln('The trend function is of the form:'); 
writeln I' Mean(t) = InitTrendMean * ( 1 + A t(0) * *  B)'); 
writeln('where t(0) is reset to "1 " at the beginning of each trend period'); 
writeln('and InitTrendMean is the Mean at the beginning of the trend period.'); 
writeln('Parameters A and B must be specified for each trend period.'); 
min: = 1 ; 
for i: = 1 to nmbrtrends do begin 
writeln; 
writeln ('Trend 'j,':'); 
writeln; 
write ('Start Qtr: 'I; 
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startQtr: = Get-lnteger(min,numberOfQtrs); 
startrndiil: = startQtr; 
writeln; 
write ('End Qtr: '1; 
endQtr: = Get-lnteger(startQtr,numberOfQtrs); 
endtrndiil: = endQtr; 
writeln; 
write ('Trend coefficent (A): 'I; 
trendcoeff [il: = Get-ReaI(-9999.0,9999.0); 
writeln; 
write ('Trend power (B): '1; 
trendpower[il: = Get-Real(-9999.0,9999.0); 
writeln; 






if SS = 'Y' then begin 
end else if t > 0 then begin 
meanDmdArryIt1: = meanDemand; 
if (distrType = ' 1 ') or (distrType = '3') then begin 
varDmdArryLt1: = varDemand; 
end else begin 
varDmdArry[tl: = currMeanDmd; 
end; 
if steplnd = 1 then begin 
end else begin 
for i: = 1 to nmbrSteps do begin 
end; 
if t = startstep[il then currMeanDmd: = stepmult[il*currMeanDmd; 
end; 
if trendlnd = 1 then begin 
for i: = 1 to nmbrTrends do begin 
if t = startrnd[i] then initTrendMean: = currMeanDmd; 
if (t > = startrnd[il) and (t < = endtrndIi1) then begin 
currMeanDmd: = initTrendMean' (1 + trendcoeff [il' 
(exp(trendpower[il'In(t-startrnd[il + 1)))); 




meanDrndArryit1: = currMeanDmd; 
if (distrType= '1 '1 or (distrType = '3') then begin 
varDmdArry[tl: = sqr(coeffVar"currMeanDmd); 
end else begin 




if distrType = '1 ' then begin 
randnorm: = GetNormal; 
qtrobserv: = round(meanDmdArry[tl + (randnorm+sqrt(varDmdArry[tl))); 
if qtrObserv c 0.0 then qtrobserv: = 0.0; 
for i: = 1 to round(qtr0bset-v) do begin 
observweek: = GetUniformlnt(l3); 
wklyObservI(t-1)" 13 + observWeek1: = 
wklyObserv[(t-l)+ 13 + observWeek1 + 1 ; 
end; 
qtrobserv: = GetPoisson(meanDmdArry"1); 
for i: = 1 to round(qtr0bserv) do begin 
observweek: = GetUniformlnt(l3); 
wklyObservI(t-1 I +  13 + observWeek1: = 
end else if distrType = '2' then begin 
wklyObserv[(t-l)* 13 + observWeek1 + 1 ; 
end; 
p: = (meanDmdArry[tl)/(varDmdArry[tl); 
s: = r o u n d ( ( s q r ( m e a n D m d a r r y [ t l ) ) / ( v a r D m d A r r y " t l ~ ~ ;  
if (p> ERROR) and (p< (1-ERROR)) then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
for i: = 1 to round(qtr0bserv) do begin 
observweek: = GetUniformlnt(l3); 
wklyObserv[(t-1 ) *  13 + observweekl: = 
end else if distrType = '3' then begin 
qtr0bserv: = GetNegBin(p,s); 
qtrobserv: = 0.0; 
wklyObserv[(t-1 )*  13 + observweekl + 1 ; 
end; 
end; 





procedure Forecast (var observ, frcst, mad:quarterArray; 
var steplndArry, trndlndArry,mkCodeArn/: qtrlntArray; 
numberOfQtrs,repNum:integer; unitPrice:real); 
const ALPHA = 0.1 ; 
STEPBOUND1 = 3.0; 
STEPBOUND2 = 2.0; 
var upper, lower, sum, samplehllean, sampleStdDev, stdDevToMean:real; 
uplnd, downlnd, steplnd, trendlnd, trendup, 
trendDn, t, i, j, W, S, tab1e:integer; 
kendTest, IowDemand: boolean; 
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begin 
writeln('Running Replication # ',repNum); 
mkCodeArryil1: = getMarkCode (1 ,O,frcstill,unitPricel; 
uplnd: = 0;downlnd: = 0; 
for t: = 2 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
IowDemand: = FALSE; 
trendlnd: = 0; 
steplnd: = 0; 
if ((mkCodeArry[t-I I = 0) or (mkCodeArry[t-1 I = 1 ) or (mkCodeArryit-I 1 = 3)) then 
IowDemand: =TRUE; 
if IowDemand then begin 
{Compute quarterly forecast) 
upper: = STEPBOUND1 "frcst i t- I  1; 
lower: = 0.0; 
end else begin 
upper: =frcst[t-I 1 + 1.25"madit-1 l'STEPBOUND2; 
lower: =frcst[t-I 1-1.25'mad[t-1 l'STEPBOUND2; 
end; 
if (IowDemand and (observit-11 < 5)) or 
((observ[t-ll < upper) and (observ[t-I] > = lower)) then begin 
uplnd: = 0; 
downlnd: = 0; 
frcstitl: = ALPHA'observk-I I + (1 -ALPHA)'frcstit-I 1; 
maditl: = ALPHA'(abs(observ[t-I 1-frcstit-1 I)) + (1 -ALPHA)'mad[t-11; 
if ((observit-11 > upper) and (uplnd= 1)) or 
end else begin 
((observit-I 1 < lower) and (downlnd = 1)) then begin 
if t > 4 then begin 
end else if t = 4 then begin 
end else if t = 3 then begin 
end; 
if frcstitl > ERROR then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
steplnd: = 1 ; 
uplnd: = 0; 
downlnd: = 0; 
end else begin 
if ((observ[t-ll > upper) and (uplnd=O)) then begin 
uplnd: = 1 ; 
frcstitl: = frcstit-I 1; 
madit]: = madit-1 1; 
if ((observit-11 < lower) and (downlnd=O)) then begin 
frcstitl: = (observit-41+ observIt-31+ observ[t-21+ observ[t-I 1114; 
frcstkl: = (observit-31+ observit-21+ observ[t-l1)/3; 
frcstitl: = (observ[t-21+ observit-I H/2; 
madit): = COEFFl 'exp(POWER1 *In(frcst[tl)); 
madltl: = 0.0; 
end else begin 
downlnd: = 1 ; 
frcstitl: = frcstk-1 I; 
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if (t> 4) and (steplnd = 0) then begin {Conduct Kendall Trend Test) 
sum: = 0.0; 
if t < = 8 then begin 
for i: = 1 to t-1 do begin 
sum: = sum + observ[il; 
end; 
sampleMean: = sum/(t-1); 
sum: = 0.0; 
for i: = 1 to t-1 do begin 
end; 
sampleStdDev: = sqrt(sum/(t-2)); 
for i: = t-8 to t-1 do begin 
sum: =sum + observ[il; 
end; 
sampleMean: = sum/8; 
sum: = 0.0; 
for i:=t-8 to t-1 do begin 
end; 
sampleStdDev: = sqrt(sum/7); 
end; 
if sampleMean > 0.0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
kendTest: =false; 
if (sampleMean > = 3.0) and (stdDevToMean < = 1.75) then begin 
sum: = sum + sqr(observ[il-sampleMean1; 
end else begin 
sum: = sum + sqr(obsen41-sampleMean); 
stdDevToMean: = sampleStdDev/sampleMean 
stdDevToMean: = 99999.0 
kendTest: =true; 
if stdDevToMean > 1.0 then begin 
table: = 3; 
end else begin 
table: = 2; 
end; 
end; 
if ((sampleMean > = 1.0) and (sampleMean < 3.0)) and 
(stdDevToMean < = 1.75) then begin 
kendTest: =true; 
if stdDevToMean > 1.25 then begin 
table: = 3; 
end else begin 




if ((sampleMean > = 0.1 25) and (sampleMean < 1 .O)) and 
(stdDevToMean < = 2.00) then begin 
kendTest: =true; 
table: = 2; 
end; 
if kendTest= true then begin {Conduct Kendall S-Test for Trend} 
w: = 8; 
if (sampleMean > = 3.0) and (sampleMean < 9.0) then begin 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.30) then W:=6; 
end; 
if (stdDevToMean c 0.93) then W: = 6; 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.28) then W: = 4; 
end; 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.53) then W: = 6; 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.28) then W: =4; 
end; 
if W > (t-1) then W:=((t-1) div 2)*2; 
s: = 0; 
for i: = (t-W) to (t-2) do  begin 
if (sampleMean > = 9.0) and (sampleMean < 20.0) then begin 
if (sampleMean > = 20.0) then begin 
(Compute Kendall S-Statistic} 
for j: = ( i  + 1 )  to (t-1) do  begin 
if observ[il < observ[jl then S: = S + 1 ; 
if observ[il > observ[jl then S: = S-1 ; 
end; 
end; {for} 
if table = 2 then begin 
if W = 4 then begin 
end; 
if W = 6 then begin 
end; 
if W = 8 then begin 
end; 
if W = 4 then begin 
end; 
if W = 6 then begin 
end; 
if W = 8 then begin 
end; 
end; {if} 
trendlnd: = 0; 
if S > = trendup then trendlnd: = 1 ; 
trendup: = 4; trendDn: = -4; 
trendup: = 9; trendDn: = -9; 
trendup: = 13; trendDn: = -1 3; 
end else begin 
trendup: = 6; trendDn: = -6; 
trendup: = 1 1 ; trendDn: = -1 1 ; 
trendup: = 16;  trendDn: = -1 6; 
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if S < = trendDn then trendlnd: = 1 ; 
if trendlnd = 1 then begin 
sum: = 0.0; 
for i: = (t-4) to (t-1) do begin 
sum: =sum + observtil; 
end; 
frcstrtl: = sum/4; 
if frcstkl > ERROR then begin 




madit]: = COEFFl 'exp(POWER1 *In/frcst[tl)); 
madrtl: = 0.0; 
end; {if} 
mkCodeArry[tl: = getMarkCode (t, mkCodeArry[t-1 l,frcst[tl,unitPrice); 
steplndArry[tl: = steplnd; 
trndlndArry[tl: = trendlnd; 
end; {for} 
end; 
procedure SDR(var OSHeap,BOHeap:PriorityQueueType; 
var wklyO bserv: weeklyArray; 




var ACWTBO,ACWT,SMA, Invest,orderCount,lastOH,lastOS,totaICost, 
wkDataType,qtrDataType,outputType, si1verSSType:char; 
unitprice, PLT,Pl ,adminCost,obsol,timePref,storage,shortCost, 








amtBO,amtRecv,receipt, wklyDemand,date, BOqtr, end&, 
T1 Part1 ,T1 Part2,lastTlOrder:integer; 
t, wk,qtr,sizeOS,sizeBO, orderQty, initOrderQty: integer; 
randnorm,randPLT,wklylnvest,qtrlnvest,replnvest,holdCost, cumSSHoldCost, 
twoY earAmt, qtrlnapp,intLength, startlnt, SS0rderCount:real; 
flag 1 ,flag2:boolean; 
BOFill,dmdTot, SSOSTot, OSCurr, BOTot, BOCurr, OHcurr, I Pcurr: integer; 
oldcum AC WTBO, oldCumACWT,oldCumSMA,oldQtrlnvest,oldQtrAC WTBO,oldQtrlnapp, 
oldQtrACWT,oldQtrSMA, ACWTBOvalue, ACWTvalue,SMAvalue:real; 
qtrTWUSArry, qtrBOTotArry,qtrBOFillArry:qtrlntArray; 
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var orderQty,lastTl Order,Tl part1 ,T1 Part2:integer; 
wk:integer; 
si1verSSType:char); 
var ka,kr,frcstTotal,cut,minCut,X 1 ,X2,X3,sigmaXl ,sigmaX2,sigmaX3,X 1 mu,X3mu, 
sumSqX 1 ,sumSqX2,sumSqX3, C,B, D, PLTBuff er,partiall , partial2:real; 








if frcstVal > 1.0 then begin 
if wk = 13 then begin 
if qtr > = 8 then begin 
sum: = 0.0; 
for t: = qtr-7 to qtr do begin 
end; 
mean: = sum/8; 
sumSq: = 0.0; 
for t: = qtr-7 to qtr do begin 
end; 
if (sumSq c ERROR) or (mean c ERROR) then begin 
end else begin 
sum: = sum + frcstkl; 
sumSq: = sumSq + sqr(observ[tl-mean); 
GetC: = (1.25*madVal/frcstVall; 
GetC: = MADWGHT+(1.25*madVal/frcstVal) + 
(1 -MADWGHT)* ((sqrt(sumSq/7))/mean); 
end; 
GetC: = (1.25*madVaI/frcstVal); 
end else begin 
end; 
if qtr > 8 then begin 
end else begin 
sum: = 0.0; 
for t: = qtr-8 to (qtr-1 1 do begin 
end; 
sum: = sum + frcstltl; 
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mean: = sum/8; 
sumSq: = 0.0; 
for t: = qtr-8 to (qtr-1) do begin 
end; 
if (sumSq < ERROR) or (mean < ERROR) then begin 
end else begin 
sumSq: = sumSq + sqr(observ[tl-mean); 
GetC: = (1.25'madVal/frcstVal); 
GetC: = MADWGHT'(1.25*madVal/frcstVal) + 
(1 -MADWGHT) ((sqrt(sumSq/7))/mean); 
end; 
GetC: = (1.25"madVal/frcstVal); 
end else begin 
end; 
end else begin 
end; 
end; 
GetC: = (1.25'madVal/frcstVal); 
end; {GetC} 
begin 
B: = bufferhnult; 
C: = frcstErrCoeff; 
if wk= 13 then begin 
if ((qtr + round(PLT) + 1 ) < = number0fQtrs) and (meanDmdArryfqtr + 11 > ERROR) and 
(frcstiqtr + 11 > ERROR) then begin 
endLTqtr: = qtr + round(PLT); 
horizQtrs: = maxQtrs; 
if (frcstErrCoeff = 0.0) then begin 
end; 
if (numberOfQtrs-endLTqtr) < maxQtrs then 
if silverSSType = '0' then begin 
{default} 
C: = GetC(qtr,wk,mad[qtr + 11,frcstIqtr + 1 l,frcst,observ); 
horizQtrs: = numberOfQtrs-endLTqtr; 
for i: = (qtr + 1) to (endLTqtr + horizQtrs) do begin 
end; 
for i: = (endLTqtr + 1) to (endLTQtr + horizQtrs) do begin 
end; 
for i: = (qtr + 1 ) to (endLTqtr + horizQtrs1 do begin 
end; 
end; 
x1: = 0.0; 
sumSqX1: = 0.0; 
if IastTlOrder c 13 then begin 
qtrFrcstArry[il: = (meanDmdArry[il/meanDmdArry[qtr + 1 I)"frcst[qtr + 1 I; 
if qtrFrcstArryIi1 < qtrFrcstArryfendLTqtr1 then horizQtrs: = maxDecl; 
end else begin 
qtrFrcstArryIi1: = frcstIqtr + 1 I; 
T1 Part l  : = T1 Partl -1 ; 
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for i: = (qtr + 1 ) to (qtr + round(PLT1) do begin 
X1: = X1 + qtrFrcstArryIi1; 
sumSqX1: = sumSqXl + sqr(qtrFrcstArryIi1); 
end; 
X1: = X1 + (T1 Part2/13)+qtrFrcstArry[qtr+ round(PLT)+ 11; 
sumSqXl : = sumSqX1 + sqr((T1 Part2/13)"qtrFrcstArry[qtr + round(PLT1 + 1 I); 
X1 mu: = X1 /(round(PLT) + (1 -(lastTl Order/l3))); 
for i: = (qtr + 1 1 to (qtr + round(PLT1 + 1) do begin 
end else begin 
X1: = X1 + qtrFrcstArryIi1; 
sumSqX1: = sumSqX1 + sqr(qtrFrcstArry[il); 
end; 
X1 mu: = X1 /(round(PLT) + 1); 
end; 
if X1 > ERROR then begin 
sigmaX1: = sqrt(sqr(C)+(sumSqXl) + sqr(X1 mu)+sqr(PLTSigMuRatio'PLT)); 
ka: = (IPcurr-X1 )/sigmaXl; { actual safety factor } 
{ required safety factor } 
end; 
kr: = Zlnv(P1 1; 
if (ka < kr) and (X1 >ERROR) then begin { then place an order } 
T:=l; 
for i: = 1 to horizQtrs do begin 
frcstTotal: = 0.0; 
for j: = 1 to i do begin 
end; 
cut: = (adminCost + holdCost+frcstTotal)/i; 
if i= 1 then begin 
minCut: =cut; 
end else if cut < minCut then begin 
minCut: =cut; 
T: = i; 
end; 
end; {for} 
if T < minQtrs then T: = minQtrs; 
if T= 1 then begin 
frcstTota1: = frcstTotal + (j-1 I'qtrFrcstArryIendLTqtr + il; 
if IastTlOrder > = 13 then begin 
kr"sigmaX1 )-IPCurr; 
orderQty: = round(X1 + B*sqrt(sqr(C+qtrFrcstArry[qtr + 11)/13)+ 
lastT1 Order: = 0; 
T1 Part1 : = 1 -wk; 
T1 Part2: = wk; 
end else begin 
x1: = 0.0; 
sumSqX1: = 0.0; 
for i: = (qtr + 1) to (qtr + round(PLT1 + 1) do begin 
X1: = X1 + qtrFrcstArry[il; 
sumSqX1: = sumSqX1 + sqr(qtrFrcstArryIi1); 
end; 
X1 mu: = X1 /(round(PLT) + 1); 
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if X1 > ERROR then 
orderQty: = round(X1 + B*sqrt(sqr(C*qtrFrcstArry[qtr + 11)/13)+ 
lastT1 Order: = 0; 
T1 Partl : = 1 -wk; 
T1 Part2 = wk; 
sigmaX1: = sqrt(sqr(C)*(sumSqXl ) + sqr(X1 mu)*sqr(PLTSigMuRatio+PLT)); 
kr*sigmaXl 1-IPCurr; 
end; 
end else begin 
IastTl Order: = 13; 
T1 Partl : = 0; 
T1 Part2: = 0; 
x2: = 0.0; 
sumSqX2: = 0.0; 
for i: = (qtr+ 1)  to (endLTqtr+T-l-round(PLT1) do begin 
X2: = X2 + qtrFrcstArry [il; 
sumSqX2: = sumSqX2 + sqr(qtrFrcstArry[il); 
end; 
sigmaX2: = C"sqrt(surnSqX2); 
x3: = 0.0; 
surnSqX3: = 0.0; 
for i: = (endLTqtr + T-round(PLT)) to (endLTqtr + TI do begin 
X3: = X3 + qtrFrcstArry [il; 
sumSqX3: = sumSqX3 + sqr(qtrFrcstArry[il); 
end; 
X3mu: = X3/(round(PLT) + 1); 
sigmaX3: = sqrt(sqr(C)* (sumSqX3) + sqr(X3rnu) +sqr(PLTSigMuRatio* PLT)); 
orderQty: = round(X3 + kr*sigmaX3 + B"sigmaX2 + X2-IPcurr); 
end; 
if orderQty c ROLowConst then orderQty: = ROLowConst; 
end; {if} 
end; {if} 
end else begin 
partial1 : = 1 -wk/l3; 
partial2: = wk/l3; 
if ((qtr-partial1 + round(PLT) + 1 ) c = number0fQtrs) and (rneanDmdArry[qtrl > ERROR) 
and 
(frcstlqtrl > ERROR) then begin 
endLTqtr: = qtr + round(PLT1; 
horizQtrs: = maxQtrs; 
if (frcstErrCoeff = 0.0) then begin 
end; 
if (numberOfQtrs-endLTqtr) c maxQtrs then 
if silverSSType = '0' then begin 
C: = GetC(qtr,wk,mad[qtrl,frcst[qtrl,frcst,observ); 
horizQtrs: = number0fQtrs-endLTqtr; 
for i: = qtr to (endLTqtr + horizQtrs1 do begin 
end; 
for i: = (endLTqtr + 1) to (endLTQtr + horizQtrs) do begin 
qtrFrcstArry[il: = (meanDmdArry[il/meanDmdArry[qtrl) +frcst[qtrl; 
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if qtrFrcstArry[i] < qtrFrcstArry[endLTqtrl then horizQtrs: = maxDecl; 
end; 
for i: = qtr to (endLTqtr + horizQtrs) do begin 
end; 
end; 
x1: = 0.0; 
sumSqX1: = 0.0; 
if IastTl Order < 13 then begin 
T1 Part l  : = T1 Part l  -1 ; 
if TlPartl > 0 then begin 
end else begin 
qtrFrcstArryfi1: = frcstfqtrl; 
for i: = (qtr) to (qtr+ round(PLT1-1) do begin 
X1: =X1 + (partiall +qtrFrcstArry[il + partial2+qtrFrcstArry[i+ 11); 
sumSqX1: = sumSqX1 + sqr(partial1 +qtrFrcstArry[il + 
partial:!+qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
end; 
X1: = X1 + partiall +qtrFrcstArry[qtr+ round(PLT11 + 
((Tl Part2)/13)+qtrFrcstArry[qtr + round(PLTl+ 1 I; 
sumSqXl : = sumSqX1 + sqr(partial1 +qtrFrcstArry[qtr + round(PLT1I + 
X1 mu: = X1 /(round(PLT) + (1 -(lastTl Order/l3))); 
for i: = (qtr) to (qtr + round(PLT1-1) do begin 
((Tl Part2)/13)+qtrFrcstArry[qtr + round(PLT1 + 1 I);  
end else begin 
X1: = X1 + (partiall +qtrFrcstArry[il+ partial2+qtrFrcstArry[i + 111; 
sumSqX1: = sumSqX1 + sqr(partial1 +qtrFrcstArry[il + 
partial2+qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
end; 
X l : = X l  + ((Tl Part2+T1 Partl)/13)+qtrFrcstArry[qtr+round(PLT)1; 
sumSqX 1 : = sumSqX 1 + 
X1 mu: = X1 /(round(PLT) + (1 -(lastTl Order/l3))); 
sqr(((T1 Part2 + T1 Partl )/13)+qtrFrcstArry[qtr + round(PLT)I); 
end; 
for i: = (qtr) to (qtr + round(PLT1) do begin 
end else begin 
X1: = X1 + (partiall +qtrFrcstArry[il+ partial2+qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
sumSqX1: = sumSqXl + sqr(partial1 +qtrFrcstArryIil + 
partial2+qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
end; 
X1 mu: = X1 /(round(PLT) + 1); 
end; 
if X1 > ERROR then begin 
sigmaX1: = sqrt(sqr(C)+(sumSqXl ) + sqr(X1 mu)*sqr(PLTSigMuRatio+PLT)); 
ka: = (IPcurr-Xl)/sigmaXl; { actual safety factor } 
{ required safety factor } 
end; 
kr: = Zlnv(P1); 
if (ka < kr) and (X1> ERROR) then begin { then place an order } 
T:= 1; 
for i:= 1 to horizQtrs do begin 
frcstTotal: = 0.0; 
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for j: = 1 to i do begin 
frcstTotal: = frcstTotal + (j- l)* (partiall *qtrFrcstArry[endLTqtr + i-1 I + 
partial2 *qtrFrcstArry[endLTqtr + ill; 
end; 
cut: = (admincost + holdCost*frcstTotal)/i; 
if i= 1 then begin 
minCut: = cut; 
end else if cut c minCut then begin 
minCut: =cut; 
T: = i; 
end; 
end; (for} 
if T c minQtrs then T: = minQtrs; 
if T= 1 then begin 
if IastTlOrder > = 13 then begin 
kr'sigmaxl 1-1PCurr; 
orderQty: = round(X1 + B+sqrt(sqr(C*qtrFrcstArry[qtrl)/l3) + 
IastTl Order: = 0; 
T1 Partl : = 1 -wk; 
T1 Part2: = wk; 
end else begin 
Xl:=O.O; 
sumSqXl : = 0.0; 
for i: = (qtr) to (qtr + round(PLTl1 do begin 
X 1 : = X 1 + (partial 1 +qtrFrcstArry[il + partial2 +qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
sumSqX1: = sumSqX1 + sqr(partial1 *qtrFrcstArry[il + 
partial2*qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
end; 
X1 mu: = X1 /(round(PLT) + 1); 
if X1 > ERROR then 
orderQty: = round(X1 + B*sqrt(sqr(C*qtrFrcstArry[qtrl)/l3)+ 
lastT1 Order: = 0; 
T1 Par t l  : = 1 -wk; 
T1 Part2: = wk; 
sigmaX1: = sqrt(sqr(C)*(sumSqXl) + sqr(X1 mu)+sqr(PLTSigMuRatio*PLT)); 
kr*sigmaXl HPCurr; 
end; 
end else begin 
IastTl Order: = 13; 
T1 Partl : = 0; 
T1 Part2: = 0; 
x2: = 0.0; 
sumSqX2: = 0.0; 
for i: = qtr to (endLTqtr + T-2-round(PLT)) do begin 
X2: = X2 + (partiall +qtrFrcstArry[il + partial2*qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
sumSqX2: = sumSqX2 + sqr(partial1 *qtrFrcstArry[il + 
partial2*qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
end; 
sigmaX2: = C*sqrt(sumSqX2); 
x3: = 0.0; 
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surnSqX3: = 0.0; 
for i: = (endLTqtr + T-1 -round(PLT)) to (endLTqtr + T-1 1 do begin 
X3: = X3 + (partiall *qtrFrcstArry[i] + partial2+qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
sumSqX3: = sumSqX3 + sqr(partial1 *qtrFrcstArry[il + 
partial2*qtrFrcstArry[i + 1 I); 
end; 
X3rnu: = X3/(round(PLT) + 1); 
sigrnaX3: = sqrt(sqr(C)" (sumSqX3) + sqr(X3mu)+sqr(PLTSigMuRatio"PLT)l; 
orderQty: = round(X3 + kr'sigrnaX3 + B"sigmaX2 + X2-IPcurrl; 
end; 






holdcost: = unitprice" (obsol + timePref + storage)/4; 
lnitializePriorityQueue( OSHeap); lnitializePriorityQueue(B0Heap); 
OHCurr: = initlnv; 
init0rderQty: = 0; 
if initOS = 0 then initordew = 0; 
if (initorders > 0) then begin 
init0rderQty: = initOS div initorders; 
intlength: = (1 3'PLT)hnitOrders; 
startlnt: = 0.0; 
for i: = 1 to initorders do begin 
wklyOS.Qty: = init0rderQty; 
wklyOS.Week: = round((start1nt + (i'intLength)1/21; 
InsertPriorityQueue(OSHeap, wklyOS); 
startlnt: = startlnt + intlength; 
end; 
end; 
init0S: = initOrderQty'initOrders; 
OSCurr: = initOS; 
IPCurr: = OHCurr + OSCurr; 
if (qtrDataType = '1 '1 or (wkDataType = '1 ' 1  then begin 
writeln(outputfile1; 
writeln(outputfile,'SDR Data 
writeln(outputfile, ' ------ '1; 
Initial OH Inv: = ',initlnv); 
end; 
for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
qtrTWUSArry[tl: = 0; 
qtrBOTotArryIt1: = 0; 
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qtrBOFillArryk1: = 0; 
end; 
BOCurr: = 0; 
replnvest: = 0.0; 
date: = 1 ; 
IastTl Order: = 13; 
T1 Pan1 : = 0; 
T1 part2: = 0; 
for qtr:= 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr c = endSSQtr) then begin 
if wkDataType = '1 ' then begin 
writeln(outputfile1; 
writeln(outputfile,'QTR WK REC DEM BO 0s OH IP ORDCNT'I; 
end; 
end; 
if qtr= startSSQtr then begin 
initSSOH: = OHCurr; 
initSSOS: = OSCurr; 
initSS0rders: = SizePriorityQueue(OSHeap1; 
cumSSHoldCost: = 0.0; 
SSOSTot: = 0; 
SSOrderCount: = 0.0; 
end; 
qtrlnvest: = 0.0; 
wklylnvest: = 0.0; 
for wk:= 1 to 13 do begin 
wklyDemand: = round(wkly0bservIdatel); 
receipt: = 0; 
amtRecv: = 0; 
amtBO: = 0; 
wklyBO.Qty: = 0; 
wklyBO.Week: =date; 
wklyOS.Qty: = 0; 
flag1 : = FALSE; flag2: = FALSE; 
{receive} if not (EmptyPriorityQueue(0SHeap)) then begin 
if CurrWeek(0SHeap) = date then begin 
repeat 
amtRecv: = ExtractQty(0SHeap); 
receipt: = amtRecv; 
OSCurr: = OSCurr - amtRecv; 
while (arntRecv > 0) and not (EmptyPriorityQueue(B0Heap)) do begin 
if CurrQty(B0Heap) < = amtRecv then begin 
amtBO: = CurrQty(BOHeap1; 
amtRecv: = amtRecv - amtBO; 
BOCurr: = BOCurr - amtBO; 
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if (CurrWeek(B0Heap) mod 13) = 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl: = qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl + amtBO; 
qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl: = qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl + (amtBo* (date - 
BOqtr: = (CurrWeek(BOHeap1 div 13); 
BOqtr: = (CurrWeek(BOHeap1 div 13) + 1 ; 
Extractweek( BOHeap))); 
end else begin 
BOHeap.HeapArray[ll.Qty: = BOHeap.HeapArray[ll.Qty - amtRecv; 
if (BOHeap.HeapArray[l ].Week mod 13) = 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl: = qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl + (amtRecv" (date - 
BOCurr: = BOCurr - amtRecv; 
qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl: = qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl + amtRecv; 
amtRecv:= 0; 
BOqtr: = (BOHeap.HeapArray[l ].Week) div 13; 
BOqtr: = ((BOHeap.HeapArray[l ].Week) div 13) + 1 ; 
BOHeap.HeapArray[l I. Week)); 
. end; {if} 
end; {while} 
OHCurr: = OHCurr + amtRecv; 
end; 
if EmptyPriorityQueue(OSHeap1 then flag2: = TRUE 
else if currWeek(OSHeap1 < > date then flag 1 : =TRUE; 
until flag1 or fiag2; 
end; {if receive} 
if wklyDemand > 0 then begin {issue} 
if wklyDemand > OHCurr then begin 
wklyBO.Qty: = wklyDemand - OHCurr; 
OHCurr: = 0; 
InsertPriorityQueue(BOHeap, wklyBO); 
qtrBOTotArry[qtrl: = qtrBOTotArry[qtrl + wklyBO.Qty; 
BOCurr: = BOCurr + wklyBO.Qty; 
OHCurr: = OHCurr - wklyDemand; 
end else begin 
end; 
end; {if issue} 
orderQty: = 0; {order} 
IPCurr:= OHCurr + OSCurr - BOCurr; 
IastTl Order: = lastT1 Order + 1 ; 
SilverModel (qtr,lPcurr,numberOfQtrs, 
holdcost, PLT, P I  ,adminCost,frcstErrCoeff , 
bufferMult,ROLowConst,maxQtrs,minQtrs,maxDecl, 
f rcst,meanDmdArry, mad, observ,orderQty, 
IastTl Order,Tl Part1 ,TI PartZ,wk, 
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silverSSType); 
if orderQty> 0 then begin 
wklyOS.Qty: = orderQty; 
randnorrn: = GetNorrnal; 
randPLT: = abs(PLT + (randnorm. PLTSigMuRatio" PLT)); 
if randPLT > MAXPLT then begin 
end else if randPLT < MINPLT then begin 
end; 
wklyOS. Week = date + round(randPLT* 13) + 1 ; 
InsertPriorityQueue(OSHeap, wklyOS); 
OSCurr: = OSCurr + wkly0S.Qty; 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr) then begin 
randPLT: = MAXPLT; 
randPLT = MINPLT 
SSOrderCount: = SSOrderCount + 1 .O; 
SSOSTot: = SSOSTot + wkly0S.Qty; 
end; 
end; {if} 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr1 then begin 
if wkDataType = '1 then begin 
writeln(outputfile,qtr: 3,date: 5,receipt: 6, wkly Demand: 6, BOCurr6, 
OSCurr:G,OHCurr:6, IPCurr:6,SSOrderCount:6:0); 
if (outputType = '1') and ((wk mod 13) = 0) then HitToCont; 
end; 
end; 
receipt: = 0; 
date: = date + 1 ; 
wklylnvest: = wklylnvest + OSCurr + OHCurr; 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr) then begin 
end; 
cumSSHoldCost: = cumSSHoldCost + OHCurr*holdCost/l3; 
end; {for week} 
qtrlnvest: = wklylnvest/l3; 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr) then begin 
end; 
replnvest: = replnvest + qtrlnvest; 
oldQtrlnvest: = qtrlnvestArry[qtrl. Mean; 
qtrlnvestArry[qtrl. Mean: = NewMean(qtrfnvestArry[qtrl. Mean,qtrlnvest,numberRep); 
qtrlnvestArry[qtrl .Variance: = NewVar(qtrlnvestArry[qtrl. Mean,oldQtrlnvest, 
qtrlnvestArry[qtrl.Variance,qtrlnvest,numberRep~; 
twoYearAmt: = 0.0; 
endQtr: = qtr + 8; 
if qtr< numberOfQtrs then begin 
endQtr: = number0fQtrs; 
if (numberOfQtrs-qtr) < 8 then begin 
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if silverSSType = '0' then begin 
if meanDmdArry[qtr + 11 > 0.0 then begin 
for i: = (qtr + 1 I to (endQtr) do begin 
twoYearAmt: = twoYearAmt + (meanDmdArry[il/meanDmdArry[qtr + 1 lI*frcst[qtr + 1 I; 
end; 
twoYearAmt: = twoYearAmt + 
(8-(numberOfQtrs-qtr))*(meanDmdArry[endQtrl/meanDmdArry[qtr + 1 I)*frcst[qtr + 1 I; 
end; 
twoYearAmt: = 8'frcst[qtr+ 11; 
end else begin 
end; 
if silverSSType = '0' then begin 
end else begin 
if meanDmdArry1qtr + 1 I > 0.0 then begin 
for i: = (qtr + 1) to (qtr + 8) do begin 
twoYearAmt: = twoYearAmt + (meanDmdArry[il/meanDmdArry[qtr + 1 I)*frcst[qtr + 11; 
end; 
end else begin 
end; 
end; 
twoYearAmt: = 8*frcst[qtr+ 11; 
end; 
end; 
qtrlnapp: = OHCurr-twoYearAmt; 
if qtrlnapp < 0.0 then qtrlnapp: = 0.0; 
oldQtrlnapp: = qtrlnappArry[qtrl. Mean; 
qtrlnappArry[qtrl. Mean: = NewMean(qtrlnappArry[qtrl. Mean,qtrlnapp,numberRep); 
qtrlnappArry[qtrl.Variance: = NewVar(qtrlnappArry[qtrl. Mean,oldQtrlnapp, 
qtrlnappArry[qtrl .Variance,qtrlnapp,numberRep); 
if qtr = endSSQtr then begin 
invest: = replnvest/(endSSQtr-startSSQtr + 1 1; 
IastOH: = OHCurr; 
IastOS: = OSCurr; 
inappAsset: = qtrlnapp; 
inappval: = qtrlnapp'unitPrice; 
ordercount: = SSOrderCount; 
end; 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr) then begin 
if (wkDataType= '1 ') then begin 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,'QTR DMD OH IP 0s BO INVEST'); 
end else if qtrDataType = ' 1 ' then begin 
if (qtr= 1) or (((qtr-1) mod 20 I = Olthen begin 
writeln(outputfi1e); 




if qtrDataType = '1 then 
writeln(outputfile,qtr:3,observ[qtrl:6:0,OHCurr:6, IPCurr:6, 
OSCurr: 6, BOCurr: 6,qtrlnvest: 8:2); 
if (outputType = '1') and (qtrDataType ='Iv) and (((qtr-1) mod 20) = 0) then 
H itToCont; 
end; 
end; {for qtr} 
if not (EmptyPriorityQueue(0SHeap)) then begin {adjust final qtr TWUS} 
while not (EmptyPriorityQueue(B0Heap)) do begin 
amtB0: = CurrQty(BOHeap1; 
if (CurrWeeklBOHeap) mod 13) = 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl: = qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl + amtBO; 
qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl: = qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl + 
BOqtr: = (CurrWeek(B0Heap) div 13); 
BOqtr: = (CurrWeek(B0Heap) div 13) + 1 ; 
(amtBo* (OSHeap.HeapArray[l I. Week - ExtractWeek(BOHeap1)); 
end; {while} 
end; 
for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
if qtrBOFillArry[tl > 0 then begin 
oldQtrACWTBO: = qtrACWTBOArryit1. Mean; 
ACWTBOvalue: = (7' (qtrTWUSArry[tl/qtrBOFillArry[tl)); 
qtrACWTBOArry[tl. Mean: = NewMean(qtrACWTBOArryIt1. Mean, 




oldQtrACWT: = qtrACWTArryIt1. Mean; 
if observ[tl > 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrACWTArryft1. Mean: = NewMean(qtrACWTArry[tl. Mean, 
qtrACWTArry[tl.Variance: = NewVar(qtrACWTArry[tI.Mean,oldQtrACWT, 
oldQtrSMA: = qtrSMAArry[tl. Mean; 
if observ[tl > 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
ACWTvalue: = (7*(qtrTWUSArry[tl/obseni[tl~~; 
ACWTvalue: = 0.0; 
ACWTvalue,numberRep); 
qtrACWTArryIt1. Variance,ACWTvalue,numberRep); 
SMAvalue: = (1 -(qtrBOTotArry~tl/observ~tl~~; 
SMAvalue: = 1 .O; 
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qtrSMAArry[tl.Mean: = NewMean(qtrSMAArry[tl.Mean, 




dmdTot: = 0; 
TWUS: = 0; 
BOTot: = 0; 
BOFill: = 0; 
for qtr: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
dmdTot: = dmdTot + round(observ[qtrl); 
TWUS: = TWUS + qtrTWUSArry[qtrl; 
BOTot: = BOTot + qtrBOTotArryiqtr1; 
BOFill: = BOFILL + qtrBOFillArry[qtrl; 
if BOFill < > 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; {if} 
if dmdTot < > 0 then begin 
ACWTBO: = 7*(TWUS/BOFiII); 
ACWTBO: = 0.0; 
ACWT: = 7*(TWUS/dmdTot); 
SMA: = 1 - BOTot/drndTot; 
end else begin 
ACWT: = 0.0; 
SMA: = 1 .O; 
end; {if} 
oldCumACWTBO: = cumACWTBOArry[qtrl.Mean; 
cumACWTBOArry[qtrl.Mean: = NewMean(cumACWTBOArry~qtr1. Mean,ACWTBO,numberRep 
1; 
cumACWTBOArry[qtrl .Variance: = NewVar(cumACWTBOArry[qtrl. Mean,oldCumACWTBO, 
cumACWTBOArry~qtrl.Variance,ACWTBO,numberRep); 
oldCumACWT: = cumACWTArry[qtrl.Mean; 
cumACWTArry[qtrl.Mean: = NewMean(cumACWTArry[qtrl.Mean,ACWT,numberRep); 
cumACWTArry[qtrl.Variance: = NewVar(cumACWTArry[qtrl.Mean,oldCumACWT, 
oldCumSMA: = cumSMAArry[qtrl. Mean; 
cumSMAArry[qtrl.Mean: = NewMean(cumSMAArry[qtrl.Mean,SMA,numberRep); 
cumSMAArry[qtrl.Variance: = NewVar(cumSMAArry[qtrl. Mean,oldCumSMA, 
cumACWTArry[qtrl. Variance, ACWT, numberRep); 
cumSMAArry~qtrl.Variance,SMA,numberRep); 
end; {for} 
totalcost: = (initSSOH + initSSOS + SSOSTotl 'unitPrice + SSOrderCount*adminCost + 
cumSSHoldCost + (TWUS/52*shortCost); 
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end; {SDR} 
procedure PrintHeader(unitPrice,PLT,Pl ,adminCost,obsol,timePref,storage, 













distrused: = ' Normal'; 
if distrType = '2' then distrUsed: = 'Poisson'; 
if distrType = '3' then distrused: = 'Neg Binomial'; 
if outputType = '2' then begin 
,outFileName,' + + + I  1;* + +  1 writeln(outputfile,' 
writeln(outputfile1; 
GetDate(Y ear, Month, Day, Dayofweek); 
if silverSSType = '0' then begin 
writeln(outputfile,' Date: ',Month,'-',Day,'-',Year,' Model: MOD SILVER 
(VARIABLE FORECASTS)'); 
end else begin 
writeln(outputfile,' Date: ',Month,'-',Day,'-',Year,' Model: MOD SILVER (FIXED 




writeln(outputfile,' Description: ',runDescript); 
writelnloutputfile); 
writeln(outputfile,' Initial simulation settings '1; 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,' Random number generator seed type: ',seedtype); 
if seedType = ' 1 ' then begin 
writeln(outputfile,' Random number seed start index: ',seedlndex:6); 
end; 
writeln(outputfile,' Type of demand distribution: ', distrusedl; 
if distrType = '3' then begin 
writeln(outputfile,' Neg Binomial Parameters: p = ',negBinP:6:2); 
writeln(outputfile,' s = ',negBinS:6); 
end; 
writeln(outputfile,' Mean Demand: ',meanDemand:6:2); 
writeln (outputfile,' Var Demand: ',varDemand: 6: 2); 
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writeln(outputfile,' Number of quarters to simulate: ',numberOfQtrs: 5 1; 
writeln(outputfile,' Start Sim Steady State quarter: ',startSSQtr:5 1; 
writeln(outputfile,' End Sim Steady State quarter: ',endSSQtr:5 1; 
writeln(outputfile,' Number of replications of simulation to run: ',numberOfReps:51; 
writeln(outputfile,' Number of steps: ',nmbrSteps:5); 
if nmbrSteps > O  then begin 
for i: = 1 to nmbrSteps do begin 
writeln(outputfile,' Step: ',i:2,' Step Qtr: ',startStep[i1:4, 
' Mult: ',stepMult[i1:7:4); 
end; 
end; {if} 
writeln(outputfile,' Number of trends: ',nmbrTrends:5); 
if nmbrTrends > 0 then begin 
for i: = 1 to nmbrTrends do begin 
' Stop Qtr: ',endTrnd[il:3, 
' Coeff: ',trendCoeff [il:7:4,' Power: ',trendPower[il:7:4); 








writeln(outputfile,' Initial parameter settings '1; 
writeln (outputfile,' A. Unit Price : ',unitPrice:8:2,' J. Admin Order : 
writeln (outputfile,' B. Buffer Mult (B): ',bufferMult:8:2,' K. R/O Constr : 
writeln (outputfile,' C. Frcst Error (C): ',frcstErrCoeff:8:2,' L. Obsol Rate : 
writeln (outputfile,' D. PLT SiQ/Mu : ',PLTSigMuRatio:8:2,' M. Time Pref Rate: 
writeln (outputfile,' E. Max Qtrs : ',maxQtrs:8,' N. Storage Rate : ',storage:8:2); 
writeln (outputfile,' F. Max Decl Qtrs : ',maxDecl:8,' 0. Shortage Cost : 
writeln (outputfile,' G. Min Qtrs : ',minQtrs:8,' P. Init Inv OH : ',initlnv:8); 
writeln (outputfile,' H. Procur LT : ',PLT:8:2,' 0. lnit Qty 0s : ',initOS:8); 




',timePref :8: 2); 
',shortcost: 8: 2); 





procedure DisplayFrcstOutput (var observ, frcst, mad :quarterArray; 
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writeln(outputfile,'Replication Number ',repNum); 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeIn(outputfile,'Quarterly Forecast Data'); 
for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
'1; writeln(outputfile, ' ____________-___________ ............................................. 
if (t= 1) or (((t-1) mod 20) = 0)then begin 
if (outputType = ' 1 '1 and (t > 1 1 then HitToCont; 
writeln(outputfile1; 






if outputType = ' 1 ' then HitToCont; 
end; 
procedure DisplayRepStats (var ACWTBO, ACWT, SMA, Invest,orderCount,lastOH, 
lastOS,totalCost,inappAsset,inappVal:real; 
0utputType:char 1; 









if outputType = * 1 ' then begin 
I; + + + + + + + + + I  
writeln(outputfile,' Rep# ACWTBO ACWT SMA INVEST End OH Tot Cost 











( O U t p U t f i ~ e , ' + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +  
1; + + + + + + + + + + + 1 
writeln(outputfile,'Replication # ',numberRep:3,' Final Statistics'); 
writeln(outputfile,' ACWTBO ACWT SMA Orders INVEST End OH End 0s'); 
writeln(outputfile,ACWTBO: 7:2,ACWT:7:2,SMA:7:2,orderCount:8:O,lnvest:8:2,lastOH:8:O,l 
astOS:8:0); 
writeln(outputfile,' Total Cost INAPP INAPP Value'); 
writeln(outputfile,totalCost: 1 0:2,inappAsset:8:O,inappval: 1 0:2); 
write~"(outputfi~e,'+ + + + +  +++  + + + + + + +  + + + + + + + + ++ + + + + + + + * + + + + I )  + + + +  + + + + + +  + +  + + +  + + 
1; + + + + + + + + + + * + + + + + + + I  
if outputType = '1 ' then begin 




procedure CalcSimStats(ACWTB0, ACWT, SMA, Invest,orderCount,lastOH,lastOS, 

















if n = 0 then begin 
simACWTB0: = 0.O;simACWT: = 0.O;simSMA: = 0.O;simlnvest: = 0.0; 
sim0rderCount: = 0.O;simLastOH: = 0.O;simLastOS: = 0.O;simTotalCost: = 0; 
simlnapp: = 0.O;simlnappVal: = 0.0; 
simACWTBOVar: = 0.O;simACWTVar: = 0.O;simSMAVar: = 0.0; 
simlnvestvar: = 0.O;simOrderCountVar: = 0.O;simLastOHVar: = 0.0; 
simLastOSVar: = 0.O;simTotalCostVar: = 0.0; 
simlnappvar: = 0.O;simlnappValVar: = 0.0; 
simlnitSSOH: = 0.O;simlnitSSOS: = 0.O;simlnitSSOrders: = 0.0; 
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simlnitSSOHVar: = 0.O;simlnitSSOSVar: = 0.O;simlnitSSOrdersVar: = 0.0; 
end; 
n :=n+l ;  
oldSimACWTB0: = simACWTB0;oldSimACWT: = simACWT;oldSimSMA: = simSMA; 
oldSimlnvest: = simlnvest;oldSimOrderCount: = sim0rderCount; 
oldSimLastOH: = simLast0H;oldSimLastOS: = simLastOS; 
oldSimTotalCost: = simTota1Cost;oldSimlnapp: = simlnapp; 
oldSimlnappVal: = simlnappVal;oldSimlnitSSOH: = simlnitSSOH; 
oldSimlnitSSOS: = simlnitSS0S;oldSimlnitSSOrders: = simlnitSS0rders; 
simACWTB0: = NewMean(simACWTBO,ACWTBO,n); 
simACWT: = NewMean(simACWT,ACWT,n); 
simSMA: = NewMean(simSMA,SMA,n); 
simlnvest: = NewMean(simlnvest,Invest,n); 
sim0rderCount: = NewMean(simOrderCount,orderCount, n); 
simLastOH: = NewMean(simLastOH,lastOH, n); 
simLastOS: = NewMean(simLastOS,lastOS,n); 
simTotalCost: = NewMean(simTotaICost,totaICost,n); 
simlnapp: = NewMean(simlnapp,inappAsset,n); 
simlnappVal: = NewMeanIsimInappVal,inappVal, n); 
simlnitSSOH: = NewMean(simlnitSSOH,initSSOH,n); 
simlnitSSOS: = NewMean(simlnitSSOS,initSSOS,n); 
simlnitSSOrders: = NewMean(simlnitSSOrders,initSSOrders, n); 
simACWTBOVar: = NewVar(simACWTBO,oldSimACWTBO,simACWTBOVar,ACWTBO,n~; 
sim ACWTVar: = NewVar(simACWT,oldSimACWT,simACWTVar,ACWT,n); 
simSMAVar: = NewVar(simSMA,oldSimSMA,simSMAVar,SMA,n); 
simlnvestvar: = NewVar(simlnvest,oldSimlnvest,simlnvestVar,Invest,n); 
simOrderCountVar: = NewVar(simOrderCount,oldSimOrderCount,simOrderCountVar,orderCou 
nt,n); 
simlast0HVar: = NewVar(simLastOH,oldSimLastOH,simLastOHVar,lastOH,n~; 
simlast0SVar: = NewVar(simLastOS,oldSimLastOS,simLastOSVar, lastOS,n); 
simTotalCostVat: = NewVar(simTotalCost,oldSimTotalCost, simTotalCostVar,totalCost,n); 
simlnappvar: = NewVar(simlnapp,oldSimlnapp,simlnappVar,inappAsset,n); 
simlnappValVar: = NewVar(simlnappVal,oIdSimlnappVal,simlnappValVar,inappVal,n); 
simlnitSSOHVar: = NewVar(simlnitSSOH,oIdSimlnitSSOH,simlnitSSOHVar,initSSOH,n); 
simlnitSSOSVar: = NewVar(simlnitSSOS,oIdSimlnitSSOS,simlnitSSOSVar,initSSOS,n); 
simlnitSSOrdersVar: = NewVar(simlnitSSOrders,oldSirnlnitSSOrders, 
simlnitSSOrdersVar,initSSOrders, n); 
end; 











write('Write Quarterly Statistics to a File? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
repeat 
writeln; 
write ('Enter Path and Filename: '1; 
readln (statFileName); 
writeln; 
writeln ('Path and FileName entered: ',statFileName); 
writeln; 




for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
Conf I nv (qtrACWTBOArry[tl. Variance, qtrAC WTBO Arry [tl. Mean, 
Conflnv(qtrACWTArry[tl.Variance,qtrACWTArry[tl. Mean, 
Conflnv(qtrSMAArryit1.Variance,qtrSMAArry~tl.Mean, 




Conf Inv(qtrlnappArry[tl.Variance,qtrlnappArry[tl. Mean, 
qtrACWTBOArry[tl. CIHigh,qtrACWTBOArry[tl. CILow, numberRep1; 
qtrACWTArryIt1. CIHigh,qtrACWTArry[tI. CILow,numberRep); 
qtrSMAArry[tl.CIHigh,qtrSMAArry[tl.CILow,numberRep); 
qtrlnvestArry[tl.CIHigh,qtrlnvestAr~~tl.ClLow,numberRep~; 





if silverSSType = '0' then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
writeln(statOutFile,' Description: ',runDescript); 
writeln(stat0utFile); 
writeln(statOutFile,' QUARTERLY DATA:'); 
writeln(statOutFile,' QTR ACWTBO CI ACWT CI ' 1; 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writeln(statOutFile,' MOD SILVER (VARIABLE FORECASTS)'); 




qtrACWTBOArry[tl. CILow: 8:2, 
qtrACWTBOArryIt].CIHigh:8:2, 
qtrACWTArryltJ. Mean: 8: 2, 
qtrACWTArryIt1. CILOW:~: 2, 
qtrACWTArrylt1. CIHigh: 8: 2); 
end; 
writeln(stat0utFile); 
writeln(statOutFile,' QTR SMA CI Invest 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writeln(statOutFile,t:4, 
qtrSMAArryIt1. Mean: 8: 2, 
qtrSMAArryIt1. CILow: 8:2, 
qtrSMAArryLt1. CIHigh: 8: 2, 
qtrlnvestArryItl.Mean:8:2, 
qtrlnvestArry[tl. CILow: 8: 2, 
qtrlnvestArryIt1. CIHigh: 8:2); 
end; 
writeln(stat0utFile); 
writeln(statOutFile,' CUMULATIVE QUARTERLY DATA:'); 
writeln(statOutFile,' QTR ACWTBO CI ACWT 
for t: = staFtSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writeln(statOutFile, t:4, 
cumACWTBOArryItl.Mean:8:2, 
curnACWTBOArrylt1. CILow: 8: 2, 
cumACWTBOArryIt1. CIHigh: 8: 2, 
cumACWTArryltJ. Mean:8:2, 
curnACWTArryIt1. CILow: 8: 2, 




CI ' ); 
writeln(statOutFile,' QTR SMA CI Qtrly INAPP CI'I; 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writeln(statOutFile,t:4, 
curnSMAArryIt1. Mean: 8: 2, 
cumSMAArry[tl.CILow:8:2, 
curnSMAArryItl.ClHigh:8:2, 
qtrlnappArryIt1. Mean: 8:2, 
qtrlnappArryIt1. CILow: 8:2, 





procedure DisplaySimStats (var simACWTBO, sirnACWT, sirnSMA, simlnvest, 
simOrderCount, sirnLastOH, simlastOS,simTotalCost, 











0utputType:char; hour1 ,minutel ,second1 ,hdSecl , 









Conflnv(simACWTBOVar, simACWTBO, simACWTBOHi,simACWTBOLo,n); 
Conflnv(simACWTVar, simACWT, simACWTHi, simACWTLo,n); 
Conflnv(simSMAVar, simSMA, simSMAHi, simSMALo,n); 
Conflnv(simlnvestVar, simlnvest, simlnvestHi, simlnvestLo,n); 
Conflnv(simOrderCountVar, simOrderCount, simOrderCountHi, 
Conflnv(simLastOHVar, simLastOH, simLastOHHi, simLastOHLo,n); 
Conflnv(simLastOSVar, simLastOS, simLastOSHi, simLastOSLo,n); 
Conflnv(simTotalCostVar, simTotalCost, simTotalCostHi, simTotalCostLo,n); 
Conflnv(simlnappVar,simlnapp, simlnappHi, simlnappLo,n); 
Conflnv(simlnappValVar,simlnappVal, simlnappValHi, simlnappValLo,n); 
Conflnv(simlnitSSOHVar, simlnitSSOH, simlnitSSOHHi, simlnitSSOHLo,n); 
Conflnv(simlnitSSOSVar, simlnitSSOS, simlnitSSOSHi, simlnitSSOSLo,n); 




( o u t p u ~ i l e , I + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ~ + + + + +  
1; + + * + + + * + + + + + I  
writeln (outputfile,'lnit OH Qty: ',initlnv:8, 
' lnit SS OH Qty: ',simlnitSSOH:8:2,' (',simlnitSSOHLo:O:2, 
',',simlnitSSOHHi:O:2,')'); 
writeln (outputfile,'lnit 0s Qty: ',initOS:8, 
' lnit SS 0s Qty: ',simlnitSSOS:8:2,' (',simlnitSSOSLo:O:2, 
',',simlnitSSOSHi:O:2,')'); 
writeln (outputfile,'lnit Orders: ',initOrders:8, 




writeln(outputfile,'Simulation Final Statistics'); 
writeldoutputfile); 
writeln(outputfile,' ACWTBO ACWT SMA Orders INVEST End OH End 0s'); 
writeln(outputfile,' 
writeln(outputfile,'Low ',simACWTBOLo:7:2,simACWTLo:7:2,simSMALo:7:2, 





simLastOSHi: 8: 2); 
writeln(outputfile,'High ',simACWTBOHi:7:2,simACWTHi:7:2,simSMAHi:7:2, 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,' Total Cost INAPP INAPP Value'); 
writeln(outputfile,' ',simTotalCost: 10:2,simlnapp:8:2,simInappVal: 1 0:2); 
writeln(outputfile,'Low ',simTotalCostLo: 1 0:2,simlnappLo:8:2,simlnappValLo: 1 0:2); 
writeln(outputfile,'High ',simTotalCostHi: 1 0:2,simlnappHi:8:2,simInappValHi: 1 0:2); 
if n< 30 then begin 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile, 'Caution! The confidence level is based on a normality assumption.'); 




1; + + + + + + + + + + + + I  
writeln(outputfile,'Sim Start Time ',hour1 ,':',minutel ,':',second1 ,':',hdSecl , 
' Sim End Time ',hour2,':',minute2,':',second2,':',hdSec2~; 




stop: = FALSE; 
simcount: = 0; 
Frontscreen; 
Runtype (distrType,outputType,wkDataType,qtrDataType,frcstDataType, 






simCount: = simCount + 1 ; 
currSeed: = 0; 
n: = 0; 
GetTime( hour1 ,minutel ,second1 ,hdSecl 1; 
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lnitializeStatArrays(qtrACWTBOArry,qtrAC WTArry,qtrSM AArry, 
qtrlnvestArry,qtrlnappArry,cumACWTBOArry, 
cumACWTArry,cumSMAArry); 
for numberRep := 1 to numberOfReps do begin 
if seedType = '1' then begin 
if numberRep = 1 then begin 
for s: = 1 to seedlndex do begin 
end; 
SetSeed(currSeed); 
currSeed: = GetNextSeed (currSeed); 
SetSeed(cur6eed); 
currseed: = GetNextSeed(currSeed1; 
end else begin 
end; 
SetSeed(seeds[numberRepl); 
end else begin 
end: 







startstep, startrnd, endtrnd,stepmult, trendcoeff, 
trendpower); 
if numberRep = 1 then begin 




InputEdit(unitPrice,PLT, P1 ,adminCost,obsol,timePref,storage,shortCost, 
frcstErrCoeff ,bufferMult,PLTSigMuRatio,meanDemand, 
ROLowConst, maxQtrs, minQtrs,maxDecl,initInv,initOS,initOrders); 
' end; 













mkCode Arry, num berOf Qtrs, numberRep, unitPrice1; 
Forecast (observ,frcst,mad, steplndArry, trndlndArry, 
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if frcstDataType = '1 ' then DisplayFrcstOutput (observ, frcst, mad, 
step1 nd Arry, trnd I nd Arry, 
mkCodeArry, numberOfQtrs,initlnv, 
numberRep,outputType); 
SDR(OSHeap,BOHeap, wklyObserv,frcst, meanDmdArry,observ,mad, 
numberOfQtrs,initlnv, initOS, initOrders,startSSQtr,endSSQtr, 
initSSOH,initSSOS,initSSOrders, meanDemand,TWUS, ACWTBO, 
ACWT, SMA, Invest, ordercount, lastOH,lastOS, totalcost, 
inappAsset,inappVal, wkDataType, 
qtrDataType,outputType,silverSSType, unitprice, PLT, P1 ,adminCost, 






























initSSOS,initSSOrders,outputType, hour1 ,minutel , 




cum ACWTBO Arry,cumACWTArry , 
cumSMAArry,numberOfReps, numberOfQtrs, 








{SM $4000,0,0} (Sr+ )  {SN+,E+} {SG+} { a + }  
program UICP-Simulator (input,ouput); 
uses dos, crt, toolbox, unirand, PDUnit, pqueue; 
type quarterArray= array 11 .. 1201 of real; 
weeklyArray = array [1 . . 1 5601 of real; 
qtrlntArray= array [I .. 1201 of integer; 
changeRealArry = array [1 .. 101 of real; 
changelntArry = array [1 ..I01 of integer; 
pd82field= string11 51; 
descriptType = stringl401; 




ClLo w: real; 
end; 
qtrStatArry = array [I .. 1201 of statRecord; 
const COEFF1 = 1.386; 
POWER1 = 0.746; 
COEFFZ = 3.869; 
POWER2 = 1.378; 
MAXPLT= 14.0; 
MINPLT= 2.0; 
ERROR = 1 .OOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-OOI 0; 
var wklyobserv: weeklyArray; 
observ, frcst, mad, meanDmdArry, varDmdArry, EOQArry, ROLevelArry, 
















startstep, startrnd, endtrnd: changelntArry; 
stepmult, trendcoeff, trendpower: changeRealArry; 
























writeln (' + * + * + + + + + + * + * * + * + + + c + + + + + + + + * * + + + + + + + * * * * * + ,  1; 




writeln (' SI M ULATOR + ' I ;  
writeln ( '  FOR CONSUMABLES *'I;  
writeln ( '  
+ '1; 
writeln (' G. C. Robillard LT,SC + ' I ;  
writeln ( '  +' I ;  
writeln (' + Revised: 9/02/93 + ' I ;  
+ 
I; + * + + + + + + + + + + + + * * * + + + + + + + + + + * + * + + + + + + * + + + * + + ~  writeln ( '  
Delay(l5001; {For 1500 ms} 
clrscr; 
end; 
procedure runtype (var distrType,outputType, wkDataType,qtrDataType, 
PDDataType, Run PD86Type, repStatType: char; 
var numberOfQtrs, numberOfWks,numberOfReps, 
negBinS,seedlndex,startSSQtr,endSSQtr:integer; 
var meanDemand, varDemand,negBinP:real; 
var inputfile,outputfile: text; 




var done: boolean; 





writeln (' + + *  THIS SCREEN WILL ALLOW SELECTION OF RUN TYPE OPTIONS ""*'); 
done: = FALSE; 
writeln; 
writeln; writeln; 
write ('Enter the number of replications (from 1 to 200001 to be run : ' 1; 
number0fRep.s: = Get_lnteger(l,20000); 
writeln; 
repeat 
writeln ('Random Number Generator Seed Selection: '1; 
writeln; 
writeln (' 1 - Default Seeds (unique seed for each replication)'); 
writeln (' 2 - Select Seeds (max number of replications is 100)'); 
writeln; 
write ('Choice: '1; 
seedtype: = readkey; 
writeln (seedtype); 
writeln; 
case seedtype of 
' 1 ': begin 
done: =TRUE; 
maxStart: = 20001 -NumberOfReps; 
write('Enter Random Seed Stan Index (1 to ',maxStart:2,'): 'I; 
seedlndex: = Get-lntegeril ,maxStart); 
end; 
done: =TRUE; 
if NumberOfReps > 100 then NumberOfReps: = 100; 
for i := 1 to numberOfReps do begin 
'2': begin 
write ('Enter Seed value for replication 'j,' : '1; 










write('Enter Run Description: '1; 
readln (runDescript); 
writeln; 
write ('Enter the number of simulation quarters (max 120): ' 1; 
numberOfQtrs: = Get-lnteger(1 , 120); 
numberOfWks: = 13'NumberOfQtrs; 
writeln; 
write ('Enter the start of simulation SS (collect stats) quarter (max ',numberOfQtrs:3,'): ' 
1; ++++  RUN SELECTION OPTIONS CONTINUED *+++' 
1; 
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startSSQtr: = Get-Integer( 1 ,numberOfQtrs); 
writeln; 
write ('Enter the end of simulation SS (collect stats) quarter (max ',numberOfQtrs:3,'): ' 
endSSQtr: = Get-lnteger(startSSQtr,numberOfQtrsl; 
writeln; 
done: = FALSE; 
repeat 
I; 
writeln ('Type of Distribution: '1; 
writeln; 
writeln (' 1 - Normal'); 
writeln (' 2 - Poisson'); 
writeln (' 3 - Neg Binomial'); 
writeln; 
write ('Choice: '); 
distrType: = readkey; 
writeln (distrType); 
writeln; 
case distrType of 
' 1 ': begin 
done: =TRUE; 
write ('Enter quarterly mean demand: ' I ;  
meanDemand: = Get-Rea1(0.0001,999999.0); 
writeln; 
write ('Enter demand variance: '1; 




write ('Enter quarterly mean demand: '1; 
meanDemand: = Get-Rea1(0.0001,999999.0); 








write ('Enter parameter p (0 < p < 1): '1; 
negBinP: = Get~Rea1(0.0001,0.9999~; 
writeln; 
write ('Enter parameter s (s = 1,2,3 ... ) : '1; 
negBinS: = Get-lnteger(1 ,1001; 
writeln; 
meanDemand: = (negbinS + (1 -negBinP))/negBinP; 
varDemand: = (negBinS + (1 -negBinP))/(sqr(negBinP)); 
writeln('The quarterly mean is: ',meanDemand:8:2); 
writeln('The demand variance is: ',varDemand:8:2); 
writeln; 
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until done= TRUE; 
frcstil I: = meanDemand; 
mad11 1: = COEFFl 'exp(POWER1 +In(frcst[l I)); 
done: = FALSE; 
clrscr; 
writeln ( '  
repeat 
writeln; 
writeln ('Send Output to: '1; 
writeln; 
writeln (' 1 - Screen'); 
writeln (' 2 - File'); 
writeln; 
write ('Choice: '1; 
outputType: = readkey; 
writeln (outputType); 
case outputType of 
RUN SELECTION OPTIONS CONTINUED +*** '  I; ++++  








write ('Enter Path and Filename: ' I ;  
readln (outFileName); 
writeln; 
writeln ('Path and FileName entered: ',outFileName); 
writeln; 





until done = TRUE; 
clrscr; 
writeln (' 
wkDataType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('1nclude Weekly SDR Data? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then wkDataType: = ' 1 '; 
qtrDataType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('lnc1ude Quarterly SDR Data? (Y or NI: '1; 
if Get-Answer then qtrDataType: = '1 '; 
RUN SELECTION OPTIONS CONTINUED * +' 1;* * * +  
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PDDataType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('1nclude Quarterly demand, forecast and PD82/86 Data? (Y or NI: 'I; 
if Get-Answer then PDDataType: = '1 '; 
RunPD86Type: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('Run PD86 Steady State Projections ? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then RunPD86Type: = '1 '; 
repStatType: = '0'; 
writeln; 
write('lnc1ude Replication Statistics? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then repStatType: = ' 1 '; 
end; 
procedure RunAgain (var outputfi1e:text;var runDescript:descriptType; 
0utputType:char; 
var frcst,mad:quarterArray; 
var stop: boolean; 
var outFi1eName:string); 
var demandlnfile: string; 
begin 
done1 :boolean; 




writeln('Re-running the simulation will maintain the same run-type parameters, but will'); 
writeln('al1ow the user to change the destination (output) file and vary NIIN'I; 
writelniland model parameters.'); 
writeln; 
write('Do you wish to re-run the simulation? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
RE-RUN SIMULATION OPTIONS SCREEN +*** '  1; + * + +  
writeln; 
writeVChange Run Description? (Y or N): 'I; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter Run Description: '1; 
readln (runDescript); 
if outputType = '2' then begin 
end; 
writeln; 
write('Change Output File? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
repeat 
writeln; 




writeln ('Path and FileName entered: ',outFileNarne); 
writeln; 








stop: = TRUE; 
end; 
function GetMarkCode (t,oldMark:integer; frcst, unitPrice:real):integer; 
begin 
if t= 1 then begin 
if frcst < 0.25 then getMarkCode: = 0; 
if (frcst > = 0.25) and (frcst < 2.0) then begin 
if (unitPrice > = 300.00) then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
getMarkCode: = 3; 
getMarkCode: = 1 ; 
end; 
if frcst > = 2.0 then begin 
getMarkCode: = 4; 
getMarkCode: = 2 
if (unitPrice'frcst1 > = 600.0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
end else begin 
end; 
getMarkCode: = oldMark; 
if oldMark = 0 then begin 
if frcst > = 0.5 then begin 
getMarkCode: = 3; 
getMarkCode: = 1 ; 
if (unitPrice > = 300.00) then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
end; 
if frcst > =3 then begin 
if (unitPrice*frcst) > = 600.0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
getMarkCode: = 4; 




if (oldMark= 1) or (oldMark= 3) then begin 
if frcst > = 3  then begin 
if (unitPrice*frcst) > = 600.0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
getMarkCode: = 4; 
getMarkCode: = 2 
end else if unitPrice c = 200 then begin 
end else if unitPrice > = 400 then begin 
end; 
if frcst < = 0.25 then getMarkCode: = 0; 
end; 
if (oldMark= 2) or (oldMark= 4) then begin 
getMarkCode: = 1 ; 
getMarkCode: = 3; 
if frcst < = 1 .O then begin 
getMarkCode: = 3; 
getMarkCode: = 1 ; 
if (unitPrice > = 300.00) then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
end else if (unitPrice*frcstl > = 800.00 then begin 
end else if (unitPrice"frcst) < = 400.00 then begin 
end; 
if frcst < = 0.25 then getMarkCode: = 0; 
getMarkCode: = 4; 









for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
qtrACWTBOArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrACWTBOArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrACWTBOArryit1 .CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrACWTBOArry [tl. CILow: = 0.0; 
qtrACWTArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrACWTArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrACWTArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrACWTArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
qtrSMAArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrSMAArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrSMAArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrSMAArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
qtrlNVESTArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrlNVESTArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
qtrlNVESTArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrlNVESTArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
qtrlnappArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; qtrlnappArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
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qtrlnappArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; qtrlnappArry1tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
cumACWTBOArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; cumACWTBOArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
cumACWTBOArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; cumACWTBOArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
cumACWTArryIt1,Mean: = 0.0; cumACWTArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
cumACWTArryIt1.CIHigh: = 0.0; cumACWTArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
cumSMAArry[tl.Mean: = 0.0; cumSMAArry[tl.Variance: = 0.0; 
cumSMAArry[tl.CIHigh: = 0.0; cumSMAArry[tl.CILow: = 0.0; 
end; 
end; 
procedure InitializeArrays bar  observ,meanDmdArry,varDmdArry, EOQArry, 
ROLevel, APSRArry, attainRisk, SSADDBO, 
SSADD, SSSMA:quarterArray; 
var steplndArry, trndIndArry,mkCodeArry: qtrlntArray; 
numberOfQtrs,numberOfWks: integer; 
meanDemand:real; 
var wklyobserv: weeklyArray1; 
var t: integer; 
begin 
for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
observ[tl: = 0.0; 
meanDmdArrylt1: = 0.0; 
varDmdArryIt1: = 0.0; 
EOQArry[tl: = 0.0; 
ROLevel[tl: = 0.0; 
APSRArryltl: = 0.0; 
attainRisk[tl: = 0.0; 
SSADDBOitl: = 0.0; 
SSADDItl: = 0.0; 
SSSMAItl: = 0.0; 
steplndArry[tl: = 0; 
trndlndArry[tl: = 0; 
mkCodeArry[tl: = 0; 
end; 
for t: = 1 to (numberOfWks1 do begin 
end; 
wklyObserv[tl: = 0.0; 
end; 
procedure LoadObserv bar  observ,frcst,mad, meanDmdArry,varDmdArry:quarterArray; 
var wklyobserv: weeklyArray; 
observType,distrType:char; 
numberOfQtrs,RumberOfWks,repNum,simCount:integer; 
var trendlnd,steplnd,nmbrSteps, nmbrirendsinteger; 
meanDemand, varDemand:real; 
var inputfi1e:text; 
var startstep, startrnd, endtrnd: changelntArry; 
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var stepmult, trendcoeff, trendpower: changeRealArry1; 
var SS:char; 
i, t, min, startQtr, endQtr,observWeek,s:integer; 
randnorm, currMeanDmd, initTrendMean, coeffVar,qtrCum, 
wkO bserv,qtrObserv, p:real; 
demandlnFi1e:string; 
begin 
if (repNum = 1) and (simCount = 1) then begin 
for i: = 1 to 10 do begin 
startstep[il: = 0; startrndiil: = 0; endtrndIi1: = 0; 
stepmult[il: = 0.0; trendcoeff [il: = 0.0; trendpower[il: = 0.0; 
end; 
nmbrSteps: = 0; 
nmbrTrends: = 0; 
end; {if} 
currMeanDmd: = meanDemand; 
coeff Var: = sqrt(varDemandl/meanDemand; 
for t: = 0 to (numberOfQtrs) do begin 
if (t = 0) and (repNum = 1) and (simCount = 1 )  then begin 
ss: = 'Y'; 
writeln; 
write('Do you wish to vary mean demand rate over time? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
SS: = 'N'; 
steplnd: = 0; 





writeln ('You have th 
* * *  Mean Demand Variants * * *  
option to vary mean demand rate over time. If the 
' 1; 
rmal'); 
writeln ('distribution was selected, variance will also change to maintain your'); 
writeln ('original variance to mean ratio. You may choose between step change'); 
writeln ('or trend or any combination of the events. If more than one event is'); 
writeln ('chosen to occur at  the same time, step changes will occur first.'); 
writeln ('A maximum of 10 occurances of each event is allowed. Time of'); 
writeln ('variation is specified by quarter.'); 
writeln ; 
ss: = 'Y'; 
write ('Do you still wish to vary mean demand rate over time? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then begin 




write ('Do you wish to have step increases or decreases? (Y or N): '1; 
* * *  Step Changes Screen ***'I; 
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if Get-Answer then steplnd: = 1; 
if steplnd = 1 then begin 
writeln; 
write('Enter the number of steps changes desired (max 10): '1; 
nmbrsteps: = Get-lntegerll ,101; 
writeln; 
writeln('The step function is of the form: Meanft) = A Mean(t-11.'); 
writeln('You must specify the value of "A" for each step.'); 
min:= 1; 
for i: = 1 to nmbrSteps do begin 
writeln; 
writeln ('Step ' , i , ' : ' ) ;  
writeln; 
write ('Step Qtr: '1; 
startQtr: = Get-lnteger(min,numberOfQtrsl; 
startstep[il: = startQtr; 
writeln; 
write ('Step Multiplier (A): '1; 
stepmult[il: = Get~Rea1(0.00001,9999.0~; 
writeln; 






write ('Do you wish to have trends? (Y or N):'); 
if Get-Answer then trendlnd: = 1 ; 
if trendlnd= 1 then begin 
Trend Setting Screen **'I;  
writeln; 
write('Enter the number of trend periods desired (max 10): '1; 
nmbrtrends: = Get-lnteger(l,lO); 
writeln; 
writelnI'The trend function is of the form:'); 
writein(' Mean(t) = InitTrendMean ( 1 + A t(O) * *  W'l; 
writeld'where t(0) is reset to "1 " at the beginning of each trend period'); 
writeln('and InitTrendMean is the Mean a t  the beginning of the trend period.'); 
writeln('Parameters A and B must be specified for each trend period.'); 
min: = 1 ; 
for i: = 1 to nmbrtrends do begin 
writeln; 
writeln ('Trend ',i,':'); 
writeln; 
write ('Start Qtr: '1; 
startQtr: = Get-lnteger(min,numberOfQtrs); 
startrndril: = startQtr; 
writeln; 
write ('End Qtr: '1; 
endQtr: = Get-lnteger(startQtr,numberOfQtrsl; 
endtrndril: = endQtr: 
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writeln; 
write ('Trend coefficent (A): '1; 
trendcoeff [il: = Get-Real(-9999.0,9999.0); 
writeln; 
write ('Trend power (B): 'I; 
trendpowerli]: = Get-Real(-9999.0,9999.0); 
writeln; 





if SS = 'Y' then begin 
end else if t > 0 then begin 
meanDmdArryIt1: = meanDemand; 
if (distrType= '1 '1 or (distrType= '3') then begin 
varDmdArryit1: = varDemand; 
end else begin 
varDmdArry[tl: = currMeanDmd; 
end; 
if steplnd = 1 then begin 
end else begin 
for i: = 1 to nmbrSteps do begin 
end; 
if t = startstep[il then currMeanDmd: = stepmuIt[il*currMeanDmd; 
end; 
if trendlnd = 1 then begin 
for i: = 1 to nmbrTrends do begin 
if t = startrnd[il then initTrendMean: = currMeanDmd; 
if (t > = startrndiil) and (t < = endtrndrill then begin 
currMeanDmd: = initTrendMean" (1 + trendcoeff [il* 
(exp(trendpower[il*In(t-startrndiil + 1 )))); 




meanDmdArryIt1: = currMeanDmd; 
if (distrType = ' 1 ') or (distrType = '3') then begin 
varDmdArry[tl: = sqr(coeffVar*currMeanDmd); 
end else begin 
varDmdArryIt1: = currMeanDmd; 
end; 
end; 
if distrType = '1 ' then begin 
randnorm: = GetNormal; 
qtrobserv: = round(meanDmdArry[tl + (randnorm*sqrt(varDmdArry[tl)~l; 
if qtrObserv < 0.0 then qtrobserv: = 0.0; 
for i: = 1 to round(qtr0bserv) do begin 
observweek: = GetUniformInt(131; 
wklyObserv[(t-l)* 13 + observweekl: = 
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wklyObserv[(t-l )+ 13 + observWeek1 + 1 ; 
end; 
qtrobserv: = GetPoisson(meanDmdArry[tJ); 
for i: = 1 to roundlqtrobserv) do begin 
observweek = GetUniformlnt(l3); 
wklyObserv[(t-l I +  13 + observWeek1: = 
end else if distrType = '2' then begin 
wklyObserv[(t-l)* 13 + observWeekl+ 1; 
end; 
p: = (meanDmdArry[tl~/(varDmdArry~tl); 
s: = round((sqr(meanDmdarry[tl))/(varDmdAr~~tl-meanDmdArry~tl~~; 
if (p > ERROR) and (p c (1 -Error)) then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
for i: = 1 to round(qtr0bserv) do begin 
observweek: = GetUniformlnt(l3); 
wklyObserv[(t-l)+ 13 + observweekl: = 
end else if distrType= '3' then begin 
qtrobserv: = GetNegBin(p,s); 
qtrobserv: = 0.0; 
wklyObservf(t-1)" 13 + observWeek1 + 1 ; 
end; 
end; 





procedure Forecast bar observ, frcst, mad:quarterArray; 
var step1 nd Arry, trnd I nd Arry, mkCodeArry: qtrl ntArra y; 
numberOfQtrs,repNum:integer; unitPrice:real); 
const ALPHA = 0.1 ; 
STEPBOUND1 = 3.0; 
STEPBOUND2 = 2.0; 
var upper, lower, sum, sampleMean, sampleStdDev, stdDevToMean:real; 
uplnd, downlnd, steplnd, trendlnd, trendup, 
trendDn, t, i, j, W, S, tab1e:integer; 
kendTest, 1owDemand:boolean; 
begin 
writeln('Running Replication # ',repNum); 
mkCodeArry[l I: = getMarkCode (1 ,O,frcst[ll,unitPrice); 
uplnd: = 0;downlnd: = 0; 
for t: = 2 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
IowDemand: = FALSE; 
trendlnd: = 0; 
steplnd: = 0; 
{Compute quarterly forecast} 
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if ((mkCodeArry[t-11 = 0) or (mkCodeArry[t-11 = 1) or (mkCodeArry[t-11 =3)) then 
if IowDemand then begin 
IowDemand: =TRUE; 
upper: = STEPBOUND1 +frcst[t-lI; 
lower: = 0.0; 
end else begin 
upper: =frcst[t-l l+ 1.25+mad[t-l I'STEPBOUND2; 
lower: = frcst[t-lI-l.25*mad[t-l l"STEPBOUND2; 
end; 
if (IowDemand and (observlt-11 < 5)) or 
((observh-1 I < upper) and (observlt-11 > = lower)) then begin 
uplnd: = 0; 
downlnd: = 0; 
frcsthl: =ALPHA+observIt-11 + (1 -ALPHA)+frcst[t-1 I; 
madhl: = ALPHA+fabs(observ[t-1 l-frcstIt-11)) + (1 -ALPHA)+mad[t-1 I; 
if ((observ[t-ll > upper) and (uplnd= 1)) or 
end else begin 
((observ[t-l I c lower) and (downlnd = 1)) then begin 
if t > 4 then begin 
end else if t = 4 then begin 
end else if t = 3 then begin 
end; 
if frcst[tl > ERROR then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
steplnd: = 1 ; 
uplnd: = 0; 
downlnd: = 0; 
end else begin 
if ((observ[t-ll > upper) and (uplnd = 0)) then begin 
uplnd: = 1 ; 
frcstltl: = frcstk-1 I; 
madkl: = mad[t-11; 
if ((observft-11 < lower) and (downlnd=OI) then begin 
frcsthl: = (observ[t-4] + observ[t-31+ observ[t-21+ observIt-l1)/4; 
frcstkl: = (observ[t-31+ observ[t-21+ observ[t-11)/3; 
frcstitl: = (observ[t-21+ obsefv[t-11)/2; 
madkl: = COEFF1 'exp(POWER1 *In(frcst[tl)); 
madkl: = 0.0; 
end else begin 
downlnd: = 1 ; 
frcstItl: = frcstk-11; 





if (t>4) and (steplnd=O) then begin {Conduct Kendall Trend Test) 
sum: = 0.0; 
if t < = 8 then begin 
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for i: = 1 to t-1 do begin 
sum: = sum + observ[il; 
end; 
sarnpleMean: = sum/(t-1 1; 
sum: = 0.0; 
for i:= 1 to t-1 do begin 
end; 
sampleStdDev: = sqrt(sum/(t-2)); 
for i:=t-8 to t-1 do begin 
sum: = sum + observlil; 
end; 
sarnpleMean: = sum/8; 
sum: = 0.0; 
for i: = t-8 to t-1 do begin 
end; 
sampleStdDev: = sqrt(sum/7); 
end; 
if sampleMean > 0.0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
kendTest: =false; 
if (sampleMean > = 3.0) and (stdDevToMean < = 1.75) then begin 
sum: = sum + sqr(observIi1-sampleMean); 
end else begin 
sum: = sum + sqr(observ[il-sampleMean); 
stdDevToMean: = sampleStdDev/sampleMean 
stdDevToMean: = 99999.0 
kendTest: = true; 
if stdDevToMean > 1.0 then begin 
table: = 3; 
end else begin 
table: = 2; 
end; 
end; 
if ((sampleMean > = 1.0) and (sampleMean < 3.0)) and 
(stdDevToMean < = 1.75) then begin 
kendTest: =true; 
if stdDevToMean > 1.25 then begin 
table: = 3; 
end else begin 
table: = 2; 
end; 
end; 
if ((sampleMean > = 0.125) and (sampleMean < 1 .O)) and 
(stdDevToMean c = 2.00) then begin 
kendTest: =true; 
table: = 2; 
end; 
if kendTest = true then begin {Conduct Kendall S-Test for Trend} 
W: = 8; 
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if (sampleMean > = 3.0) and (sampleMean < 9.0) then begin 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.30) then W: = 6; 
end; 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.93) then W: = 6; 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.28) then W: = 4; 
end; 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.53) then W:=6; 
if (stdDevToMean < 0.28) then W: = 4; 
end; 
if W > (t-1) then W: = ((t-1) div 2)*2; 
s: = 0; 
for i: = (t-W) to (t-2) do begin 
if (sampleMean > = 9.0) and (sampleMean < 20.0) then begin 
if (sampleMean > = 20.0) then begin 
{Compute Kendall S-Statistic} 
for j: = (i + 1 ) to (t-1) do begin 
if observIi1 < observrjl then S: = S + 1 ; 
if observ[il > observrjl then S: = S-1 ; 
end; 
end; {for} 
if table = 2 then begin 
if W = 4 then begin 
end; 
if W = 6 then begin 
end; 
if W = 8 then begin 
end; 
if W = 4 then begin 
end; 
if W = 6 then begin 
end; 
if W = 8 then begin 
end; 
end; {if} 
trendlnd: = 0; 
if S > = trendup then trendlnd: = 1 ; 
if S < = trendDn then trendlnd: = 1 ; 
if trendlnd = 1 then begin 
trendup: = 4; trendDn: = -4; 
trendup: = 9; trendDn: = -9; 
trendup: = 13; trendDn: = -1 3; 
end else begin 
trendup: = 6; trendDn: = -6; 
trendup: = 1 1 ; trendDn: = -1 1 ; 
trendup: = 16; trendDn: = -1 6; 
sum: = 0.0; 
for i: = (t-4) to (t-1) do begin 
sum: =sum + observ[il; 
end; 
frcstrtl: = sum/4; 
if frcst[tl > ERROR then begin 
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madit]: = COEFF1 "exp(POWER1 *In(frcst[tl)); 
mad[tl: = 0.0; 





mkCodeArry[tl: = getMarkCode (t,mkCodeArry[t-1 l,frcst[tl,unitPrice); 
stepIndArry[tl: = steplnd; 
trndlndArry[tl: = trendlnd; 
end; {for} 
end; 
procedure LoadLevels bar  frcst, mad, observ, EOQArry, ROLevelArry, 








var A023B,BRLDC, B o l l  A,BO1 9A,B023C,B023DrB073, M, PPV,APSR,BO14A, 
B019,B021 ,BRLDCU: real; 
PD82strl: stringl241; 
PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, PD82str7, 
PD82str8: stringl2551; 
PD86strl: stringl241; 







meanRisk: = 0.0; 
for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
gotoXY(1,3); 
write('Quarter # ',t); 
assign (infile,'c:\tp\pd82in.fil'); 
reset (infile); 
read(infile,PD82strl , PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, 
close (infile); 
B023D: = frcsthl; 
PD82str7, PD82str81; 
(current quarterly forecast} 
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A023B: = meanDemand; 
if t> 4 then begin 
A023B: = (observ[t-4]+ observ[t-31+ observ[t-21+ observIt-l1)/4; 
A023B: = (observ[t-31+ observ[t-21+ observ[t-l1)/3; 
A023B: = (observ[t-21+ observlt-I 1)/2; 
end else if t = 4 then begin 
end else if t = 3 then begin 
end; 
if A023B < = 0.0 then A023B: = 1 .O; 
striemp: = copy(PD82str2,46,15); B o l l  A: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
B023C: = B011 A'B023D; 
PPV: = B023C; 
delete (PD82str2,II 15); 
insert (NumToString(A023B),PD82str2,1); 
delete (PD82str2,12lI 15); 
insert (NumToString(B023D),PD82str2,121); 
delete (PD82str2,106,15); 
insert (NumToString(B023C),PD82str2, 106); 
delete (PD82str5,9II 15); 
insert (NumToString(PPV),PD82str5,91); 
M: = mkCodeArry[tl; 
delete (PD82str4,241 , 15); 
insert (NumToString(M),PD82str4,241); 
if (mkCodeArry[tl = 2) or (mkCodeArry[tl=4) then begin 
LTVar: =sqr(PLTSigMuRatio+BOl 1A); 
B019A: = 801 1 A*(sqr(mad[tl)+ 1.57) + (sqr(frcst[tl))*LTVar; 
if abs(B023C) < ERROR then B023C: = 0.0; 
if B023C = 0.0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
{current mark code} 
{default = 1.57"BOll A} 
end else begin 
B019A: = 0.0 




if mkCodeArry[tl = 0 then begin 
end else begin 
BRLDC: = 3; 
if prbBrkPt = 0 then begin 
BRLDC: = 5; 
end else begin 
if B023C < prbBrkPt then begin 
BRLDC: = 4; 
end else begin 









writeln(outfile, PD82str1, PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, 
close (outfile); 
SwapVectors; 
exec ('c:\tp\PPD82KRO.exe', 'c:\tp pd82in.fil pd82out.fil 1; 
SwapVectors; 











read(infile,PD82strl, PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, 
close (infile); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str7,196,15); B019: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
ROLevelArry[tl: = B019; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str7,226,15); 8021 : = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
EOQArry[tl: = 8021 ; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str7,121 , 15); BRLDCU: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
striemp: = copy(PD82str7,611 1 5); APSR: = StringToReaUStrTemp); 
APSRArryttl: = APSR; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str7,181 , 15); B014A: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
attainRisktt1: = BO14A; 
meanRisk: = meanRisk + BO14A; 
PD82str7, PD82str8); 
if (PDDataType = '1 '1 or (RunPD86Type = '1 '1 then begin 
InitPD86File; 
SwapVectors; 
exec ('c:\tp\PPD86KR4.exe','c:\tp pd86in.fil pd86out.fil ' 1; 
SwapVectors; 










read(infile,PD86strlI PD86str2, PD86str3, PD86str4, PD86str5, PD86str6, 
PD86str7, PD86str8, PD86str9); 
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close (infile); 
strTemp: = copy(PD86str8,166,151; SSADDBO[tl: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD86str8,18lI15); SSADD[tl: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
strTemp: = copy(PD86str8,196,15); SSSMAItl : = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
oldQtrSSADDB0: = qtrSSADDBOArry[tl.Mean; 
qtrSSADDBOArry[t]. Mean: = NewMean(qtrSSADDBOArry[tl. Mean,SSADDBOItl,numberRep); 
qtrSSADDBOArry[tl. Variance: = NewVar(qtrSSADDBOArryyIt1. Mean,oldQtrSSADDBO, 
oldQtrSSADD: = qtrSSADDArry[tl.Mean; 
qtrSSADDArryIt1. Mean: = NewMean(qtrSSADDArry[tl. Mean,SSADD[tl,numberRep); 
qtrSSADDArry[tl .Variance: = NewVar(qtrSSADDArry[tl. Mean,oldQtrSSADD, 
oldQtrSSSMA: = qtrSSSMAArry[tl. Mean; 
qtrSSSMAArry[tl.Mean: = NewMean(qtrSSSMAArry[tl.Mean,SSSMA[tl,numberRep); 






meanRisk: = meanRisWnumber0fQtrs; 
end; 
procedure SDR(var OSHeap, BOHeap: Priority QueueType; 

























holdcost: = unitprice* (obsol + timePref + storage)/52; 
lnitializePriorityQueue( OSHeap); lnitializePriorityQueue(B0Heap); 
initlnv: = round(EOQArry[l]/2 + ROLevelArryIl HmeanDemand PLT)); 
if initlnv < 1 then initlnv: = 1; 
OHCurr: = initlnv; 
init0S: = round(PLT * meanDernand); 
if initOS < 1 then initOS: = 1; 
initorders: = round(initOS/EOQArryIl I); 
init0S: = initOrders*round(EOQArry[l I);  
OSCurr: = initOS; 
intLength: = (1 3'PLT)linitOrders; 
startlnt: = 0.0; 
for i: = 1 to initorders do begin 
wkly0S.Qty: = round(EOQArry[l I); 
wklyOS.Week: = round((start1nt + (i*intLength))/2); 
InsertPriorityQueue(OSHeap, wklyOS1; 
startlnt: = startlnt + intlength; 
end; 
IPCurr: = OHCurr + OSCurr; 
if (qtrDataType = '1') or (wkDataType = '1') then begin 
writeln(outputfile1; 
writeln(outputfile,'SDR Data Initial OH Inv: = ',initlnv); 
'1; writeln (outputfile, ' ________________________________________--------- .................... 
end; 
for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
qtrTWUSArry[tl: = 0; 
qtrBOTotArryIt1: = 0; 
qtrBOFillArry[tl: = 0; 
end; 
BOCurr: = 0; 
replnvest: = 0.0; 
date: = 1 ; 
for qtr: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr1 then begin 
if wkDataType = '1 ' then begin 
writeln(outputfile1; 
writeln(outputfile,'QTR WK REC DEM BO 0s OH IP ORDCNT'); 
end; 
end; 
if qtr = startSSQtr then begin 
initSSOH: = OHCurr; 
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initSSOS: = OSCurr; 
initSSOrders: = SizePriorityQueue(0SHeap); 
cumSSHoldCost: = 0.0; 
SSOSTot: = 0; 
SSOrderCount: = 0.0; 
end; 
qtrlnvest: = 0.0; 
wklylnvest: = 0.0; 
for wk:= 1 t o  13 do begin 
wklyDemand: = round(wklyObserv[datel); 
receipt: = 0; 
amtRecv: = 0; 
amtB0: = 0; 
wklyBO.Qty: = 0; 
wklyBO.Week: =date; 
wkly0S.Qty: = 0; 
flag1 : = FALSE; flag2: = FALSE; 
if not (EmptyPriorityQueue(0SHeap)) then begin 
if CurrWeek(0SHeap) = date then begin 
{receive} 
repeat 
amtRecv: = ExtractQty(OSHeap1; 
receipt: = amtRecv; 
OSCurr: = OSCurr - amtRecv; 
while (amtRecv > 0) and not (EmptyPriorityQueue(B0Heap)) do begin 
if CurrQty(B0Heap) < = amtRecv then begin 
amtB0: = CurrQty(BOHeap1; 
amtRecv: = amtRecv - amtBO; 
BOCurr: = BOCurr - amtBO; 
if (CurrWeek(BOHeap1 mod 13) = 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl: = qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl + amtBO; 
qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl: = qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl + (amtBo*(date - 
BOqtr: = (CurrWeek(BOHeap1 div 13); 
BOqtr: = (CurrWeek(BOHeap1 div 13) + 1 ; 
ExtractWeek(BOHeap1)); 
end else begin 
BOHeap.HeapArray[ll.Qty: = BOHeap.HeapArrayIl1.Qty - amtRecv; 
if (BOHeap.HeapArray[ll. Week mod 13) = 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl: = qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl + (amtRecv* (date - 
BOCurr: = BOCurr - amtRecv; 
qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl: = qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl + amtRecv; 
amtRecv:= 0; 
BOqtr: = (BOHeap.HeapArray[l ].Week) div 13; 
BOqtr: = ((BOHeap.HeapArrayI1 ].Week) div 13) + 1 ; 




OHCurr: = OHCurr + amtRecv; 
end; 
if EmptyPriorityQueue(0SHeap) then flag2: = TRUE 
else if currWeek(0SHeap) < > date then flag1 :=TRUE; 
until flag1 or flag2; 
end; {if receive} 
if wklyDemand > 0 then begin {issue} 
if wklyDemand > OHCurr then begin 
wklyBO.Qty: = wklyDemand - OHCurr; 
OHCurr: = 0; 
InsertPriorityQueue(BOHeap, wklyBO); 
qtrBOTotArry[qtrl: = qtrBOTotArryiqtr1 + wklyBO.Qty; 
BOCurr: = BOCurr + wklyBO.Qty; 
OHCurr: = OHCurr - wklyDemand; 
end else begin 
end; 
end; {if issue} 
IPCurr: = OHCurr + OSCurr - BOCurr; 
if IPCurr < = ROLevelArry[qtrl then begin 
(OHCurr + OSCurr); 
{order} 
wkly0S.Qty: = round(ROLevelArry[qtrl + EOQArry[qtrl) + BOCurr - 
randnorm: = GetNormal; 
randPLT: = abs(PLT + (randnorm+PLTSigMuRatio'PLT)); 
if randPLT > MAXPLT then begin 
end else if randPLT < MINPLT then begin 
end; 
wklyOS. Week: = date + round(randPLT+ 13)  + 1 ; 
InsertPriorityQueue(OSHeap, wklyOS); 
OSCurr: = OSCurr + wklyOS.Qty; 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr) then begin 
randPLT: = MAXPLT; 
randPLT: = MINPLT 
SSOrderCount: = SSOrderCount + 1 .O; 
SSOSTot: = SSOSTot + wklyOS.Qty; 
end; 
end; {if} 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr) then begin 
if wkDataType = '1  ' then begin 
writeln(outputfile,qtr:3,date:5,receipt:6,wklyDemand:6,BOCurr:6, 
OSCurr:6,OHCurr:6,1PCurr:6,SSOrderCount:6:0); 




receipt: = 0; 
date: = date + 1 ; 
wklylnvest: = wklylnvest + OSCurr + OHCurr; 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr C = endSSQtr) then begin 
cumSSHoldCost: = cumSSHoldCost t OHCurr'holdCost; 
end; 
end; {for week} 
qtrlnvest: = wklylnvest/l3; 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr1 and (qtr < = endSSQtr1 then begin 
end; 
replnvest: = replnvest + qtrlnvest; 
oldQtrlnvest: = qtrlnvestArryIqtr1. Mean; 
qtrlnvestArry[qtrl. Mean: = NewMean(qtrlnvestArry~qtrl.Mean,qtrlnvest,numberRep); 
qtrlnvestArry[qtrl.Variance: = NewVar(qtrlnvestArry[qtrl. Mean,oldQtrlnvest, 
qtrlnvestArry[qtrl. Variance,qtrlnvest,numberRep); 
twoYearAmt: = 0.0; 
if qtrc numberOfQtrs then begin 
end; 
qtrlnapp: = OHCurr-twoYearAmt; 
if qtrlnapp < 0.0 then qtrlnapp: = 0.0; 
oldQtrlnapp: = qtrlnappArry[qtrl. Mean; 
qtrlnappArry[qtrl. Mean: = NewMean(qtrlnappArry[qtrl. Mean,qtrlnapp,numberRep); 
qtrlnappArry[qtrl.Variance: = NewVar(qtrlnappArry[qtrl. Mean,oldQtrlnapp, 
twoYearAmt: = 8+frcst[qtr + 11; 
qtrlnappArry[qtrl.Variance,qtrlnapp,numberRep); 
if qtr = endSSQtr then begin 
invest: = replnvest/(endSSQtr-startSSQtr + 1 1; 
IastOH: = OHCurr; 
IastOS: = OSCurr; 
inappAsset: = qtrlnapp; 
inappval: = qtrlnapp*unitPrice; 
ordercount: = SSOrderCount; 
end; 
if (qtr > = startSSQtr) and (qtr < = endSSQtr) then begin 
if (wkDataType= '1 ' 1  then begin 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,'QTR DMD OH IP 0s BO INVEST'); 
if (qtr= 1 ) or (((qtr-1 1 mod 20 1 = Olthen begin 
end else if qtrDataType = '1 then begin 
writeln(outputfile1; 
writefn(outputfile,'QTR DMD OH IP 0s BO INVEST '1; 
end; 
end; 
if qtrDataType = '1 then 
writeln(outputfile,qtr:3,observ[qtrl:6:0,OHCurr:6,lPCurr:6, 
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OSCurr: 6,BOCurr: 6,qtrlnvest: 8: 2); 
if (outputType = ' 1  ') and (qtrDataType = ' 1 I )  and (((qtr-1 1 mod 20) = 0) then 
HitToCont; 
end; 
end; {for qtr} 
if not (EmptyPriorityQueue(0SHeap)) then begin {adjust final qtr TWUS} 
while not (EmptyPriorityQueue(B0Heap)) do begin 
amtBO: = CurrQty(B0Heap); 
if (CurrWeek(BOHeap1 mod 13) = 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl: = qtrBOFillArry[BOqtrl + arntBO; 
qtrTWUSArryIBOqtr1: = qtrTWUSArry[BOqtrl + 
BOqtr: = (CurrWeek(BOHeap1 div 13); 
BOqtr: = (CurrWeek(B0Heap) div 13 + 1 I; 
(amtBo+ (OSHeap.HeapArray[l I. Week - ExtractWeek(B0Heap))); 
end; {while} 
end; 
for t: = 1 to  numberOfQtrs do begin 
if qtrBOFillArryIt1 > 0 then begin 
oldQtrACWTB0: = qtrACWTBOArry[tl.Mean; 
ACWTBOvalue: = (7*(qtrTWUSArry[tl/qtrBOFillArry~tl)); 
qtrACWTBOArry[tl.Mean: = NewMean(qtrACWTBOArry[tl.Mean, 




oldQtrACWT: = qtrACWTArry[tl. Mean; 
if observ[tl > 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrACWTArryIt1. Mean: = NewMean(qtrACWTArry[tl.Mean, 
qtrACWTArry[tl.Variance: = NewVar(qtrACWTArry[tl.Mean,oldQtrACWT, 
oldQtrSMA: = qtrSMAArry[tl.Mean; 
if observ[tl > 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
qtrSMAArry[tl.Mean: = NewMean(qtrSMAArry[tl.Mean, 
qtrSMAArry[tl .Variance: = NewVar(qtrSMAArryIt1. Mean,oldQtrSMA, 
ACWTvalue: = (7' (qtrTWUSArry~tl/observ[tl)); 
ACWTvalue: = 0.0; 
ACWTvalue, numberRep); 
qtrACWTArry[tl.Variance,ACWTvalue,numberRep~; 
SMAvalue: = (1 -(qtrBOTotArry[tl/observ[tl)); 
SMAvalue: = 1 .O; 
SM Avalue,numberRep); 
qtrSMAArry[tl. Variance, SMAvalue,numberRep); 
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end; {for} 
dmdTot: = 0; 
TWUS: = 0; 
BOTot: = 0; 
BOFill: = 0; 
for qtr: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
dmdTot: = dmdTot + round(observ[qtrj); 
TWUS: = TWUS + qtrTWUSArryrqtr1; 
BOTot: = BOTot + qtrBOTotArry[qtrl; 
BOFill: = BOFlLl + qtrBOFillArry[qtrl; 
if BOFill < > 0 then begin 
end else begin 
end; {if} 
if dmdTot < > 0 then begin 
ACWTBO: = 7*(TWUS/BOFiII); 
ACWTBO: = 0.0; 
ACWT: = 7*(TWUS/dmdTot); 
SMA: = 1 - BOTot/dmdTot; 
end else begin 
ACWT: = 0.0; 
SMA: = 1 .O; 
end; {if} 
oldCumACWTB0: = cumACWTBOArry[qtrl. Mean; 
cumACWTBOArry[qtrl.Mean: = NewMeantcumAC WTBOArryiqtrI. Mean,ACWTBO,numberRep 
1; 
cumACWTBOArryIqtr1. Variance: = NewVar(cumACWTBOArry[qtrl. Mean,oldCumACWTBO, 
cumACWTBOArry[qtrl.Variance,ACWTBO,numberRep); 
oldCumACWT: = cumACWTArry[qtrl. Mean; 
cumACWTArry[qtrl.Mean: = NewMean(cumACWTArryIqtrl.Mean,ACWT,numberRep); 
cumACWTArry[qtrl.Variance: = NewVar(cumACWTArry[qtrl. Mean,oldCumACWT, 
oldCumSMA: = cumSMAArry[qtrl. Mean; 
cumSMAArry[qtrl. Mean: = NewMean(cumSMAArry~qtrl.Mean,SMA,numberRep); 




totalcost: = (initSSOH + initSSOS + SSOSTot) unitPrice + SSOrderCount'adminCost + 
curnSSHoldCost + (TWUS/52*shortCost); 
end; {sdr} 
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procedure PrintHeader(prbBrkPt,negBinS,seedlndex:integer;meanDemand, varDemand, 










C028 : stringIl1; 
A023B, B01 0,BOll A,B020,B023C,B023D,BO55, B057,B058, B06 1 ,B073,C008C,D025E, 
MSLQD,SCR,TD,TSDRS,VO15R,V022,VlOl A,V102,V1034,V295: real; 
PD82strl: stringi241; 
PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, PD82str7, 
PD82str8: string[2551; 
begin 
distrllsed: = ' Normal'; 
if distrType = '2' then distrllsed: = 'Poisson'; 
if distrType = '3' then distrused: = 'Neg Binomial'; 
if outputType = '2' then begin 
,outFileName,' ++* '  1;writeln(outputfile,' + + +  1 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
GetDate(Year, Month, Day, Dayofweek); 
writeIn(outputfile,' Date: ',Month,'-',Day,'-',Year,' Model: UlCP - EOQ '1; 
end; 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,' Description: ',runDescript); 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,' Initial simulation settings 7; 
writeln(outputfile1; 
writeln(outputfile,' Random number generator seed type: 'seedtype); 
if seedType = ' 1 ' then begin 
writeln(outputfile,' Random number seed start index: ',seedlndex:6); 
end; 
writeln(outputfile,' Type of demand distribution: ', distrused); 
if distrType = '3' then begin 
writeln(outputfile,' Neg Binomial Parameters: p = ',negBinP:6:2); 
writeln(outputfile,' s = ',negBinS:6); 
end; 
writeln(outputfile,' Mean Demand: ', meanDemand: 6: 2); 
writelntoutputfile,' Var Demand: ',varDemand:6:2); 
writeln(outputfile,' Number of quarters to simulate: ',numberOfQtrs:5 1; 
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writeln(outputfile,' Start Sim Steady State quarter: ',startSSQtr:5 1; 
writeln(outputfile,' End Sim Steady State quarter: ',endSSQtr:5 1; 
writeln(outputfile,' Number of replications of simulation to run: ',numberOfReps:51; 
writeln(outputfile,' Number of steps: ',nmbrSteps:5); 
if nmbrSteps > O  then begin 
writeln(outputfile,' 
for i: = 1 to nmbrSteps do begin 
Step: ',i:2,' Step Qtr: ',startStep[il:4, 
' Mult: ',stepMult[il:7:4); 
end; 
end; {if} 
writeln(outputfile,' Number of trends: ',nmbrTrends:5); 
if nmbrTrends > O  then begin 
for i: = 1 to nmbrTrends do begin 
' Stop Qtr: ',endTrndIil:3, 
' Coeff: ',trendCoeff[il:7:4,' Power: ',trendPowerIil:7:41; 








writeln(outputfile,' Initial parameter settings '1; 
assign (infile,'c:\tp\pd82in.fil'); 
reset (infile); 
read(infile, PD82str1, PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, 
PD82str7, PD82str81; 
close (infile); 
C028: = copy(PD82strl,5,1 1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,46,15); B o l l  A: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,911 1 5); B020: = StringToReaItStrTemp); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,12lI 1 5); B023D: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,18lI 1 5); B055: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,2 1 1,151; B057: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,226,15); B058: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,11 15); B061: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,31,151; 8073: = StringToReallStrTempI; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,76,15); C008C: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,1211 151; DO25E: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,311 1 51; MSLQD: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,181,15); SCR: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,211,15); TD: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,226,15); TSDRS: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,2411 1 51; V015R: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str6,16,15); V022: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str6,106,151; V101 A: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str6,121,15); V102: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str6,136,15); V1034: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
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writeln (outputfile, ' 
writeln (outputfile,' 
Prob Break: ',PrbBrkPt:8, ' Min Risk : ',V022:8:21; 
Shelf Life: ',C028,' Max Risk : ',V102:8:2); 
Reqn Size : ',B073:8:0, ' Ord Cost : ',V015R:8:2); 
Unit Price: ',B055:8:2, ' MSLQD : ',MSLQD:8:21; 
Procur LT : ',BOI 1 A:8:2, ' 
PLT Sig/Mu: ',PLTSigMuratio:8:2, ' Shortage : ',V1034:8:21; 
Essential : ',C008C:8:2, ' R/O Low : ',B020:8:2); 
Mfg Set-Up: ',B058:8:2, ' R/O Constr: ',V295:8:2); 
Obsol Rate: ',B057:8:2, 
Disc Rate : ',6061:8:2, ' Time Pref : ',V101A:8:2); 
Time SDRS : ',TSDRS:8:2, ' Today DT : ',TD:8:01; 
Proc Meth : ',D025E:8:0); 
Stor Rate : ',SCR:8:2); 




end; { printheader} 
procedure DisplayPDOutput (var observ, frcst, mad, EOQArry, ROLevelArry, 
APSRArry, attainRisk, SSADDBO, SSADD, SSSMA:quarterArray; 






writeln(outputfile,'Replication Number ',repNum); 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,'PD82/86 Data'); 
writeln(outputfile,'--------------------------------------------------------------------- ' I ;  
for t: = 1 to numberOfQtrs do begin 
if (t= 1 1 or (((t-I) mod 20) = Olthen begin 
if (outputType = '1 '1 and (t > 11 then HitToCont; 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln (outputfile,'QTR OBS FRCST MAD Q R/O ADDBO ADD SMA 










if outputType= '1 ' then HitToCont; 
end; 
procedure DisplayRepStats (var ACWTBO, ACWT, SMA, Invest,orderCount,lastOH, 
IastOS, totalCost, inappAsset, inappVa1:real; 
0utputType:char I; 










if outputType = ' l '  then begin 
* + + + I  
writeln(outputfile,' Rep# ACWTBO ACWT SMA INVEST End OH Tot Cost 




















oldSimLastOH,oldSimLastOS, oldSimTotalCost, oldSimlnapp,oldSimlnappVal, 
oldSimMeanRisk,oldSimlnitSSOH,oldSimlnitSSOS,oldSimlnitSSOrders: real; 
begin 
if n = 0 then begin 
simACWTB0: = 0.O;simACWT: = 0.O;simSMA: = 0.O;simlnvest: = 0.0; 
sim0rderCount: = 0.O;simLastOH: = 0.O;simLastOS: = 0.O;simTotalCost: = 0; 
simlnapp: = 0.O;simlnappVal: = 0.0; 
simACWTBOVar: = 0.O;simACWTVar: = 0.O;simSMAVar: = 0.0; 
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simlnvestvar: = 0.O;simOrderCountVar: = 0.O;simLastOHVar: = 0.0; 
simLastOSVar: = 0.O;simTotalCostVar: = 0.0; 
simlnappvar: = 0.O;sirnlnappValVar: = 0.0; 
simMeanRisk: = 0.O;simMeanRiskVar: = 0.0; 
simlnitSSOH: = 0.O;simlnitSSOS: = 0.O;simlnitSSOrders: = 0.0; 
simlnitSSOHVar: = 0.O;simlnitSSOSVar: = 0.O;simlnitSSOrdersVar: = 0.0; 
end; 
n:=n+ 1; 
oldSimACWTB0: = simACWTB0;oldSimACWT: = simACWT;oldSimSMA: = simSMA; 
oldsimlnvest: = simlnvest;oldSimOrderCount: = sim0rderCount; 
oldSimLastOH: = simLast0H;oldSimLastOS: = simLastOS; 
oldSimTotalCost: = simTotalCost;oldSimInapp: = simlnapp; 
oldSimlnappVal: = simlnappval; 
oldSimMeanRisk: = simMeanRisk; 
oldSimlnitSSOH: = simlnitSSOH; 
oldSimlnitSSOS: = simlnitSSOS; 
oldSimlnitSSOrders: = simlnitSS0rders; 
simACWT80: = NewMean(simACWTBO,ACWTBO,n); 
simACWT: = NewMean(simACWT,ACWT,n); 
simSMA: = NewMean(simSMA,SMA,n); 
simlnvest: = NewMean(simlnvest,Invest,n); 
sim0rderCount: = NewMean(simOrderCount,orderCount,n); 
simLastOH: = NewMean(simLastOH,lastOH,n); 
simLastOS: = NewMean(simLastOS, lastOS,n); 
simTotalCost: = NewMean(simTotalCost,totalCost,n); 
simlnapp: = NewMean(simlnapp,inappAsset,n); 
simlnappval: = NewMean(simlnappVa1, inappVal,n); 
simMeanRisk: = NewMean(simMeanRisk,meanRisk,n); 
simlnitSSOH: = NewMean(simlnitSSOH,initSSOH,n); 
simlnitSSOS: = NewMean(simlnitSSOS,initSSOS,n); 
simlnitSSOrders: = NewMean(simlnitSSOrders, initSSOrders,n); 
simACWTBOVar: = NewVar(simACWTBO,oldSimACWTBO,simACWTBOVar,ACWTBOrn); 
simACWTVar: = NewVar(simACWT,oldSimACWT,simACWTVar,ACWT, n); 
simSMAVar: = NewVar(simSMA,oldSimSMA,simSMAVar, SMA, n); 
simlnvestvar: = NewVar(simlnvest,oldSimlnvest,sirnlnvest\ar, Invest,n); 
simOrderCountVar: = NewVarlsimOrderCount,oldSimOrderCount,simOrderCountVar,orderCou 
nt,n); 
simlastOHVar: = NewVar(simLastOH,oldSimLastOH, simLastOHVar, lastOH,n); 
simlast0SVar: = NewVar(simLastOS,oldSimLastOS,simLastOSVar, lastOS,nl; 
simTotalCostVar: = NewVarlsimTotalCost,oldSimTotalCost,simTotalCostVar,totalCost,n); 
simlnappvar: = NewVar(simlnapp,oldSimlnapp,siminappVar,inappAsset,n); 
simlnappValVar: = NewVar(simlnappVal,oIdSimlnappVal,simlnappValVar, inappVa1,n); 
simMeanRiskVar: = NewVat(simMeanRisk,oIdSimMeanRisk,simMeanRiskVar,meanRisk,n); 
simlnitSSOHVar: = NewVar(simlnitSSOH,oldSimlnitSSOH, simlnitSSOHVar,initSSOH,n); 
simlnitSSOSVar: = NewVar(simlnitSSOS,oIdSimlnitSSOS,simlnitSSOSVar, initSSOS,n); 
















write('Write Quarterly Statistics to a File? (Y or N): '1; 
if Get-Answer then begin 
repeat 
writeln; 
write ('Enter Path and Filename: '1; 
readln (statFileName1; 
writeln; 
writeln ('Path and FileName entered: ',statFileName); 
writeln; 
write ('Change Path and FileName entered? (Y or N): '1; 
u n t i I not ( G e t-Ans wer ) ; 
assign(statOutFile,statFileName); 
rewrite (statOutFile); 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
Conf Inv(qtrACWTBOArry[tl. Variance,qtrAC WTBOArryLtl. Mean, 
Conf Inv(qtrACWTArry[tl.Variance,qtrACWTArry[tl.Mean, 




Conflnv(cumSMAArry[tI. Variance,cumSMAArry[tl. Mean, 










writeln(statOutFile,' UlCP (EOQ) MODEL'); 
writeln(statOutFile,' Description: ',runDescript); 
writeln(stat0utFile); 
writelnbtatOutFile,' QUARTERLY DATA:'); 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writeln(statOutFile,' QTR ACWTBO CI ACWT CI ' 1; 
writeln(statOutFile,t:4, 
qtrACWTBOArry[tl. Mean:8:2, 
qtrACWTBOArry[tl. CILOW:~: 2, 
qtrACWTBOArryIt1. CIHigh: 8: 2, 
qtrACWTArrylt1. Mean:8:2, 
qtrACWTArry [tl. CILow: 8: 2, 
qtrACWTArry[tl. CIHigh: 8: 2); 
end; 
writeln(stat0utFile); 
writeln(statOutFile,' QTR SMA CI Invest a'); 




qtrSMAArry[tl. CIHigh: 8: 2, 
qtrlnvestArryIt1. Mean: 8: 2, 




writeln(statOutFile,' CUMULATIVE QUARTERLY DATA:'); 
writeln(statOutFile,' QTR ACWTBO CI ACWT CI ' 1; 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writeln(statOutFile,t:4, 
cumACWTBOArry[tl. Mean: 8:2, 
cumACWTBOArry[tl. CILow: 8: 2, 
cumACWTBOArry[tl.CIHigh:8:2, 
cumACWTArryIt1. Mean: 8:2, 
cumACWTArry[tl. CILow: 8:2, 
cum AC WTArry [tl. CIHigh: 8: 2 1; 
end; 
writeln(stat0utFile); 
writeln(statOutFile,' QTR SMA CI Qtrly INAPP Cl'); 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writeln(statOutFile,t:4, 
cumSMAArryIt1. Mean: 8: 2, 
cumSMAArry[tl .CILow: 8: 2, 
cumSMAArry[t].CIHigh:8:2, 
qtrlnappArry[tl. Mean: 8: 2, 




if RunPD86Type = '1 ' then begin 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
Conf Inv(qtrSSADDBOArry[t1.Variance,qtrSSADDBOArry[tl. Mean, 







writeln(statOutFile,' QTR SSADDBO CI SSADD CI ' 1; 
for t: = stanSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writefn(statOutFile,t:4, 








writeln(statOutFile,' QTR SSSMA CI '1; 
for t: = startSSQtr to endSSQtr do begin 
writelnIstatOutFile,t:4, 
qtrSSSMAArry[tl. Mean:8:2, 







procedure DisplaySimStats (var simACWTBO, simACWT, simSMA, simlnvest, 
simOrderCount, simLastOH, simlastOS,simTotalCost, 










0utputType:char; hour1 ,minutel ,second1 ,hdSecl , 
hour2,minute2,second~, hdSec2: word); 
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var sirnACWTBOHi,simACWTHi,simSMAHi,sirnlnvestHi,simOrderCountH~, 







ConfInvbimACWTBOVar, simACWTBO, simACWTBOHi,simACWTBOLo,n); 
Conflnv(simACWTVar, simACWT, simACWTHi, simACWTLo,n); 
Conflnv(simSMAVar, simSMA, simSMAHi, simSMALo,n); 
ConfInv(simInvestVar, simlnvest, simlnvestHi, simlnvestLo,n); 
Conflnv(simOrderCountVar, simOrderCount, simOrderCountHi, 
Conflnv(simLastOHVar, simLastOH, simLastOHHi, sirnLastOHLo,n); 
Conflnv(sirnLastOSVar, simLastOS, simLastOSHi, simLastOSLo,n); 
Conflnv(simTotalCostVar, simTotalCost, simTotalCostHi, simTotalCostLo,n); 
Conflnv(simlnappVar,simlnapp, simlnappHi, simlnappLo,nl; 
Conflnv(simlnappValVar,simlnappVal, simlnappValHi, simlnappValLo,n); 
Conflnv(simMeanRiskVar,simMeanRisk, simMeanRiskHi, sirnMeanRiskLo,n); 
Conflnv(simlnitSSOHVar, simlnitSSOH, simlnitSSOHHi, sirnlnitSSOHLo,n); 
Conflnv(simlnitSSOSVar, simlnitSSOS, simlnitSSOSHi, simlnitSSOSLo,n); 




( O " t p U t f i l e , t + + + * + * + + + + + + + * + + + * * + + + + * ~ * * * + + + * + * * + * + * * + + * + + + + + + + + + + + + * + * * +  
1; + * + + + + * + + + + * r  
writeln (outputfile,'Init OH Qty: ',initlnv:8, 
' lnit SS OH Qty: ',sirnlnitSSOH:8:2,' (',simlnitSSOHLo:O:2, 
',',simlnitSSOHHi:O:2,')'); 
writeln (outputfile,'lnit 0s Qty: ',initOS:8, 
' lnit SS 0s Qty: ',sirnlnitSSOS:8:2,' (',simlnitSSOSLo:O:2, 
', ',simlnitSSOSHi:O:2,')'); 
writeln (outputfile,'lnit Orders: ',initOrders:8, 
' Init SS Orders: ',simlnitSSOrder~:8:2~' (',sirnlnitSSOrdersLo:0:2, 
',',simlnitSSOrdersHi:0:2,')'); 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,'Simulation Final Statistics']; 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,' ACWTBO ACWT SMA Orders INVEST End OH End 0s'); 
writeln(outputfile,' ',simACWTBO:7:2,simACWT:7:2,simSMA: 7:2,simOrderCount:8:2, 
writeln(outputfile,'Low ',simACWTBOLo: 7: 2,simACWTLo: 7: 2,simSMALo: 7:2, 
simlnvest: 8: 2,simLastOH:8:2,simLastOS:8: 2); 
sim0rderCountLo: 8: 2,sirnlnvestLo:8:2,simLastOHLo: 8: 2, 
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simLastOSLo: 8: 2); 
simOrderCountHi: 8: 2,simlnvestHi: 8: 2,simLastOHHi: 8: 2, 
simLastOSHi: 8: 2); 
writeln(outputfile,'High ',simACWTBOHi:7:2,simACWTHi:7:2,sirnSMAHi:7:2, 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,' Total Cost INAPP INAPP Value Mean Risk'); 
writeln(outputfile,' 
',simTotalCost: 1 O:2,simlnapp:8:2,simInappVal: 10:2,simMeanRisk: 1O:Z); 
writeln(outputfile,'Low 
',simTotalCostLo: 1 0:2,simlnappLo:8:2,simlnappValLo: 1 0:2,simMeanRiskLo: 1 O:2); 
writeln(outputfile, 'High 
',simTotalCostHi: 1 0: 2,simlnappHi:8: 2,simlnappValHi: 10: 2,simMeanRiskHi: 1 O:2); 
if n C 30 then begin 
writeln(outputfi1e); 
writeln(outputfile,'Caution! The confidence level is based on a normality assumption.'); 
writeln(outputfile,'Your sample has only ',n:3,' values'); 
end; 
writeln 
( O U t p U t f i l e , l + + + + * + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + * * + + + + + + + ~ + + + + + + + + + ~ + + + + * + * + + + +  
1; * + + + + + + + + + + + I  
writeln(outputfile,'Sim Start Time ',hour1 ,':',minutel ,':',second1 ,':',hdSecl , 
' Sim End Time ',hour2,':',minute2,':',second2,':',hdSec2); 




stop: = FALSE; 








simCount: = simCount + 1 ; 
currSeed: = 0; 
n: = 0; 




for numberRep := 1 to numberOfReps do begin 
if seedType = '1 ' then begin 
if numberRep = 1 then begin 
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for s: = 1 to seedlndex do begin 
end; 
SetSeed(currSeed1; 
currSeed: = GetNextSeed (currseed); 
SetSeed(currSeed1; 
currSeed: = GetNextSeed(currSeed1; 
end else begin 
end; 
SetSeed(seeds[numberRepl); 












startrnd, endtrnd,stepmult, trendcoeff, trendpower); 
if simCount = 1 then InitPD82File (prbBrkPt,PLTSigMuRatio, 













trend Power, startSrep,starTrnd, 
endTrnd1; 
Forecast (observ,frcst,mad, steplndArry, trndlndArry, 
LoadLevels (frcst, mad, observ, EOQArry, ROLevelArry, 
m kCode Arry, numberof Qtrs, numberRep, unitprice); 
APSRArry, attainRisk, 
SSADDBO, SSADD, SSSMA, 
qtrSSADDBOArry,qtrSSADDArry,qtrSSSMAArry, 
mkCodeArry,numberOfQtrs, prbBrkPt, numberRep, 
meanDemand, PLTSigMuRatio,meanRisk,PDDataType,RunPD86Type); 
if PDDataType = ' 1 ' then DisplayPDOutput (observ, frcst, mad, EOQArry, 
ROLevelArry, APSRArry, 
attainRisk, SSADDBO, SSADD, 
SSSMA, steplndArry, trndlndArry, 
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mkCodeArry,numberOf Qtrs, initlnv, 
num berRep,outputTypel; 
SDR(OSHeap, BOHeap, wklyObserv,EOQArry,ROLevelArry,observ, numberOfQtrs, 
initlnv,initOS,initOrders,startSSQtr,endSSQtr, initSSOH, 
initSSOS,initSSOrders,PLT, meanDemand, 
PLTSig Muratio, obsol,timePref, 
storage, shonCost,adrninCost,TWUS,ACWTBO, 
ACWT, SMA, Invest,orderCount,lastOH,lastOS,totalCost,inappAsset, 
inappval, wkDataType,qtrDataType,outputType,qtrACWTBOArry,qtrACWTArry, 
qtrSM AArry,qtrlnvestArry,qtrlnappArryrcumAC WTBOArry,cumAC WTArry, 
cumSMAArry,numberRepl; 



























n, initlnv,initOS, initorders, 
initSSOH,initSSOS,initSSOrders, 
outputType,hourl ,minutel , 















( + + * + + * * * + + * + * * + * * + + * * + * * * * + + * * + + * + * + * + + + + + + + + * * * + * + + + + * + + * + * * * * + * * + +  
**I 
"This Unit provides a toolbox of useful functions functions and 
*procedures for data input. 
* + * I  
* 
* 








function Get-Integer (low,high:integer):integer; 
function Get-Real(low,high:real):real; 
function NumToString (var value:real):pd82field; 
function StringToReal (var S:pd82field):real; 
function G et-Long 1 n t (low, high : Ion g in t 1 : long i n t; 
function NewMean(var mean, samp1e:real; n:integer):real; 
function NewVar(var mean, oldMean, oldVar, samp1e:real; n:integer):real; 
procedure Conflnv(currVar, currMean:real;var upper, 1ower:real; n:integer); 
Implementation 
const ERROR = 1.00000000000000E-0010; 




Correct: = False; 
repeat 
Char-In: = ReadKey; 
write (Char-In); 
case Char-In of 






if (Char-In = IN') or (Char-In = 'n') then begin 
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writeln ('0'1; 




Get-Answer: = False; 







writeln ( '* * Un-recognizable answer "1; 
writeln ('Enter Y or N,'); 










dummy: = readkey; 
end; 
Hit any key to continue ....' 1; 
{Gets an integer input between low and high, prompts until one is received} 
function Get-Integer (low,high:integer):integer; 
var numberstring: string11 01; 




val (numberstring, numbervalue, error); 





write ( I * *+  invalid number, enter an integer: ' 1  






writeln ( I * * *  Invalid Range - value must be a positive integer'); 
write ('between ',low,' and ',high,' Enter number: '1; 
error: = 1 ; 
end; 
until error= 0; 
Get-Integer: = numbervalue; 
end; {function} 
{Gets an longint input between low and high, prompts until one is received} 
function Get-Longlnt (low,high:longint):longint; 






val (numberstring, numbervalue, error); 










writeln ( ' * **  Invalid Range - value must be a positive integer'); 
write ('between ',low,' and ',high,' Enter number: ' I ;  
error: = 1 ; 
end; 
until error = 0; 
Get-Longlnt: = numbervalue; 
end; {function} 
end else if (numbervalue< low) or (numbervalue> high) then begin 
{Gets a real value between low and high, prompts until one is received} 








val (Number-String, Number-Value, Error); 









writeln ( ' * **  Invalid Range - value must be a real value'); 
write ('between ',low:O:2,' and ',high:0:2,' Enter number: 'I;  
error: = 1 ; 
end else if (Number-Value< low) or (Number-Value> high) then begin 
end; 
until Error= 0; 
Get-Real: = Number-Value; 
end; {Get-Real} 
function NumToString (var value:real):pd82field; 
const digits = 16; 
decimals = 8; 
var i:integer; 
begin 
S: string[ 1 61; 
str (value:digits:decimaIs,S); 
for i:= 1 to 16 do 
if Sl i l  = ' ' then SIiI: = '0' 
else if S[il = '.' then delete (S,i,ll; 
NumToString: = S 
end; 
function StringToReal bar S:pd82field):real; 
var R1, R2: real; 
S1 :string[71; 
S2:string[81; 
error1 , error2:integer; 
begin 
s1: = copy(S,1,7); 
S2: = copy(S,8,8); 
val(S1 ,R1 ,error1 1; 
val(S2,R2,error2); 
StringToReal: = R1 + (R2/1000000001; 
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end; 
function NewMeanbar mean, samp1e:real; n:integer):real; 
var ca1cMean:real; 
begin 
if n< 1 then begin 
end else begin 
NewMean: =sample; 
calcMean: = (((n-1 )*mean) + sample)/n; 
if calcMean < ERROR then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
NewMean: = 0.0; 
NewMean: = calcMean; 
end; 
end; 
function NewVar(var mean, oldMean, oldVar, sample:real; n:integerl:real; 
var ca1cVar:real; 
begin 
if n < 2.0 then begin 
end else begin 
NewVar: = 0.0; 
calcvar: = (((n-2)"oldVar) + ((n-1 )*sqr(oldMean))- 
(n'sqr(mean)) + (sqr(sample)))/(n-l); 
if calcVar < ERROR then begin 
end else begin 
end; 
NewVar: = 0.0; 
NewVar: = calcvar; 
end; 
end; 
procedure ConflnvburrVar, currMean:real;var upper, 1ower:real; n:integer); 
begin 
if (n>O) and (currVar > ERROR)  then begin 
lower: = currMean-(I .96*sqrt(currVarln)); 
upper: = currMean + (1.96*sqrt(currVar/n)); 
end else begin 
lower: = 0.0; 
upper: = 0.0; 
end; 
if lower < 0.0 then lower: = 0.0; 
if upper < 0.0 then upper: = 0.0; 
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end; 




type seedArryType = array 11 .. 1001 of longint; 
var seeds:seedArryType; 
procedure SetSeed (seed:longint); 
function GetSeed:longint; 
function GetNextSeed (1astSeed:longint):longint; 
function RandomUniform:real; 





function Zlnv (p:real):real; 
implementation 
var a:longint; 






GetSeed: = a 
end; {procedure} 
function RandomUniform:real; 
const B2E15:longint = 32768; 
B2E16:longint= 65536; 
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Modlus:longint= 2 147483647; 
Multl :longint= 241 12; 
MultZ:longint= 26143; 
var Hi1 5,Hi31 ,Low1 5,Lowprd,Ovflow,Zi:longint; 
begin 
Zi: = a; 
Hi1 5: = Zi div B2E16; 
Lowprd:=(Zi - Hi15 * B2E16) Multl; 
Lowl 5: = Lowprd div B2E16; 
Hi31:=Hil5 Multl + Low15; 
Ovflow: = Hi31 div B2E15; 
Zi:=(((Lowprd - Low15 * B2E16) - Modlus) + 
if Zi < 0 then Zi:= Zi + Modlus; 
Hi1 5: = Zi div B2E16; 
Lowprd:= (Zi - Hi15 * WE161 * Mult2; 
Lowl 5: = Lowprd div B2E16; 
Hi31:= Hi15 * Mult2 + Lowl5; 
Ovflow:= Hi31 div B2E15; 
Zi:=(((Lowprd - Low15 B2E16) - Modlus) + 
if Zi c 0 then Zi:= Zi -k Modlus; 
a: = Zi; 
Randomuniform:= (2 * (Zi div 256) + 1) / 16777216.0; 
(Hi31 - Ovflow * B2E15) * B2E16) + Ovflow; 
(Hi31 - Ovflow * B2E15) * B2E16) + Ovflow; 
end; 
function GetNextSeed (1astSeed:longint):longint; 
const M:extended = 21 47483647.0; 
a:extended = 71 5.0; 




2: = lastseed; 
if lastseed = 0 then begin 
2: = 197327291 2.0; 
GetNextSeed: = round(Z1; 
Z: = (A*Z) / M; 
2: = (Z-round(Z-0.5))'M; 
Z: = (B'Z) / M; 
2: = (Z-round(Z-0.5))'M; 
2: = (C'Z) / M; 
2: = (Z-round(Z-0.5l)*M; 
GetNextSeed: = round(Z); 




function GetPoisson(var meanDemand:real):integer; 
var alpha,beta, U1 :real; 
i:integer; 
begin 
beta: = 1 .O; 
i: = -1 ; 
repeat 
i:=i+ 1; 
alpha: = exp(-meanDemand); 
U 1 : = RandomUniform; 
beta: = beta* U 1 ; 
until beta < alpha; 
GetPoisson: = i 
end; 
function GetNormal: real; 
var U1 ,U2,V1 ,VP,W,Y:real; 
begin 
repeat 
U 1 : = RandomUniform; 
U2: = RandomUniform; 
v1:=2*u1-1; v2:=2*u2-1; 
W: = sqr(V1) + sqr(V2); 
until W < = 1.0; 
Y: = sqrt((-2*ln(W))/W); 






i: = 0; 
U: = RandomUniform; 
while not(U < = p) do begin 
i:=i+ 1; 
U: = RandomUniform; 
end; 






x :  = 0; 
for i:= 1 to s do begin 
end; 
GetNegBin: = X; 





GetUniformlnt: = round((high-l)*RandomUniform) + 1 ; 
function Zlnv (p:real):real; 
var t:real: 
begin 
t: = sqrt(-2+ln(p)); 
Zlnv: = t42 .515517  + 0.802853't + 0.01 0328*sqr(t))/ 
(1  + 1.432788't + 0.1 89269*sqr(t) + 0.001 308*exp(3*In(t)))); 
end; 




const MAXPQUEUESIZE = 300; 




HeapArrayType = array [ 1 . . MAXPQUEUESIZE] of datarecord; 




{must be called before the priority queue is first used} 
{also resets the priority queue so it is empty} 
procedure InitializePriorityQueue (var pQueue:PriorityQueueType); 
{error if called when it already has MAXPQUEUESIZE elements} 
procedure InsertPriorityQueue (var pQueue:PriorityQueueType; data:datarecord); 
{returns the element with the smallest (next time) value} 
{error if no elements in the priority queue} 
function CurrWeek (pQueue:PriorityQueueType):integer; 
function CurrQty (pQueue:PriorityQueueType):integer; 
{removes and returns the element with the smallest (next time) value} 
{error if no elements in the priority queue} 
function ExtractQty (var pQueue:PriorityQueueType):integer; 
function Extractweek (var pQueue:PriorityQueueType):integer; 
function EmptyPriorityQueue (pQueue:PriorityQueueType):boolean; 
function SizePriorityQueue (pQueue:PriorityQueueType):integer; 
implementation 
{error if the binary trees that are children of the index do not satisfy the 
heap property} 




with pQueue do begin 
left: = 2"i; 
right: = (2"i) + 1 : 
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smallest: = i; 
if (left < = heapsize) then begin 
if (heapArray [leftl.Week < heapArray[il.Week) then begin 
end 
smallest: = left 
end; 
if (right < = heapsize) then begin 
if (heapArrayIright1. Week < heapArray[smallestl. Week) then begin 
end 
smallest: = right 
end; 
if smallest < > i then begin 
tempvar: = heapArrayIi1; 
heapArrayfi1: = heapArray[smallestl; 





{removes and returns the element with the smallest (next time) value} 
{error if no elements in the priority queue} 
function HeapExtractWeek (var pQueue:PriorityQueueType):integer; 
begin 
with pQueue do begin 
HeapExtractWeek: = heapArrayIl1. Week; 
heapArray[ 1 1: = heapArray[heapSizel; 
heapsize: = heapsize-1 ; 
Heapify (pQueue, 1 1 
end {with} 
end; {procedure} 
{removes and returns the element with the smallest (next time) value} 
{error if no elements in the priority queue} 
function HeapExtractQty (var pQueue:PriorityQueueType):integer; 
begin 
with pQueue do begin 
HeapExtractQty: = heapArray[ 11.Qty; 
heapArray[l I: = heapArray[heapSizel; 
heapsize: = heapsize-1 ; 
Heapify (pQueue, 1) 
end {with} 
end; {procedure} 
(error if called when it already has MAXPQUEUESIZE elements} 
procedure Heaplnsert (var pQueue: PriorityQueueType; data:datarecord); 
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var index, parent:integer; 
done: boolean; 
begin 
with pQueue do begin 
done: =false; 
heapsize: = heapsize + 1 ; 
index: = heapsize; 
parent: =index div 2; 
if parent = 0 then begin 
done: =TRUE 
end else if (heapArray[parentl.Week < = data.Week1 then begin 
done: =TRUE 
end; 
while (index > 1 )  and (not done) do begin 
heapArrayIindex1: = heapArrayIparent1; 
index: = parent; 
parent: = index div 2; 
if parent = 0 then begin 












pQueue. heapsize: = 0 
procedure InsertPriorityQueue (var pQueue: PriorityQueueType; data:dataRecord); 
begin 
end; {procedure} 
Heaplnsert (pQueue, data) 
function CurrWeek (pQueue:PriorityQueueTypel:integer; 
begin 
end; {function} 
CurrWeek: = pQueue.heapArrayI1 ].Week; 
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function CurrQty (pQueue: Pri0rityQueueType):integer; 
begin 
end; {function} 
CurrQty: = pQueue.heapArrayIl1.Qty; 
function ExtractQty (var pQueue:PriorityQueue'Type):integer; 
begin 
end; {function} 
ExtractQty: = HeapExtractQty (pQueue1 
function Extractweek (var pQueue: PriorityQueueType1:integer; 
begin 
end; (function} 
Extractweek: = HeapExtractWeek (pQueue) 
function EmptyPriorityQueue (pQueue:PriorityQueueType): boolean; 
begin 
end; {function} 
EmptyPriorityQueue: = pQueue.heapSize= 0 
function SizePriorityQueue (pQueue:PriorityQueueType):integer; 
begin 
end; {function} 





uses dos, crt, toolbox; 
var prbBrkPt :integer; 
unitprice, PLT, obsol, timePref, storage, shortCost,adminCost:real; 
procedure InitPD82File (var prbBrkPt:integer;var PLTSigMuRatio, 
obsol, timePref ,storage,shortCost,adminCost:real); 




procedure InitPD82File (var prbBrkPt:integer;var PLTSigMuRatio, 
obsol,timePref,storage,shortCost,adminCost: real); 
var AAC,AL,B067A,B067G,C028,DRLI,D03 1 C, D1 25N,ERRI,F024,HODIf MARLI,PVPI,RII,RO, 
YR7POC,Y006A,Y006B,EOQlND,PVUI : char; 
D120, FILLER : string i21; 
A023B,BRLDCrBO1 O,B011 A,BO12F,B019A,B020,B023C,B023D,BO23F,BO23H,BG,BO55, 
B055A, B05 7, B058,B058A, B06 l,BO70,8073, B093,B280, C008C, DOPTC,DTC, D025E, 
F009,HQD,H0141 ,H0142 ,H0143 ,H0144 ,HOl45 ,H0146 ,H014~ ,H0~~8 ,~~~~~ .H014~  0, 
H01411 ,H01412,H01413,H01414,HOl415,H01416,H0141 7,H01418,H01419,H01420, 
ILR, IMECY, M, MOQQAD, MSLQAD, MSLQD,NRFI DRT, OSQ, PDQ, PPV,QDH,RFIDRT,RlYAYABY 
RSV,RT,SCR,SSOH,TD,TSDRS,VOI 5R,V016,V022,V039,V04 1 R,V042R8V043R,V044, 
I 
V101 A,V102,V1034,V108,V295,LILT,LILY,PCR3,Ql B,Q2B,RMNASTrSER,YDR,MNQQAD, 
APSR,ARCI,BOQ, BRLCI,BRLDCU, BRLQ, BRPLQ,BRQ,BO 1 4A, BO 1 9,B0 1 9B, B02 1, B02 1 A, 
ERR,MONDO,OQCI,POC,PPVBNDO,PZO,RCI,RLCi,RPLCI,RQCl,VPSR : real; 
PD82strl: stringi241; 





D120: = '06'; D125N: = ' '; ERRI: = 'N'; FO24: = ' '; HQDI: = ' '; MARLI: = 'Y'; 
PVPI: = 'Y'; RII: = IN'; RO: = IN'; YR7POC: = ' '; Y006A: = IN'; Y006B: = IN'; 
EOQIND: = 'N'; PVUI: = ' '; FILLER: = ' '; 
A023B:= 1.0; {system requisition average} 
BRLDC: = 5.0; 
B010: = 0.0; 
B011 A: = 8.0; 
B012F: = 0.0; 
B019A: = 20.0; 
8020: = 1 .O; 
B023D: = 1 .O; 
B023C: = B011 A'B023D; 
B023F: = 0.0; B023H: = 0.0; BG: = 0.0; 
B055: = 100.00; {unit price} 
B055A: = 0.0; 
8057: = 0.1 2; 
B058: = 600.0; 
B058A: = 0.0; 
B061: = 1 .O; 
B070: = 0.0; 
B073: = 1 .O; 
B093: = 0.0; B280: = 0.0; 
C008C: = 0.5; 
DOPTC: = 0.O;DTC: = 0.0; 
D025E: = 0.0; {procurement method} 
FOO9: = 0.0; HOD: = 0.0; H0141: = 0.0; H0142: = 0.0; H0143: = 0.0; H0144:=O.O; 
H0145: = 0.0; H0146: = 0.0; H0147: = 0.0; H0148: = 0.0; HOI 49: = 0.0; H01410: = 0.0; 
H01411: = 0.0; H01412: = 0.0; H01413: = 0.0; H01414: = 0.0; H01415: = 0.0; 
H01416: = 0.0; 
HOI 41 7: = 0.0; H01418: = 0.0; HOI 41 9: = 0.0; H01420: = 0.0; ILR: = 0.0; IMECY: = 0.0; 
{basic reorder level distribution code} 
{contract prod lead time} 
{contract proc lead time} 
{non cred group proc variance} 
{system reorder level low limit qty} 
{gross sys demand end of lead time} 
{gross sys demand during lead time} 
{obsolescence rate} 
{manufac set-up costs} 
{discount rate} 
{expected units per requisition} 
{average item essentiality} 
M: = 1 .O; 
MOQQAD: = 6.0; 
MSLQAD: = 99.0; 
MSLQD: = 20.0; 
NRFIDRT: = 0.0; 
OSQ: = 0.0; 
PDQ: = 8.0; 
PPV:= B023D"BOl IA ;  
QDH: = 0.0; 
RFIDRT: = 0.0; RIYAYABY: = 0.0; 
RSV: = 0.0; 
RT: = 0.0; 
SCR: = 0.01 ; 
SSOH: = 0.0; 
TD: = 93001 .O; 
V015R: = 850.00; 
V016: = 850.00; 
v022: = 0.1 ; 
V039: = 0.0; 
{mark code} 
{max order qty attrition qtrs demand} 
{max number safety level qtrs attrition} 
{max number of safety level qtrs demand} 
{ non-parametric order stat qtrs} 
{past qtrs demand} 
{proc problem var (mean)} 
{quarters demand history} 
{requisition size variance} 
{storage cost rate} 
{today's date} 
I TSDRS: = 0.08; {time between SDR's in qtrs} 
{mark code 1 and 2 order costs} 
{min risk} 
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V041 R: = 850.00; 
V042R: = 1920.00; 
V043R: = 1790.00; 
V044: = 8000.00; 
V101 A: = 0.1; 
V102: = 0.35; 
V1034: = 1000.00; {shortage cost} 
V108: = 0.1; 
V295: = 1 .O; 
{low value annual demand order cost} 
{negotiated procurement order cost} 
{advertised procurement order costs} 
{max unpriced order cost} 
{procurement interest rate} 
{ max risk} 
{repair time preference rate} 
{reorder level constraint} 
LILT: = 0.0; LILY: = 0.0; PCR3: = 0.0; Q1 B: = 0.0; Q2B: = 0.0; RMNAST: = 0.0; SER: = 0.0; 
YDR: = 0.0; 
MNQQAD: = 1 .O; 
APSR: = 0.0; ARCI: = 0.0; BOO: = 0.0; BRLCI: = 0.0; BRLDCU: = 0.0; BRLQ: = 0.0; 
BRPLQ: = 0.0; BRQ: =O.O; B014A: = 0.0; B019: = 0.0; B019B: = 0.0; B021 :=O.O; 
B021 A: = 0.0; ERR: = 0.0; MONDO: = 0.0; OQCI: = 0.0; POC: = 0.0; PPVBNDO: = 0.0; 
PZO: = 0.0; RCI: = 0.0; RLCI: = 0.0; RPLCI: = 0.0; RQCI: = 0.0; VPSR: =O.O; 
{min order qty attrition qtrs demand} 
prbBrkPt: = 0; 
PLTSigMuRatio: = (sqrt( 1.57'BOll A))/BO11 A; 
obsol: = B057; 
timePref: = V101 A; 
storage: = SCR; 
shortcost: = V1034; 
admincost: = V015R; 
pd82strl:= AAC+ AL+ B067A+ B067G+ C028+ DRLl+ D031C+ D120+ D125N+ 
ERRI+ F024+ 
PVUl+ 
HQDl + MARL1 + PVPl+ RII + RO + YR7POC+ Y006A+ Y006B+ EOQIND+ 
FILLER; 
PD82str2: = NumToString(A023B) + NumToString(BRLDC) + NumToString(BO10) + 
NumToString(BO11 A) + NumToString(BO12F) + NumToString(BO19AI + 
NumToString(B020) + NumToString(B023C) + NumToString(B023D) + 
NumToString(B023F) + NumToString(BO23H) + NumToString(BG) + 
NumToString(BO55) + NumToString(B055A) + NumToString(B057) + 
NumToString(B058) + NumToString(B058A); 
NumToString(BO93) + NumToString(B280) + NumToString(C008C) + 
NumToString(D0PTC) + NumToString(DTC) + NumToString(D025E) + 
NumToString(FOO9) + NumToString(HQD1 + NumToString(HO141) + 
NumToString(HO142) + NumToString(HO143) + NumToString(HO1441+ 
NumToString(HO145) + NumToString(HO146); 
NumToString(HO1410) + NumToString(HO1411 I + NumToString(H01412) + 
NumToString(HO1413) + NumToString(HO1414) + NumToString(HO1415) + 
NumToString(HO1416) + NumToString(H01417) + NumToString(HO1418) + 
NumToString(HO1419) + NumToString(HO1420) + NumToString(1LR) + 
NumToString(1MECY) + NumToString(M1; 
PD82str3: = NumToString(BO61) + NumToString(B070)+ NumToString(B073)+ 
PD82str4: = NumToString(HO147) + NumToString(HO148) + NumToString(HO149) + 
PD82str5: = NumToString(M0QQAD) + NumToString(MSLQAD) + NumToString(MSLQD1 + 
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NumToString(NRF1DRT) + NumToString(0SQ) + NumToString(PDQ) + 
NumToStringIPPV) + NumToStringlQDH) + NumToString(RF1DRT) + 
NumToString(R1YAYABY) + NumToString(RSV) + NumToString(RT1 + 
NumToString(SCR) + NumToString(SSOH1 + NumToString(TD1 + 
NumToString(TSDRS) + NumToString(VO15R); 
PD82str6: = NumToString(VO16) + NumToString(V022) + NumToString(V039) + 
NumToString(V041 R) + NumToString(V042R) + NumToString(V043R) + 
NumToString(V044) + NumToString(V101 A) + NumToString(VlO2)+ 
NumToString(V1034) + NumToString(V108) + NumToString(V295) + 
NumToString(L1LT) + NumToString(L1LY) + NumToString(PCR3)+ 
NumToString(Q1 B) + NumToString(Q2B); 
PD82str7: = NumToString(RMNAST) + NumToString(SER) + NumToString(YDR1 + 
NumToString(MNQQAD) + NumToString(APSR) + NumToString(ARCJ) + 
NumToString(B0Q) + NumToString(BRLC1) + NumToString(BRLDCU1 + 
NumToString(BRLQ) + NumToString(BRPLQ) + NumToString(BRQ) + 
NumToString(BO14A) + NumToString(BO19) + NumToString(BO19B) + 
NumToString(B021) + NumToString(B021 A); 
PD82str8: = NumToString(ERR) + NumToString(MOND0) + NumToString(0QCI) + 
NumToString(P0C) + NumToString(PPVBND0) + NumToString(PZ0) + 
NumToString(RC1) + NumToString(RLC1) + NumToString(RPLCI1 + 
NumToString(RQC1) + NumToString(VPSR1; 
assign (outfile,'c:\tp\pd82in.fil'); 
rewrite (outfile); 




procedure PD82Edit(var prbBrkPt:integer; var unitPrice,PLT,PLTSigMuRatio, 
obsol,timePref,storage,shortCost,adminCost: real); 
var C028 : stringill; 
A023B, BO 1 0, BO 1 1 A, BOZO, B023C, B023D, B055, B057, B058, B06 1 ,B073,C008C, D025E, 
MSLQD,SCR,TD,TSDRS,V015R,V022,VlOl A,V102,V1034,V295: real; 
PD82strl: stringP41; 






I {retrieve selected default variables from file to edit) 
, assign (infile,'c:\tp\pd82in.fil'); 
reset (infile); 
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read(infile,PD82strl, PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, 
PD82str7, PD82str8); 
close (infile); 
C028: = copy(PD82strl,5,1); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,311 151; B010: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,46,15); B011 A: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,9 1,151; BOZO: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,12lI 1 5); B023D: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,l8lr 15); B055: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,211, 15); 8057: = StringToReal(StrTernp1; 
strTernp: = copy(PD82str2,226,15); B058: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,1,15); B061: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,31,15); B073: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,76,15); C008C: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,12lI 15); D025E: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,311 1 5); MSLQD: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,18lI 15); SCR: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTernp: = copy(PD82str5,211,15); TD: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,226,151; TSDRS: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,241,151; V015R: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str6,16,15); V022: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82strG,l06,15); V101 A: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str6,12 1,151; V102: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str6,136,15); V1034: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str6,166,15); V295: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
unitprice: = B055; 
PLT: = B o l l  A; 







writeln (' A. Prob Break: ',PrbBrkPt:8, ' L. Min Risk : ',V022:8:2); 
writeln (' B. Shelf Life: ',C028,' M. Max Risk : ',V102:8:21; 
writeln ( '  C. Reqn Size : ',B073:8:0, ' N. Ord Cost : ',VO15R:8:23; 
writeln (' D. Unit Price: ',B055:8:2, 0. MSLQD : ',MSLQD:8:21; 
writeln (' E. Procur LT : ',BOllA:8:2, ' P. Proc Meth : ',D025E:8:0); 
writeln (' F. PLT Sig/Mu: ',PLTSigMuRatio:8:2, ' 0. Shortage : ',V1034:8:2); 
writeln (' G. Essential : ',C008C:8:2, ' R. R/O Low : ',B020:8:2); 
writeln (' H. Mfg Set-Up: ',8058:8:2, S. R/O Constr: ',V295:8:21; 
writeln (' I. Obsol Rate: ',B057:8:2, ' T. Stor Rate : ',SCR:8:2); 
writeln (' J. Disc Rate : ',B061:8:2, ' U. Time Pref : ',V101A:8:21; 
writeln (' K. Time SDRS : ',TSDRS:8:2, ' V. Today DT : ',TD:8:01; 
* * THIS SCREEN ALLOWS EDITING OF DEFAULT NllN INPUT PARAMETERS 




Hit ENTER to accept current values '1; 
or letter of field to change: '1; 
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editchoice: = upcase(readkey1; 
writeln(editChoice1; 
case editchoice of 
'A' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Probability Break Point: ' I ;  
PrbBrkPt: = Get_lnteger(0,20); 
end; 
'B' : begin 
writeln; 





'C' : begin 
writeln; 
writeln ('+* Information Only - Model assumes requisition size of one. ""'I; 
HitToCont; 
end; 
'D' : begin 
wri teln; 
write ('Enter new Unit Price: '1; 
B055: = Get-Rea1(0.0,999999.01; 
delete (PD82str2,18lI 1 5); 
insert (NumToString(BO55),PD82str2,18 7 1; 
unitprice: = BO55; 
end; 
'E' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Procurement Leadtime Forecast: ' I ;  
B o l l  A: = Get-Real(O.1,16.0); 
B023C: = BO17A"B023D; 
delete (PD82str2,46,151; 
insert (NumToString(BO11 AI,PD82str2,46); 
delete /PD82str2,106,15); 
insert (NurnToString(B023C),PD82str2,106I; 
PLT: = B011A; 
PLTSigMuRatio: = (sqrt( 1.57"BOll A))/BOll A; 
end; 
'F' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new PLT Std Deviation to Mean Ratio: 'I; 
PLTSigMuRatio: = Get-Real(0.0,3.0); 
end; 
'G' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Average Item Essentiality: 'I; 





'H' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Manufacturer Set-up Cost: '1; 




' I '  : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Obsolescence Rate: 'I; 
B057: = Get-Rea1(0.0,999999.01; 
delete (PD82str2,2 1 1,151; 
insert (NumToString(B057),PD82strZ,Zl1); 
obsol: = 8057; 
end; 
'J' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Discount Rate: 'I; 
B061: = Get-Real(0.0,999999.0); 
delete (PD82str3, I, 15); 
insert (NumToString(BO61 ),PD82str3,1); 
end; 
'K'  : begin 
writeln; 
writeln ( '  
delay(lOOO1; 
{ write ('Enter new Time Between SDRs: 'I; 
TSDRS: = Get-Real(0.0,999999.0); 
delete (PD82str5,226,15); 
insert (NumToString(TSDRS),PD82str5,2261;} 
I; * * * * *  Information Only * * * * * '  
end; 
'L' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Minimum Risk: '1; 




'M' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Maximum Risk: ' I ;  
V102: = Get-Real(O.O,l .O); 
delete (PD82str6,12lI 1 5); 
insert (NumToString(V102),PD82str6,121~; 
end; 
'N' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Mark 1 /11  Order Cost: '1; 
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V015R: = Get-Rea1(0.0,999999.0); 
delete (PD82str5,2411 15); 
insert (NumToString(VO15R),PD82str5,241 I; 
admincost: = V015R; 
end; 
'0' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Max Number of Quarters Safety Level Demand: 'I; 
MSLQD: = Get-Rea1(0.0,999999.0); 
delete (PD82str5,311 15); 
insert (NumToString(MSLQD),PD82str5,31); 
end; 
'P' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Procurement Method: 'I; 




'0' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Procurement Shortage Cost: '1; 
V1034: = Get-Rea1(0.0,999999.0);; 
delete (PD82str6,136,151; 
insert (NumToString(V1034l,PD82str6,136); 
shortcost: = V1034; 
end; 
'R' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new System Reorder Level Low Limit Qty: '1; 
B020: = Get-Real(0.0,999999.0); 
delete (PD82str2,911 15); 
insert (NumToString(B020),PD82str2,91 1; 
end; 
'S' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Reorder Level Constraint Rate: ' I ;  




'T' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter new Storage Cost Rate: '1; 
SCR: = Get-Rea1(0.0,99999.01; 
delete (PD82str5,1811 1 5); 
insert (NumToString(SCR),PD82str5,181 1; 
storage: = SCR; 
end; 
'U' : begin 
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writeln; 
write ('Enter new Time Preference Rate: ' I ;  
V101 A: = Get-Real(0.0,99999.01; 
delete (PD82str6,106,15); 
insert (NumToString(V101 A),PD82str6,106); 
timePref: = V101 A; 
end; 
'V' : begin 
writeln; 
write ('Enter Todaf's Date (YYJJJ): ' I ;  
TD: = Get-Real(0.0,99999.01; 
delete (PD82str5,2111 15); 
insert (NumToString(TD),PD82str5,211); 
end; 
chr( l3): done: =TRUE 
end; 
until done = TRUE; 
assign (outfile,'c:\tp\pd82in.fil'); 
rewrite (outfile); 






var infile, outfi1e:text; 
PD82strl: string[241; 
PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, PD82str7, 
PD82str8: stringI2551; 
PD86strl: stringl241; 




COO 1 B, LASTIN, COO 1 T1 ,COO 1 T2,RPRIN,ONEWAY :char; 
FILLER:string[51; 
D046D:string[91; {NIIN} 
BO 1 1 A, B073, FM LTCNT, FMLY EXP, FMLY GRS, FMLY MN M, FMLY SY SORD, FMLY SY SRO, 
FMLY OPAST,FMLY PLT,FMLYRPRSRV,FMLYRTAT,FMLYRQSlZ,FSQPPRl ,FSQPPR2,FSQPPR 
3,FSQPPR4,FSQPPR5,FSQPPR6,FSQPPR7,FSQPPR8,FSQPPR9,FSQPPRlO,FSQPPR 1 1 ,FSQP 
PR12,FSQPPR13,FSQPPR14,FSQPPRl5,FSQPPR16,FSQPPR17,FSQPPR18,FSQPPR19,FSQP 
PR20,FSQPPRP 1 ,FSQPPR22,FSQPPR23,FSQPPR24,FSQPPR25,FSQPPR26,FSQPPR27,FSQP 
PR28,FSQPPR29,FSQPPR30,FSQPPR3 1 ,FSQPPR32,FWO,B023D,HRZNLNGTH, 
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MEANNONZRlB061 B,BO1 9AlB01 9B,BO19C,B021 ,B019,B021 A10PAST,PLTPPR,B012F,PPV, 
PPVO, BRLDCU, FOO9, BO12E, RSV,SQPPR 1 lSQPPR21SQPPR3,SQPPR41 SQPPR5,SQPPR6, 
SQPPR7,SQPPR8,SQPPR9,SOPPRlO,SQPPRl 1 ,SQPPR12,SQPPR13,SQPPR14,SQPPR15, 
FMLYSYSRO: = 0.O;FMLYOPAST: = 0.O;FMLYPLT: = 0.O;FMLYRPRSRV: = 0.O;FMLYRTAT: = 
0.0; 
FMLYRQSIZ: = O.O;FSQPPRl : = 0.O;FSQPPRP: = O.O;FSQPPR3: = O.O;FSQPPR4: = 0.0; 
FSQPPR5: = 0.O;FSQPPRG: = O.O;FSQPPR7: = O.O;FSQPPR8: = 0.O;FSQPPRS: = 0.0; 
FSQPPR1 0: = 0.O;FSQPPRll: = O.O;FSQPPR12: = O.O;FSQPPR13: = O.O;FSQPPR14: = 0.0; 
FSQPPR15: = O.O;FSQPPR16: = O,O;FSQPPR17: = O.O;FSQPPR18: = O.O;FSQPPR19: = 0.0; 
FSQPPR20: = O.O;FSQPPR21: = 0.O;FSQPPRZZ: = O.O;FSQPPR23: = O.O;FSQPPR24: = 0.0; 
FSQPPR25: = O.O;FSQPPR26: = O.O;FSQPPR27: = 0.0;FSQPPR28: = O.O;FSQPPR29: = 0.0; 
FSQPPR30: = O.O;FSQPPR31: = O.O;FSQPPR32: = 0.O;FWO: = 0.0; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,121,15); B023D: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
HRZNLNGTH: = 0.O;MEANNONZR: = O.O;BO61 B: = 0.0; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,76,15); B019A: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
B019B: = O.O;B019C: = 0.0; 




SQPPR16,SQPPR17,SQPPR181SQPPR1 9,SQPPR20fSQPPR21 ,SQPPR22,SQPPR23,SQPPR24 
I 
SQPPR25, SQPPR26,SQPPR27, SQPPR28, SQPPR29,SQPPR30,SQPPR31 SQPPR32, 








read(infile,PD82strl I PD82str2, PD82str3, PD82str4, PD82str5, PD82str6, 
close (infile); 
C003: = ' 1 H'; 
COOl B: = ' '; 
LASTIN: = 'Y'; 
D046D: = '000000000'; (NIIN) 
COO1 T1: = ' '; 
COOl T2: = ' '; 
COOlW:=' '; 
RPRIN: = 'N'; 
FILLER:=' '; 
PD82str7, PD82str8); 
I , ONEWAY: = 'N'; 
I strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,46,15); B o l l  A: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str3,3 1 , 1 5); B073: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
FMLTCNT: = 0.O;FMLYEXP: = 0.O;FMLYGRS: = 0.O;FMLYMNM: = 0.O;FMLYSYSoRD: = 0.0; 
I 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str7,196,15); B019: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
B021 A: = 0.O;OPAST: = 0.O;PLTPPR: = 0.O;BOlZF: = 0.0; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,9 1,15); PPV: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
PPVO: = 0.0; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str7,12lI 1 5); BRLDCU: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
FOO9: = 0.O;BOlZE: = 0.0; 
RSV: = 0.0; 
SQPPRl : = O.O;SQPPR2: = 0.0; 
SQPPR3: = 0.O;SQPPR.Q: = O.O;SQPPR5: = 0.O;SQPPRG: = O.O;SQPPR7: = O.O;SQPPR8: = 0.0; 
SQPPR9: = 0.0;SQPPRlO: = 0.O;SQPPRll: = 0.O;SQPPRlZ: = O.O;SQPPR13: = 0.0; 
SQPPRl4: = 0.0;SQPPR15: = O.O;SQPPR16: = O.O;SQPPR17: = 0.0;SQPPR18: = 0.0; 
SQPPRl9: = 0.O;SQPPRZO: = 0.0;SQPPRZl: = 0.O;SQPPRZZ: = O.O;SQPPR23: = 0.0; 
SQPPR24: = O.O;SQPPR25: = 0.0; SQPPR26: = O.O;SQPPR27: = O.O;SQPPR28: = 0.0; 
SQPPR29: =O.O;SQPPR30: = 0.0;SQPPR31: = O.O;SQPPR32: = 0.0; 
SYSBO: = 0.0;SYSRCR: = 0.0; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,1, 1 5); A023B: = StringToReal(StrTemp); 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,226,15); TRPR: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str5,226,15); TSDRS: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
strTemp: = copy(PD82str2,18lI 15); B055: = StringToReal(StrTemp1; 
F007: = 0.O;ZOBS: = 0.0; 
EXPDEFRS: = 0.O;EXPDEFRSR: = 0.O;EXPDEFSDR: = 0.O;FEXPDEFRS: = 0.O;FEXPDEFSDR: = 0 
.o; 
PROJADDBO: = 0,O;PROJADDVRBL: = 0.O;PROJSMAVRBL: = 0.O;PROJSSADDBO: = 0.0; 
PROJSSADD: = 0.O;PROJSSSMA: = 0.O;RQSHRTRND: = 0.O;RQSHRTYR: = 0.O;VLBUYS: = 0. 
0; 
VRBLHRSR: = 0.O;VRBLHRSQ: = 0.O;UNITSHRTP: = 0.O;UNITSSHRTR: =o.o; 
{create PD86 input file} 
PD86strl: = COO3 + COO1 B + LASTIN + D046D + COO1 T1+ COOl T2 + COOl W + 
RPRIN + ONEWAY + 
FILLER; 
NumToString(FMLYEXP) + NumToString(FMLYGRS) + NumToString(FMLYMNM1 + 
NumToString(FMLYSYS0RD) + NumToString(FMLYSYSRO1 + 
NumToString(FMLY0PAST) + NumToString(FMLYPLT1 + 
NumToString(FMLYRPRSRV) + NumToString (FMLYRTAT) + 
NumToString(FMLYRQSl2) + NumToString(FSQPPR1) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR2) + NumToString(FSQPPR3) + NumToString(FSQPPR4); 
PD86str2: = NumToString(BO11 A) + NumToString(B073) + NumToString(FMLTCNT) + 
PD86str3: = NumToString(FSQPPR5) + NumToString(FSQPPR6) + NumToString(FSQPPR7) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR8) + NumToString(FSQPPR9) + NumToString(FSQPPR 10) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR11) + NumToString(FSQPPR12) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR13) + NumToString(FSQPPR14) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR15) + NumToString(FSQPPR 1 6) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR17) + NumToString(FSQPPR18)+ 
NumToString(FSQPPR19) + NumToString(FSQPPR20) + 
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NumToString(FSQPPR2 1 1; 
NumToString(FSQPPR24) + NumToString(FSQPPR25) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR26) + NumToString(FSQPPR27) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR28) + NumToString(FSQPPR29) + 
NurnToString(FSQPPR30) + NurnToString(FSQPPR3 1 ) + 
NumToString(FSQPPR32) + NumToString(FW0) + 
NumToString(B023D) + NumToString (HRZNLNGTH) + 
NumToString(MEANN0NZR) + NurnToString(BO61 B) + NumToString(BO19A); 
PD86str5: = NumToString(BO19B) + NumToString(BO19C) + NumToString(B021) + 
NumToString(BO19) + NumToString(B021 A) + NumToString(0PAST) + 
NurnToString(PLTPPR) + NumToString(BO12F) + NumToString(PPV) + 
NumToString(PPV0) + NumToString(BRLDCU1 + NumToString(FOO9) + 
NurnToString(BO12E) + NumToString(RSV) + NurnToString(SQPPR1) + 
NumToString(SQPPR2) + NumToString(SQPPR3); 
NumToString(SQPPR7) + NurnToString(SQPPR8) + NurnToString(SQPPR9) + 
NumToString(SQPPR10) + NumToString(SQPPR11 1 + NumToString(SQPPR12) + 
NumToString(SQPPR13) + NurnToString(SQPPR14) + NumToString(SQPPR15) + 
NumToString(SQPPR16) + NumToString(SQPPR17) + NumToString(SQPPR18)+ 
NumToString(SQPPRl9) + NurnToString(SQPPR20); 
PD86str7: = NumToString(SQPPR21) + NumToString(SQPPR22) + 
NurnToString(SQPPR23) + NumToString(SQPPR24) + NumToString(SQPPR25) + 
NurnToString(SQPPR26) + NurnToString(SQPPR27) + NumToString(SQPPR28) + 
NumToString(SQPPR29) + NumToString(SQPPR30) + NumToString(SQPPR3 1 ) + 
NumToString(SQPPR32) + NumToString(SYSBO1 + NumToString(SYSRCR1 + 
NumToString(A023B) + NurnToString(TRPR) + NurnToString(TSDRS); 
NumToString(Z0BS) + NurnToString( EXPDEFRS) + NumToString(EXPDEFRSR1 + 
NumToString(EXPDEFSDR) + NumToString(FEXPDEFRS) + 
NumToString(FEXPDEFSDR) + NumToString(PROJADDB0) + 
NurnToString( PROJADDVRBL) + NumToString(PR0JSMAVRBL) + 
NumToString(PROJSSADDB0) + NumToString(PROJSSADD1 + 
NumToString(PR0JSSSMA) + NumToString(RC2SHRTRND) + 
NumToString(RQSHRTYR) + NumToString(VLBUYS); 
PD86str9: = NurnToString (VRBLHRSR) + NumToString (VRBLHRSQ) + 
N umToString (U N ITSH RTP) + NumToString (UN ITSSH RTR); 
PD86str4: = NurnToString(FSQPPR22) + NurnToString(FSQPPR23) + 
PD86str6: = NumToString(SQPPR4) + NumToString(SQPPR5) + NumToString(SQPPRGI+ 
PD86str8: = NumToString(BO55) + NurnToString(F007) + 
assign (outfile,'c:\tp\pd86in.fil'); 
rewrite (outfile); 
writeln(outfile,PD86strl, PD86str2, PD86str3, PD86str4, PD86str5, PD86str6, 
PD86str7, PD86str8, PD86str9); 
close (outfile); 
end; 
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APPENDIX C. SCENARIO LISTING 
This appendix contains a listing of the scenarios (experiments) used in the perfoman@ 
testing of the modified Silver model. Each simulation experiment consisted of 500 

















Total number of quarters 
Starting quarter for collecting steady state statistics 
Ending quarter for collecting steady state statistics 
Distribution used to generate demand observations 
Mean used to generate demand observation (initial mean) 
Variance used to generate demand observations (initial variance) 
Trend Starting quarter 
Trend Ending quarter 
Trend coefficient value 
Trend power value 
Mean procurement lead time (F suffix implies fixed lead time) 
Item unit price or cost 
Risk value used in the modified Silver model 
Demand profile (see Appendix D) 
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E x p #  Qtrs Strt End DistMean Var TISQtrTIEQtr 
1 115 26 105 P 
2 115 26 105 P 
3 115 26 105 N 
4 115 26 105 N 
5 115 26 105 N 
6 115 26 105 N 
7 115 26 105 N 
8 115 26 105 N 
9 115 26 105 N 
10 115 26 105 N 
11 115 26 105 N 
12 115 26 105 P 
13 115 26 105 P 
14 115 26 105 N 
15 115 26 105 N 
16 115 26 105 N 
17 115 26 105 N 
18 115 26 105 N 
19 115 26 105 N 
20 115 26 105 N 
21 115 26 105 N 
22 115 26 105 N 
23 115 26 105 P 
24 115 26 105 N 
25 115 26 105 N 
26 115 26 105 N 
27 115 26 105 N 
28 115 26 105 P 
29 115 26 105 N 
30 115 26 105 N 
31 115 26 105 N 
32 115 26 105 N 
33 120 26 110 P 
34 120 26 110 N 
35 120 26 110 N 
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Exp ## Qtrs Strt End Dist Mean Var TIS Qtr TIE Qtr 
37 120 26 110 P 
38 120 26 110 N 
39 120 26 110 N 
40 120 26 110 N 
41 75 26 65 P 
42 75 26 65 N 
43 75 26 65 N 
44 75 26 65 N 
45 75 26 65 P 
46 75 26 65 N 
47 75 26 65 N 
48 75 26 65 N 
49 75 26 65 P 
SO 75 26 65 N 
51 75 26 65 N 
52 75 26 65 N 
53 75 26 65 P 
54 75 26 65 N 
55 75 26 65 N 
56 75 26 65 N 
57 75 26 65 P 
58 75 26 65 N 
59 75 26 65 N 
60 75 26 65 N 
61 75 26 65 P 
62 75 26 65 N 
63 75 26 65 N 
64 75 26 65 N 
65 75 26 65 P 
66 75 26 65 N 
67 75 26 65 N 
68 75 26 65 N 
69 75 26 65 P 
70 75 26 65 N 
71 75 26 65 N 































































































































































Pwr PLT UIP Risk Profile 
2 8 1500 0.3 
0.5 
2 8 125 0.1 
0.5 
2 8 125 0.1 
0.5 
2 8 125 0.1 
0.5 
0.5 8 1000 0.21 
0.5 8 100 0.1 
0.5 8 100 0.1 
0.5 8 100 0.1 
0.5 8 1000 0.21 
0.5 8 100 0.1 
0.5 8 100 0.1 
0.5 8 100 0.1 
1 8 1000 0.21 
1 8 100 0.1 
1 8 100 0.1 
1 8 100 0.1 
1 8 1000 0.21 
1 8 100 0.1 
1 8 100 0.1 
1 8 100 0.1 
1.5 8 1000 0.21 
1.5 8 100 0.1 
1.5 8 100 0.1 
1.5 8 100 0.1 
1.5 8 1000 0.21 
1.5 8 100 0.1 
1.5 8 100 0.1 
1.5 8 100 0.1 
0.8 8 1000 0.21 
0.8 8 100 0.1 
0.8 8 100 0.1 
0.8 8 100 0.1 
0.8 8 1000 0.21 
0.8 8 100 0.1 
0.8 8 100 0.1 
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1 1  
Exp ## Qtrs Strt End Dist Mean Var TIS Qtr T/E Qtr 
73 75 26 65 P 
74 75 26 65 N 
75 75 26 65 N 





































85 100 26 90 P 0.25 
86 100 26 90 N 4 2.6 
87 100 26 90 N 4 10.2 
88 100 26 90 N 4 31.4 
89 100 26 90 P 0.25 
90 100 26 90 N 4 2.6 
91 100 26 90 N 4 10.2 
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APPENDIX D. DEMAND PROFILE GRAPHS 
Demand Profile 1 ~ e a n = i 2  
Steady State 
0 
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Cyclic - Slow Trends 
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u _ I  
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r I 
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APPENDIX E. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This appendix contains a summary of the data obtained during the simulations 
conducted during this thesis. All statistics are collected over the specified steady state 
collection period (see Appendix C). Also included is the analysis data used in 
comparing the modified Silver and UICP models. A description of the table entries 
follows: 
ExP# Experiment number. This number corresponds to the experiment number 
listed in Appendix C. When suffixed with an F it indicates that "fixed" 
forecasting was used for the modified Silver model. 
Model SILVER - mean measure for modified Silver model 
UICP - mean measure for UICP model 
Mean Diff - difference in mean values (SEVER-UICP) 
p-value - based on paired t-test on difference of the means 
(sample size = 500) 
ACWTBO Average customer wait time for backordered requisitions in days 
(cumulative measure) 
ACWT Average customer wait time in days (cumulative measure) 
SMA Supply material availability (cumulative measure) 
Invest Average quarterly investment level in units 
Total Cost Total cost in dollars (over the experimental time interval) 
Excess Ending amount of excess inventory in units 
Orders Total number of orders 
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The following is a list of tables found in this appendix: 
Table E-1: Contains results for the stationary mean demand scenarios. 
Table E-2: Contains results for the cyclic mean demand scenarios, 
Table E-3: Contains results for the declining mean demand scenarios. 
Table E-4: Contains results for the increasing mean demand scenarios. 
Table E-5: Contains results for the cyclic mean demand scenarios using a 
"fixed" or stationary forecast assumption with the modified Silver 
model. 
Table E-6: Contains results for the declining mean demand scenarios using a 
"fixed" or stationary forecast assumption with the modified Silver 
model. 
Table E-7: Contains results for the increasing mean demand scenarios using a 





STATIONARY MEAN DEMAND 
Ex@ Model ACWTBO ACWT SMA Invest TotaICost Excess Orders 
1 SILVER 118.03 13.66 0.935 6.54 243,819.51 3.19 7.83 
UICP 121.48 16.03 0.921 6.64 246,711.33 3.36 8.51 
Mean Diff -3.45 -2.37 0.014 -0.10 -2,891.83 -0.17 
UICP 67.72 4.62 0.970 234.35 205,784.45 47.29 10.62 
Mean Diff -19.04 -2.04 0.011 -0.63 -3,732.03 1.15 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.63 
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TABLE El. (CONTINUED) 
STATIONARY MEAN DEMAND 
Ex@ Model ACWTBO ACWT SMA Invest Totalcost Excess Orders 
8 SILVER 78.87 6,04 0,965 288,32 251,289,97 87,28 12,38 
UICP 101.06 8.42 0.954 294.18 259,396.05 93.49 9.48 
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TABLJ3 El. ( C O " U E D )  
ll STATIONARY MEAN DEMAND 
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TABLE El. (CONTINUED) 










Model I ACWTBO I ACWT I SMA 
SILVER I 87,83 I 8.55 I 0.947 
~~ ~ 
uIcp 1 -xzq  10.34r 0.941 
Mean DifY I -17.12 I -1.79 I 0.006 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.01 
SILVER 93.44 6.99 0.943 
UICP I 84.52 I 5.45 1 0.953 
MeanDiff I 8.92 I 1.54 I -0.010 
pvalue I 0.01 I 0.00 I 0.00 
Invest I Totalcost I Excess I Orders 
537.67 I 933,637,94 I 118.90 I 26.13 
546.04 1 940,914.74 I 123.74 I 14.29 
-8.38 
11.90 1 3 8,3 88.02 11.87 
12.08 138,592.40 
-0.18 
pvalue 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SILVER 30.10 0.87 0.989 131.34 162,101.05 6.64 16.11 
UICP 40.59 1.33 0.984 134.74 161,885.00 10.30 12.71 
Mean Diff -10.49 -0.46 0.005 -3.40 216.04 -3.66 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 
~ ~~ 
SILVER I 71.60 I 4.36 1 0.963 r 181.18 I 213,038.80 I 36.33 I 14.76 
UICP 86.07 6.43 0.947 185.72 218,957.21 41.26 11.47 
Mean Diff -14.48 -2.07 0.016 -4.54 -5,918.41 -4.92 
I I I I I 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 I 
SILVER 70.15 4.72 0.966 19.53 161,368.05 5.29 10.08 
UICP 51.44 2.60 0.978 19.70 161,997.69 5.25 10.07 
Mean Diff 18.71 2.12 -0.012 -0.17 -629.63 0.04 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.75 I 
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TABLE E-I. (CONTINUED) 
ll 
~~ - 
STATIONARY MEAN DEMAND 
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TABLE E2. 
Exp# Model ACWTBO ACWT ShlA Invest Totalcost 
33 SILVER 157.43 32,35 0.829 17.86 236,569.44 
UICP 201.48 51.26 0.768 19.43 256,781.98 









Model ACWTBO ACWT SMA Invest TotdCost Excess Orders 
18.91 0.902 543,532.02 340.41 21.80 SILVER 126.13 444.41 
UICP 265.37 67.00 0.763 463.74 800,470.45 544.35 15.00 
Mean Diff -139.24 -48.09 0.138 -19.32 -256,938.42 -203.94 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TABLE E3.  
Ex@ 
41 
Model ACWTBO ACWT ! M A  Invest Totalcost Excess Orders 
SILVER 30.69 4.43 0.970 15.13 64,998.35 7.80 3.73 
UICP 20.66 2.82 0.979 18.13 72,268.17 11.52 2.67 




pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SILVER 5.57 0.38 0.995 323.75 148,384.31 119.53 8.64 
UICP 13.69 0.96 0.989 400.36 170,606.27 269.31 4.41 
Mean Diff -8.12 -0.58 0.006 -76.61 -22,221.95 -149.78 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SILVER 29.03 3.78 0.975 388.37 177,435.53 176.67 7.36 
UICP 32.65 4.09 0.973 455.37 197,663.46 312.46 4.06 
Mean Diff -3.62 -0.31 0.002 -67.00 -20,227.93 - 135.79 
pvalue 0.22 0.57 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TABLE E-3. (CONTINUED) 
Mean Diff 0.89 0.06 -0.003 -79.18 -22,741.47 -118.04 
0.78 0.94 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I 
53 SILVER 38.79 5.14 0.968 17.49 76,847.62 9.20 4.54 
UICP 27.37 3.17 0.975 19.48 82,230.65 13.87 3.81 
Mean Diff 11.43 1.97 -0.007 -2.00 -5,383.03 -4.67 
54 
- 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SILVER 6.51 0.43 0.995 333.17 154,374.86 124.29 9.42 
UICP 14.81 1.05 0.989 401.45 172,8 10.70 270.38 4.59 
Mean Diff -8.30 -0.63 0.006 -68.28 -18,435.84 -146.08 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
23 1 















E E3.  (CONTINUED) 
0.969 16.40 69,742.07 11.01 3.69 
0.975 19.66 81,398.19 17.55 3.52 




0.995 300.% 140,351.30 147.22 11.58 
0.987 406.81 173,176.59 376.65 4.44 




0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.974 370.34 170,989.74 227.69 10.92 




0.011 -91.42 -3 1,799.07 -1 96.80 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.955 466.90 217,640.86 305.45 11.19 
9.34 
-1.88 
0.949 569.10 252,276.62 510.21 3.82 
0.006 -102.20 -34,635.76 -204.76 
4.41 
2.50 
0.970 15.31 65,293.84 8.32 3.58 




0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.997 275.93 123,063.99 92.87 5.27 




0.006 -70.51 -19,447.76 -76.02 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 




0.976 404.84 167,303.13 226.11 2.70 
0.004 -72.39 -21,042.66 -84.70 
0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 
B 
DECLINING DEMAND 
ACWT I SMA I Invest I Totalcost I Excess I Orders Model I ACWTBO 
SILVER I 35.57 
29.91 
~ ~- 
0.15 I 0.01 0.00 I 0.00 I 0.00 I 
SILVER 
15.74 
Mean Diff -10.57 






Mean Dlff -5.29 
0.03 1 0 . 0 7 1  0.00 I 0.00 1 0.00 I 
SILVER 27.58 
19.73 















TABLE E4. (CONTINUED) 
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TABLE E4. (CONTINUED) 
Exp# 
91 
Model ACWTBO ACWT SMA Invest Totalcost Excess Orders 
SILVER 67.28 7.60 0.947 383.09 300,489.38 101.21 16.85 
UICP 236.37 60.66 0.766 349.83 479,226.44 109.33 13.62 




TABLE E5. (CONTINUED) 
CYCLIC DEMAND - FIXED FORECASTS 




11 40F I SILVER I 249.20 I 59.81 I 0.774 I 459.53 I 767,418.35 I 532.71 I 20.50 11 
265.37 67.00 0.763 463.74 800,470.45 544.35 15.00 
-16.17 -7.19 0.011 -4.20 -33,052.10 -1 1.64 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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TABLE E-6. 
Ir DECLINING DEMAND - FIXED FORECASTS 1 
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TABLE E-6. (CONTINUED) 
Ex@ 
48F 
DECLINING DEMAND - FMED FORECASTS 
Model ACWTBO ACWT SMA Invest Total Cost Excess Orders 
SILVER 39,92 6.37 0,959 548.44 241,665,08 371,60 6.02 
UICP 54.27 8.79 0.950 561.40 251,018.99 385.89 3.83 
Mean Diff -14.35 -2.42 0.008 -12.96 -9,353.91 -14.30 
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TABLE E6. (CONTINUED) 
Mean Diff 
pvalue 
-3.65 -1.23 0.003 -11.05 -5,451.45 -11.50 




SILVER 36.86 4.55 0.971 19.74 83,632.29 13.95 3.88 
UICP 28.36 3.11 0.976 19.55 83,039.20 13.66 3.90 
Mean Diff 8.50 1.44 -0.005 0.19 593.10 0.28 
v-vahe 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.11 
TABLE E6. (CONTINUED) 
I 
UICP 16.90 
Mean Diff -13.45 
DECLINING DEMAND - FLXED FOREXASTS II 
1.24 0.988 403.99 175,249.35 271.34 4.76 










0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
24.04 3.06 0.979 450.25 198,362.38 303.15 7.13 
37.35 5.10 0.968 460.49 204.774.76 313.81 4.37 




SILVER I 3.45 1 0.15 1 0.998 1 392.86 1 172,870.06 1 259.40 I 8.78 
-13.30 -2.04 0.011 -10.24 -6,412.38 -10.66 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 




-11.38 -2.40 0.007 -12.35 -8,431.48 -10.01 
0.00 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 







UICP I 55.09 I 9.65 I 0.948 I 567.07 I 259,222.98 1 384.43 I 4.12 
21.59 3.27 0.977 18.47 72,835.42 15.56 2.55 
5.94 1.52 -0.007 0.15 433.73 0.13 
0.02 0.01 0.00 0.16 0.23 0.40 
3.05 0.16 0.997 349.99 142,963.17 279.85 5.18 
10.11 0.95 0.990 362.27 146,638.34 294.61 2.85 




0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20.36 3.16 0.979 412.33 169,045.16 345.46 4.44 
25.08 3.85 0.976 421.75 171,973.70 355.29 2.74 
68F 
Mean D f i  -4.72 -0.68 0.004 -9.41 -2,928.54 -9.84 
pvalue 0.07 0.29 0.21 0.00 0.02 0.00 
SILVER 31.99 6.80 0.956 517.12 214,026.58 438.60 4.05 
UICP 37.24 7.98 0.957 531.67 220,175.14 453.74 2.62 
Mean Diff -5.25 -1.18 -0.001 -14.55 -6,148.56 -15.14 
. vvalue , 0.10 , 0.16 , 0.78 , 0.00 , 0.00 , 0.00 , 
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TABLE E-6. (CONTINUED) 
II DECLINING DEMAND - FIXED FORECASTS 
UICP 26.47 3.51 0.976 404.84 167,303.13 226.11 2.70 
Mean Diff -9.16 -1.08 0.007 -10.56 -4,160.03 -1 1.78 
pvalue 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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TABLE E6.  (CONTINUED) 
Ex@ Model ACWTBO ACWT SMA Invest Totalcost 
76F SILVER 32.63 6.05 0.965 501.08 209,732.14 
UICP 37.58 6.98 0.958 515.62 215,666.03 
Mean Diff -4.95 -0.93 0.007 -14.53 -5,933.89 









TABLE E 7 .  (CONTINUED) 
INCREASING DEMAND - FMED FORECASTS 
Ex@ I Model I ACWTBO I ACWT I SMA Invest I Totalcost Excess I Orders 
400.87 I 590,587.44 171.12 I 16.86 84F I SILVER I 249.23 I 73.07 I 0.723 
406.00 1 627,491.94 
-5.13 -36,907.50 








22.72 I 181,308.28 
UICP 191.78 37.61 0.822 23.01 1 81,494.89 
Mean Diff -7.14 1.60 -0.013 -0.28 -186.61 -0.22 
pvalue 0.07 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.67 
86F SILVER 148.95 21.71 0.873 357.35 362,064.23 
UICP 167.59 28.59 0.846 362.62 386,220.83 
Mean Diff -18.64 -6.88 0.027 -5.27 -24,156.60 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
87F SILVER 183.24 33.15 0.837 396.34 434,965.07 
-8.05 
96.33 I 19.62 
I UICP I 199.19 I 39.05 I 0.821 I 401.32 I 457,520.17 104.92 14.02 + -8.60 Mean Diff -15.95 -5.90 0.016 -4.97 -22,555.10 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SILVER 217.75 48.06 0.798 481.27 572,939.42 
UICP 232.23 54.56 0.785 488.50 603,029.44 





I pvalue I 0.00 1 0.00 I 0.00 I 0.00 I 0.00 
89F SILVER 201.14 54.69 0.763 20. I0 165,295 S O  
UICP 202.78 52.40 0.770 20.24 164,614.96 
Mean Diff -1.64 2.29 -0.007 -0.15 680.54 
pvalue 0.71 0.16 0.10 0.01 0.15 
SILVER 192.57 41.38 0.806 312.23 388,358.19 
UICP 207.01 48.14 0.788 315.67 408,421.43 
I 
4.19 1 12.38 
I 
40.14 1 20.80 90F 
53.91 14.84 + -13.77 Mean Diff -14.43 -6.76 0.018 -3.44 -20,063.25 
pvalue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
I 
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APPENDIX F. STATIONARY DEMAND GRAPHS 
Description, Steady State Experiment # 10 
-SILVER 
-SILVER  QUARTERLY ACWTBO~ 1 --.UlCP 
j CUMULATIVE ACWTBO 1 I--sILyER --.UICP 1 
400, I 
300 I 




2 6 3 6 4 6 5 8 6 6 7 6 8 6 9 6  
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80 
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8 ,  I 
0 9  
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XJARTERLY INVESTMENT I /--SIIMR . UlCP 
.I. 
470 
28 36 46 58 66 76 86 96 
I I I 
O d  









- _  UlCP 
! 3 o w  
26 36 46 58 66 76 88 B6 
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APPENDIX G. CYCLIC DEMAND GRAPHS 
Description: Cyclic Experiment # 35 
06 - 
j 'QUARTERLY ACWTBO~ 
I 400 1 
26 36 46 56 €6 76 86 96 106 
Quarter 
b 
I l 2  i I  
26 36 46 56 66 76 86 96 106 
Quarters 
250 
,/---- I m -  
150 - 
1w - 
5 0 -  
0 
m 
26 36 46 56 66 76 86 95 106 
Quarter 
150  
5o t ,,/& I 
0 
26 36 46 56 66 76 86 % 106 
Quarter 
0- 
26 36 46 56 €6 76 86 96 106 
Quarters I 
-SILVER  
2 6 3 6 4 6 5 6 6 6 7 6 8 6 9 6 1 0 6  
Quarters 
26 36 46 56 66 76 S 96106 
otrs 
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APPENDIX H. DECLINING DEMAND (STEEP TREND) GRAPHS 
Description: W i n i n g  Experiment # 71 
/QUARTERLY ACWTBO] LJ --ELF 
~ 
80 , I 
26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 
Quarter 
-SILVER 
[QUARTERLYSMAI 1 - -  UlCP I 
0951 ' " " " '  I 
26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 
Quarters 
01 " " '  " " " "  I 
26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 
Quarter 
j CUMULATIVE SMA I 
0985 1 
0955 ' ' " " " " ' ' I 
26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 
Quarter 
I 101 I 
26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 ! O ' " " ' " " " " ' " ' Quarter " '  ' " " '  ' " ' " " '  ' " 
~UARTERLY INVESTMENTI -EJLCV~ER Dl 
400 
3w 
200 gLLJ 200 26 31 36 41 Quarters 46 51 56 61 
26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 
Quarters 
JCUMULATIVE ACW] --EL? l 
I 
26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 
Quarters 
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APPENDIX I. DECLINING DEMAND (SLOW TREND) GRAPHS 
Description: Declining Experiment # 59 
26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 
Quarter 
- SILVER _ _  UlCP iQUARTERLYSMA1 I I 
1.01 , I 
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40 
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I - 1  i 
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APPENDIX J. INCREASING DEMAND (STEEP TREND) GRAPHS 
Description: Increasing Expenrnent # 83 
I 
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I 
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APPENDIX K. INCREASING DEMAND (SLOW TREND) GRAPHS 
Description: Increasing Experiment # 79 
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